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Abstract 

This study looks at the a-ty of Ukrainian polka bands performing in the 

Canadian prairie provinces, with a specific concenaadon on one of these groups. These 

musicians often focus on the construction of their own identities as contemporary 

musicians and on the roles they play in mating successful dance events. However, 

through public exposure, the performances of such musicians have come to be viewed by 

many as fitting representations of U b h i a n  music and culture. As links to a cultural past 

and as catalysts for new ideas and practices, musicians therefore play an active role m 

forming and re-forming the ethnic identity of contemporary Ukrainian Canadians. 

The cunent state of Uhinian music has been Hected by a number of significant 

nodes along the historical continuum. These nodes correspond with changes in content, 

context or medium, at times addressing one, two or all three variables, and tend to coincide 

with significant processes in Ukrainian Canadian society in general. 

This smdy will present an overview of the activity that occurred at each of these 

musical nodes: the emergence of commercial recordings of Uhainian music in the late 

1920s; the development of a unique hybrid of Ubrainian country and western music in the 

1960s; an increase in ethnic awareness and the development of consciously ethnic music in 

the 1970s; the rise in popularity in the 1980s of IJkrabian music that incorporated western 

Canadian ruml repatoires with eastern Canadian urban sensibilities and the main context 

for this cype of music, the zabma; the continued flourishing of local music rnaldng 

traditions featuring bands that consisted of neighbours or family members; and the 

influence of the mainstream marketplace of the 1990s on the activities of Ulcrainian bands. 

At the same time, it will consider the current activity of the Edmonton band "Charka," 

discussing the way that the historical past shapes their ethnographic present 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

"You know why I do this? It's the tunes. They get into your blood." Bury Sliwkanich' 

Music is part of the lifeblood of the Ulcrainian community in western Canada For 

Uhainians, music is a necessity, as an integral part of social rituals. It is even more 

necessary as a means of escape from the pressures of everyday life. The unique sounds of 

Ukmhian music help to create a distinct space that can transport the listener to another time 

and place. That place may be a peasant village in U h h e  or a nual farmstead on the 

western Canadian Raires. The place may be a f a d y  kitchen where friends gather to sing 
. - and play traditional tunes on the fiddle or tsymbaly, or a L J b m a n  community hall 

packed with dancers whirling to the beat of a Ukrainian polka band. In a rapidly changing 

world, music is one of the few theads that can still connect people whose affiliation with 

. . 
Llkamm culture may be rmnunaL 

. - 

A vast network of Ubrainian musicians stretches across the Prairies. While there are 

no formal structures co~ecring them, they are inextricabIy linked through the sound of 

their music, and the role that music plays in the lives of their audiences. Contexts for 

performance of W a i n i a n  music can range from outdoor folk festivals attracting audiences 

of thousands, to small three-piece "orchesaas" playing for dancers at the local Legion hall. 

In each case, it is the sound of the music, its driving beat and the reactions it elicits that is 

constant. 

The brand of Ukrainian music played on the Canadian Prairies is a unique product 

of its environment. This music is as much a regional music as it is an ethnic music, with 

Ukrainian musicians acting as the sole providers of social music for countless rural 

Canadian communities. This music tells us as much about western Canadian culture as it 

does about Ukrainian culture. And yet, it is its function as a marker of ethnic identity that 

gives it much of its power, and attracts new generations of musicians into the fold. 



The scope of musical advity among Uhahians in western Canada continues to be 

vast Even focusing on one h d  of music making, that of insmental dance bands, leaves 

us numerous avenues of investigation. IXminians support not only their Iocal amateur 

weekend musicians. but a system of established "stars" and events that range koom small 

community dances and weddings to mega-"zabavas" [dances13 held in hockey arenas and 

convention centres. Music continues to be passed on orally £room generation to generation, 

yet Ukrainian Canadians have also established an entire recording industry consisting of 

several competing labels and broadcasters who play these products. Individual factions of 

the community have fostered genres that satisfy their own tastes, ritual songs and village 

dance music, and new genres that owe as much to urban dance, swing, counrry and rock 

music as they do to the old country tunes- For Ukraixlians in western Canada in the 1990s, 

all of these diverse components are intermingling to create a new, homogenous yet exciting 

brand of Uhainian music that Uhinian Canadians can relate to. My goal in this work is to 

inform the reader of several of these unique branches of Ukrainian music, and inform them 

as to how they currently interconnect The result will be a "study of a community as a 

musical system involving both the musical artifacts and the behaviour of music producers 

and consumers" (Nettl 1978, 14). 

As immigrant comrnuai.ties establish themselves within new environments, they 

experience conflict between strict retention of traditions as they existed in their previous 

homelands and adaptation of these traditions to fit the nonns of their new environments. 
. . 

Since the arrival of the fist  permanent Uhahian settlers in the 1890s, life in the Ukaman 

communities of western Canada has undergone considerable change. While some elements 

of traditional culture have survived, others have either been transformed or discarded 

completely as a result of influences from outside the community. This process is rdected 

in the activities of instrumental music ensembles or orchestras. 

This study will enable us to address the crucial question of both Canadian and 

Ukrainian-Canadian identity. With a revival of interest in cultural identity, Canadians of 



Ukrainian descent are recomposing a generic Ukrainian culnne based on a variety of 

regional traditions. The result is a synthetic, yet uniquely Canadian version of Ukakian 

culture which is as creative as the old country models on which it is based, yet reflects the 

present time h e  and living conditions of Uhainians in Canada. This model could be 

used to understand other ethnic cultlrres or the development of a general Canadian culture 

based on the interactive dynamic of its immigrant communities. 

Music has become a symbol of ethnic identiv for LJhamm 
. . 

Canadians who, while 

socialized into the CUIture of the general Canadian society, still iden- with the culture of 

their ancestors. Links to their heritage are established by individual musicians and 

ensembles, who select for use in performance cultural items that are considered to be 

significant identi£iers of Uhinian culture, musical genres and the instruments they are 

played on. In their music making however, contemporary musicians incorporate musical 

practices and cultural information inspired by and reflecting mainstream Canadian society. 

This study will look at the activity of Ukrainian polka bands performing in the 

Canadian prairie provinces, with a specific concentration on one of these groups. These 

musicians are often focused on the construction of their own identities as contemporary 

musicians and on the roles they play in creating successful dance events. However, 

through public exposure, the performances of such musicians have come to be viewed by 

many as fitting representations of Ukrainian music and culture. As Links to a cultural past 

and as catalysts for new ideas and practices, musicians therefore play an active role in 

forming and re-forming the ethnic identity of contemporary lkainin Canadians. 



Community 
Although this is a study of music within a specific community, there is some 

question as to the parameters determining membership within that community. This a 

problem which has affected many social scientists. Ereie (1998), in an attempt to arrive at a 

definition of community, found that in 1955 one author identified ninety-four different 

definitions of the term used in social science studies (JEfillery 1955), and a similar degree of 

non-uniformicy was reported twenty-two years later (Willis 1977). 

According to Freie777there is some sense of consensus both on values, beliefs and 

mores of the community as well as on the boundaries, psychological as well as physical" 

(1998,28). He suggests that there exists "an awareness among members that they are part 

of the community7' (1998, 28), that individuals experience "a sense of rootedness" (1998, 

29), and that they 'find identity through participation in a greater whole" (1998, 32). 

Ehrenhalt views community as a "network of comfortable, reliable relations hips"( 1998, 

93), while Macdonald defines community as a group who "share a common set of 

characteristics based upon a common experience" (1 997, 197). 

In order to arrive at the criteria for what I will refer to as the "Ulcrainian cornmuni@ 

in Canada," I also believe it is necessary to focus on the psychological boundaries which 

encompass the group. Like Macdonald, I chose to view community "not as an analytical 

unit but to look at it as a field to be investigated; and, like 'tradition', to show it as created 

within a modern dialogue" (1997, 9). I use the tam "Ubrainian commWLity" not as ''the 

boundaries and limits of my investigation but the position from which to begin, and 

through which to focus the discussion" (cf. Macdonald 1997,9). 

For the purposes of this study, the tam "Uhahian community" may actually refer 

to two groups of people. On one hand, the term may refer to a group with very clear 

boundaries. The members of this group are immigrants from Ukraine or direct descendants 

of those immigrants; they take an active role in organized activities with other individuals of 
. . 

Ukramm descent; they continue to use the I3miuia.n language and make a conscious effort 



to maintain Ukrainian ritual and social practices. While these and other criteria could be 

used to define what might be termed the "official'* M a n  community in Canada, it 

excludes many who are part of a "symbolic" Ukrainian Canadian community. The 

members of this group also have biological connection to ancestors from Ukraine, and may 

be participants in some level of Ukrainian activity. However, while they may no longer be 

speakers of the k a i n i a n  language, members of Uhabian organizations or participants in 

lkainian ritual and social practices, they continue to have a psychological connection to 

other Ukrainian Canadians. This co~mection frequently manifests itself in the selection of 

symbols which link the individual to the community (Isajiw 1984; Pohorecky 1984). 

Music, especially the kind of music played for dancing at social functions, is often one of 

the external cultural symbols which continues to have a consofidating effect for Ukrainian 

Canadians long after such symbols as language, values and belief systems cease to be 

centrally important. 

An additional factor influencing the composition of the Ukrainian community in 

Canada is the role of technology. While the breakdown of traditional practices and physical 

separation due to geography threatened certain cultural practices, technological 

developments, such as the introduction of commercial sound recordings (and later radio 

and television broadcasthg) helped to create links and provide some of the '%ommon 

experiences" that would maintain a sense of commurity solidarity (cf. Schambra 1998, 

45). 

Ethnicity 
Within the context of North American society, many ethnic groups strive to develop 

their ethnicity . For immigrant communities establishing themselves in new 

environrnents,"ethnicity provides a source of identity and meaning within a modem, 

changing and complex society" (Eiot  and Fleras 1992, 129). Some believe, however, that 

that the encouragement of ethnicity through the policy of multiculturalism simply reinforces 



token or symbolic pluralism and is Mted in its ability to change race and ethnic relations 

(Li 1983, 132-133). The Ukrainian community throughout Canada has developed a 

network of organizations which strive to provide both an ethnic environment in which its 

members can function comfortably, and an ethnic image that can be presented to the rest of 

the North American population. The activity of IRmhiian musical ensembles can be viewed 
. - as a microcosm of the LJkmman ethnic experience. 

Michael Fischer says,'The ethnic, the ethnographer, and the cross-cultural scholar 

in general often begin with a persoid empathetic "dual tracking," seeking in the otha 

clarification for processes in the self" (1 986, 199). As I began this study, I was convinced 

that ethnicity was an important factor motivating the activity of Lkahi i l~l  musicians. 

Certainly the fact that they considered themselves ccUkrainian" musicians pointed to the 

importance of ethaicity and identity. This was also an important factor informing my own 

development as a musician and an ethnographer. 

1 felt that it was necessary to undergo an o v e ~ e w  of ethuicity as it is dealt with in 

several disciplines. As I did so, I encountered a variety of theories. As I worked through 

each theory, I constantly found myself falling into and out of the patterns outlined. 

Ethnicity and ethnic idzntity is a powerN force. It has shaped both my own choices, and 

those of the musicians I have worked with in this study. 

In its simplest definition, ethnicity and ethnic groups can be seen as "extensions of 

Old World cultures transplanted to the New World" (Li 1990, 4).Ukrainian Canadian 

socioIogist Wsevolod Isajiw (1975) has identified over seventy elements used in defining 

ethnicity, of which ancestry, culture, religion, race and language me mentioned most often. 

Leo Driedger suggests that there are six components involved in the identification of 

ethnicity,"ecological territory, ethnic culture, ethnic institutions, historical symbols, 

ideology, and charismatic leadership" (1978,9-22). Milton Yinger (1994,3-4) identifies an 

ethnic group when it is perceived by others in society to be different in some combination 

of language, religion, race, and ancestral homeland with its related culture, when the 



members also perceive themselves as different, and they participate in shared activities built 

around their (real or mythical) common origin and culture. Measured by these three criteria, 

Yinger asserts that individuals can fall anywhere in a range from fully ethnic or barely 

ethnic. In fact, ethnicity may mean something different to each generation. However, one 

of its most salient features remains the fact that it seeks to link images of a distant past with 

the present (Isajiw 1982; Wilson and Frederiksen 1995,4). 

In an attempt to define ethnicity, one can contrast txvo opposing approaches, 

objective and subjective. In the objective approach, ethnic groups are assumed to be 

existing as real phenomena. This view assumes that an ethnic group is a segment of a larger 

society whose members have a common origin, share important aspects of a common 

d t u r e  and participate in shared activities in which the common origin and culture are 

significant ingredients (Yinger 1994,3). 

Within an objective framework, an ethnic group could be defined as "an involuntary 

group of people who share the same culture or the descendants of such people who identify 

themselves andor are identified by others as belonging to the same involuntary group" 

(Isajiw 1975, 25), whose characteristics are "neither duplicated nor resembled in another 

group, even if some other amibutes are the same or similar" (Isajiw 1980, v-ix), or "people 

who conceive of themselves as being of a kind . - . united by emotional bonds and 

concerned with the preservation of their type" (Shibutani and Kwan 1965, 40). In fact 

being fkom an ethnic cultural environment may well affect "aspirations, behaviour, and 

achievement regardless of whether one identifies with the ethnic group" (Kedy 1986, 152). 

One of the disadvantages of this kind of view of ethnicity is that it presents the individual as 

a passive conduit for the collective past, disregarding the individual's ability to choose 

(Alter, 1979, 191). 

A subjective approach, on the otha hand, defines ethnicity as a process by which 

individuals either identify themselves as being different fiom others or belonging to a 

different group, are ident5ed as different by others, or both identify themselves and a 



idensed by others as different ('Yinger 1994). According to Fredrik Barth,"the features 

w ~ c h  are taken into account are not the sum of "objective" difference, but only those 

which the actors themselves regard as significant" As Barth states,"the critical focus of 

investigation from this point of view becomes the ethnic boundary that defines the group, 

not the cultural stuff that it encloses" (Barth 1969,12). 

Isajiw also feels that ethnicity is a matter of boundary, or in fact a double boundary, 

both cci%orn within, maintained by the socialization process, and a boundary from without, 

established by the process of intergroup relations" (1975, 24-25). A subjective approach, 

according to Isajiw, has an advantage over an objective approach in that by focusing on 

psychological identity it makes it much easier for the definition to embrace the second or 

third ethnic generation than would a defition emphasizing the observed sharing of culture 

or other attributes (1979, 12). Persons of the second, third or even fourth immigrant 

generations in North America may have gone through the process of socialization within 

the larger society rather than an ethnic subsociety, and, as a result, may not share the same 

culture as their ancestors, or even theit contemporaries who have been socialized into their 

ethnic group. Neverthelass, they may have retained or even developed to a higher degree a 

subjective identity with their ethnic goup (1979,22). 

Another point in the discussion of ethnic identity must take into account the way a 

community evolves over time. Often the developments that take place in a community 

removed from its traditional homeland bring about profound changes. As Glazer and 

Moynihan point out, various ethnic groups, owing to their distinctive historical 

experiences, their cultures and skills, the times of their arrival and the economic situation 

they met, develop distinctive economic, political, and cultural patterns. As their old models 

of culture fall away they acquire new ones, shaped by the distinctive experiences of life in 

the new environment, and a new identity is created. Often the new identity has little 

resemblance to that of the c o u m  of origin. While the Italian-Americans in Glazer and 

Moynihan's study might share little with Italians in Italy, in Arnaica they are a distinctive 



group that has maintained itself, is identifiable, and gives something to those who are 

identified with it (1970, xxxiii). In f a c ~  as ethnic groups evolve they are linked to other 

members of the group by new attdbutes that the original immigrants would never have 

recognized as identifying their group (Glazer and Moynihan 1963, vi). 

Much the same could be said of Ukrainians in Canada Add to this the fact that the 

Uhinian C'anadiao community experienced long periods of isolation from the homeland 

culture for either economic or politid reasons, and the result is an environment that was 
. - 

ripe for the development of a unique form of Lkaman identity. 

Of the roughly 800, 000 Uhahhns in Canada, Magosci identifies two distinct 

groups. The first, while of Ukrainian descent, are Canadian first and foremost. Their 

family ties, education and world view are determined by parameters of Canadian society. 

They may or may not speak Ukakian, or attend an Eastern Christian Church, and, by and 
. . large, have no interest or merely a passing concern with events in Ulaahe or Ukraman 

communities outside of Ukraine. This group, which makes up three quarters of 

I t  * .  l J h m i m s t '  in Canada, are "simply Canadians who, like all [sic] Canadians, have parents 

or grandparents who came £corn somewhere else." That somewhere else happens to be 

Ukraine (Magosci 1991, xii). 

Magoxi defines the second group as Ubainians living in Canada. This group 

consists of individuals born both in Canada and in the old country. However, they are 

W a n  first and foremost They prefer to speak Ukrainian, or consider it their mother 

tongue, attend an Eastern Christian Church, whether or not they are believers, and follow 

with great concern the fate of Ukraine and parkipate in activities of the Ukrainian diaspora. 

This group is tom between what is natural, functioning as indistinguishable members of 

Canadian host environment, and what has become an intellectuahd reality, struggling to 

be a Ukrainian in a non-Ukrainian world. It is this group that is most often the subject of 

scholars researching the Ukrainian-Canadian experience and the rnain concern of the 



Canadian politicd world, primarily because they can be easily identifed by scholars and 

politicians. 

During the period of Soviet rule in Ukraine, this second group could hnd a facus 

for their activity as preservers of a culture that was threatened in the homeland. However, 

with Ukraine's recent independence, this focus itself is now threatened. Although Magosci 

suggests that there will no longer be any need to be a Ukrainian living in Canada, he fails to 

explain how similar conditions exist with other ethnic groups have enjoyed unrestricted 

access to their homeland, 

Tradition . . 
The concepts of etmiciity and culture, especially when speaking about llkmnmn 

music, are often linked with the term tradition (for example, 'traditional music'). While 

there is a tendency to view tradition as a static and predetermined set of variations, it is 

much more effective to look at it as an interpretive process. Traditions are always in 

constant reinvention or reinterpretation (Handler and Limekin 1984). 

For members of an ethnic community in search of suitable cultural umbrellas, old 

symbols are frequently transformed or new traditions are invented (Sommers 1991, 35). 

This process led to the development of the concept of "invented tradition." The term 

includes both 'traditions' 'catually invented, constructed and formally instituted and those 

emerging in a less easily traceable manner within a brief and dateable time period . . .and 

establishing themselves with great rapidity" (Hobsbawm 198 3, 1). For Ho bsbawrn, the 

focus of any traditions, including invented ones, is invariance. It is fixed or formalized 

practices, such as repetition that identify a routine as tradition (Hobsbawrn 1983,2). 

The cultural objectification of invented traditions often leads to a standard that is 

imagined to be a group's culture @andla 1988, 11). For Ukrainians in Canada, this can 

have impoaantirnplications. Some traditions take on an added level of significance because 

of their symbolic nature. For example, customs rooted in the agricultural practices of the 



past take on a heightened signifTicance and reflect Uhahian  identity. especially for 

urbanized community members, because of their implied symbolic nature. Roosens notes a 

similar pattern whereby the Flemish in Brussels become more "consciouslytr Flemish than 

their compatriots in west Flanders or Limburg (1989, 12). While such patterns can be 

beneficial for developing and maintaining cultural practices, the result is that selective 

tradition is often passed off as the tradition (Williams 199 1,414). 

h many instances it is ethnic revivalists, or those who have a renewed interest in a 

culture, who are most concerned with adherence to traditions. Often their centre of attention 

is not unlike that of museum curators, focusing on 'konservation, preservation, [and] 

restoration. But a living tradition is not like a painting; it needs to be changed and touched 

by each new generation" (Sennett 1979,199). 

Henry GIassie has identified two main causes for the search for identity in 

traditions. According to Glassie, 

The mt is the erosion of mediating structures. As communal, ethnic, regional, or 
religious identity is drained of pragmatic significance, it is filled with compensatory 
symbolic significance. The second is the decline in society fiom creation to 
consumption. As people lose existential authenticity, the product of direct aeative 
activity, they construct dainty, friable selves, selves so h @ e  that everyone takes 
everything personally. . . (1994,240) 

Another way to look at traditions is to analyze them as texts. Clifford Geertz 

believes any cultural forms, including traditions, invented or otherwise," can be treated as 

texts, as imaginative works built out of social materials" (Geertz 1973, 449). These 

traditions or texts can help provide access into a community. 

Since Canadian social conditions offer a vast playing field for practicing ethnicity 

and its traditions, ethnicity appears to have a relatively high salience in Canada (Reitz and 

Breton 199447). This could account for the high profile for activity among ethnic groups, 

such as the ~ ~ a n s ,  within the h e w o r k  of mainstream Canadian culture- 'While 

studies show that attachment to ethnic communities is usually more pronounced among 

immigrants than among their descendants (Lieberson and Waters 1988; Reitz 1990), this 

does not appear to be the case for groups such as the Ukrainians. Indeed, even without any 



significant immigration of Wainians between the early 1950s and the late 1980s, 

U h h i a n  cultural items have remained among the most visible in Canada This may partly 

be due to the fact that Ukrainians felt an obligation to maintain traditions that they perceived 

as threatened under Soviet rule in their former homeland. However, some scholars feel that 
. - 

with the recent independence of Ulcraine,"this may become a time when IJkmmm 

Canadians will retain a sense of their heritage not because it is ostensibly or actually 

threatened in the homeland but because it is simply another aspect of being Canadian'' 

(Luciuk and Hryniuk 199 1, xiv). 

Ethnicity and Music 
Music can be a p o w e m  tool in the negotiation of ethnicity. It provides a means by 

which people recognize identities and places, and the boundaries which separate them, 

transcending the limitations of their place in the world (Stokes 1994). It can also provide a 

concrete vehicle through which the identity of a group of people is expressed (Flores 

1992). Music can also be used to construct boundaries, to maintain distinctions between 

"us" and "them," with terms such as "authenticity" often used to justify these boundaries. 

While much of this boundary and identiq construction is based on s o u p  "traditions," 

individual musicians command a powerful control over their materials. This control is 

evidenced "by the common practice of shiftkg from one form of music to another for such 

reasons as in-group (secret) communication, appropriateness, or redefinition of a social 

situation - practices that may be considered examples of musical code switching7' 

(H0pki.n~ 1976,46 1-462). 

Malcolm Chapman discusses ethnicity as it relates to "Celtic" culture and music. 

Chapman underlines bvo important points. 

Firstly there is often a great gulf between the real representatives of an 'ethnicity' 
(the man and woman in the street, so to speak), and the self-conscious and 
enthusiastic exponents of the same 'ethnicity.' This is manifest as much in musical 
as it is in other matters. Secondly, music provides an entry into the practices and 



sentiments of ethnic belonging, for those whose commitment is small, and who 
require entertainment rather than &oh (1994,35-36) 

Chapman (1994) also identifies four main processes in the creation of "etfinic" 

music, 1) the elaboration of an opposition 'seE,/other'; 2) the steady progression of 

fashions from a centre to a periphery; 3) the meeting of incongruent category systems, 

causing the perceiving culture to construct the perceived as inconsistenf unreliable, 

irrational, colourful, dramatic, etc.; 4) Romanticism which glamorizes the 'other-' 

Some ethnic identities have to be achieved, and they have to be maintained by ethnic 

"signaling." Lack of knowledge or inability to signal properly can mean that identity can be 

challenged (Yinger 1994, 141-42). For many Ukrainians in Canada, music allows an 

access to a Ulmhian culture and community that would otherwise be denied to them by the 

complexities of Uhahian language, traditional social patterns or involvement in 

community politics (cf. Stokes 1994). Artists, including musicians, are i m p o r ~ ~ t  sources 

of the symbols that signal one's identity (Yinger 1994, 141), helping individuals create a 

personal space apart from that of the cultural mainstream. As Frith states,"Music seems to 

be a key to identity because it offers, so intensely, a sense of both self and others, of the 

subjective in the collective" (1996, 1 10). 

Identity 
Ethnicity is frequently used as a powerful tool in the development of identity. 

Indeed, the construction or maintenance of a distinct identity is often one of the main goals 

of ethnic groups. For some "Being ethnic makes them feel unique and special and not just 

'vanilla, "' (Waters 1990, 151). Assuming an ethnic identity is "an insistence on a pluralist 

multidimensional, or multi-faceted concept of self, one can be many different things, and 

this personal sense can be a crucible for a wider social ethos of piuralism" (Fischer 1986, 

196). However, we can extend the concept of identity to include members of any group, 



musicians for example, or to any individuaL It is possible to examine various types of 

identity. 

A distinction can be made between behavioural and symbolic ethnic identity. 

Behavioural ethnic identity consists of" outward expressions, such as being able to speak a 

heritage language and use it frequently, choosing best friends primarily from one's own 

group, practicing endogamy, and belonging to ethnic and/or religious organizations of 

one's group" (Kallin and Beny 1994, 306). Symbolic ethnic identity involves knowledge 

and pride in one's origin, but does not necessarily include behaviomd expression of that 

identity (Gans 1979). 

Oring (1994) contrasts concepts of indhdud idemiv (sense of space-time 

connections with states, thoughts and actions fiom the past), personal identiv (particular 

mental dispositions and contents - shaped fiom experiences that are unique to the 

individual as well as fiom those common to a collection of individuds), and collective 

idekty (those aspects of personal identity that are derived from experiences and 

expressions common to a group). Peressini (1991) groups similar concepts together to 

create "social identiv," whereby identiy is the product of social relations and practices, or 

the product of a society and a culture, and implies a possibility of multiplicity. Several 

social identities may be held simultaneously or successively by one individual. Yinger 

(1994,366) identifies a social identity theory which explores the way group memberships 

shape identity choices, seeking to maintain or increase the salience of the group and to give 

it a positive quality. For UIcrainiau musicians, movement between these various levels of 

identity is a natural part of the process of functioning in a variety of milieus. 

According to Reitz, language maintenance is a necessary condition for the 

maintenance of ethnic identity (1990, 248). Reitz and Breton consider it one of five 

dimensions, along with salience of ethnicity, intermaniage, multiple origins or mixed 

ancestry, and ethnic social interaction and activities, required for the maintenance of 

identities and culture (Reitz and Breton 1994, 41). Weinfeld also points out, for example, 



that "the French language has emerged in the post-war period as the foundation and indeed 

the essence of Qut5Mcois culture-" He also notes 

Language loss may in any way reflect, rather than cause, a loss of ethnic ties and 
cohesion over the generation. On the otha hand, the selective and symbolic use of 
language - curse words, foods, songs, first names and family names, jokes - may 
serve as signisen and markers which reinforce identity, associated with important 
ritualistic or life cycle events. Moreover, ethnic andfor non-English words have 
been incorporated regularly into contemporary spoken English. (1985,243) 

While ethnic identity is generally looked upon as a positive tool for groups to secure 

a place in the hmework of society, there are suggestions that the dominant culture 

encourages ethnic groups to retain their cultural identities as part of a strategy of continued 

hegemony. Porter developed the concept of vertical mosaic with the vertical strata of status, 

prestige and power. According to this theory, Canada adopted a policy of m u l t i c d m  

because the "melting pot with its radical breakdown of national ties and old forms of 

stratification would have endangered the conservative tradition of Canadian life, a tradition 

which gives ideological support to the continued high status of the British charter group" 

(Porter 1965, 7 1). Reitz and Breton feel that as groups retain their traditional culture they 

also retain traditional subordinate status (1994, 15). In contrast, a high level of education 

could support the contention that ethnic and upper middle class identifmtion could be 

mutually supportive (Wolowyna 1980). 

Village cultme, especially music and dance, is often used as an emblem of national 

culture (Dubinskas 1983, 33). As Glazer states, 

. . . the word "culture" cannot be reslricted only to the arts. It also rneans the way 
of life, the customs, the language - or if the language goes the accent - the food, the 
stories, the weddings, the knowledge of how to approach a person on the street or 
how to address someone, and the comformb1e expectation that one will oneself be 
approached and addressed in the same way. (1979,203) 

Royce observes that "Adequate performance in an identity is much more rigorously judged 

within a group than it is by outsiders. For the latter, a few tokens of the identity are usually 

sufficient" (1 982, 187). 

Often the process of arriving at an identity through ethnicity is an important factor in 

defining that identity. Simon Wth supposes that identity rests on two premises,%rst, that 



identity is mobile, a process not a thing, a becoming not a being; second, that our 

experience of music - of music making and music listening - is best undersrood as an 

experience of this self-in-process" (1996, 109). Michael Fischer develops this idea when 

he states 

Ethnicity is not something that is simply passed on from generation to generation, 
taught and learned; it is something dynamic, often unsuccessfully repressed or 
avoided. It can be potent even when not consciously tau& it is something that 
institutionalized teaching easily makes chauvinist, sterile, and superficial, 
something that emerges in full - ofkn liberating - flower only through struggle. 
Insofar as ethicity is a deeply rooted emotional component of identity, it is often 
transmitted less through cognitive language or learning (to which sociology has 
almost entirely restricted itself) than through processes analogous to the dreaming 
and transference of psycho-analytic encounters. (1 986, 195-6) 

- .  
For Ukramans in Canada, their cultural identity as Ukrainians is a product of the 

North American experience. Prior to their anival in Canada, most were not nationally 

conscious and did not think of themselves as Lkrahians, but rather referred to identities 

based on regional, village or kinship bonds (Woycenko 1967, 22). Often it was the 

immigration situation that taught them they were ethnic. Michael Novak states,'TJsually the 

immigrants came without ethnic organization or plan. Language and "network feelings" 

drove them to seek their own kind, to group together, to acquire self-awareness" (1979b, 

80)- 

Processes in Folklore Studies 
The establishment of identity can be viewed as a process, and there are branches of 

folklore scholazship that investigate processes. Although some folklorists tend to focus on 

the historical past, others are more concerned with the social and cultural processes of the 

present (Abrahams 1983, 345). And while traditional studies focused primarily on texts, 

Alan Dundes insists that a well-rounded folklorist should attempt to analyze folk practices 

on three levels (texture, which is its linguistic features; text, which is a single tewg of a 

tale or proverb, singing of a folksong or other traditional performance; and context, which 

is the specific social situation in which that particular item is actually employed), rather than 

leaving the texture to linguists and the context to cultural anthropologists (1978,22-37). 



Some folklore studies also focus on authenticity as an aspect shaping identity. At 

one time processes of ""ima@ed tradition" were branded as "fakelore" (Dorson 1972, 

1976). Dundes, however, suggests that perhaps items of so-called fakelore should be 

considered an integral element of culture just as folklore is (Dundes 1989, 40-56). Soviet 

scholars have also had problems with the concept of authenticity. While grounded in 

saucturabm and Marxism, it appears that Soviet scholarship adheres to the notion that 

some examples of folklore, or folklorismus, like the previously mentioned fakelore, can be 

considered less authentic than other examples (Gusev 1973). According to Middleton, the 

concept of authenticity assumes that one group of lore is compt, manipulated, over- 

complex, mechanical and commodified, while another is more natural, spontaneous, and 

traditional (1990,168-169). 

Media as a Tool for Developing Identity 
Another way to envision the Ulsrainian community of Western Canada is as a sub- 

society. According to -rvLiZton Gordon (1964), there are four factors which combine to form 

sub-society, ethnic group (race, religion, national origin), social class, rural or urban 
. . 

residence and regional residence. While there is no one singular model of "Ukraman 

Canadian" that would adhere to identical parameters of each of the preceding categories, 

there are enough similarities which help construct the web that is Ukrainian Canadian. 

WhiIe music has long functioned as a communicative tool among Ukainians, 

another tool which has helped develop both a community of musicians, and an ethnic 

community in general for Ukrainians has been the mass media Early audio recordings 

helped bridge the gap between old and new world as well as to unite Ukrainians across 

North America with a common cultural experience. Later, radio also played an important 

role in creating community cohesion. 

While media and related items of culture are generally viewed as products of a 

group, Bohlman submits that an alternate view could be that "the group is the product of its 



musical activities and the cultural values bound to them" (1991, 266). Frith also suggests 

"not that social groups agree on values which are then expressed in their cultural activities 

(the assumption of the homology models) but that they only get to know themselves as 

groups (as a particular organization of individual and social interests, of sameness and 

difference) through cultural activiry, through aesthetic judgment" (1 996, 1 1 1). Waterman 

proposes that "the role of musical style in the enactment of identity makes it not merely a 

reflexive but also a potentially constitutive factor in the patterning of cultural values and 

social interaction" (1990,66). 

Ethnic media play an important role in ethnic identity retention, helping individuals 

stay infonned about community events and activities, molding public opinion and attitudes 

within the community, and reinforcing ethnic symbolism Partaking of ethnic media is not 

only a means of retaining other ethnic patterns, but is an ethnic pattern in its own right 

(Fleras 1994, 267-68; Isajiw 198 1,311. 

Wiiendq (1964) identifies mass culture as cultural products manufactured solely 

for the mass market, while folk culture is seen as the traditional cdture of the people 

predominant in rural society. As some critics see it "there is a tendency for the culture 

purveyed by the mass media to destroy both traditional high culture and folk culture" 

(Vulliamy 1977, 1 80). Herrnann Bausinger 's mass-cultural theory rejects this conservative 

viewpoint, proposing a theory of expansion rather than disintegration of traditional culture 

in modem technology (1990,22-25). 

One of the classic definitions of folklore focuses on the oral transmission of cultural 

material, often from master to student. With the aid of some media, Like recorded sound, 

the "master" is available in the grooves. Music-making can emerge from "obsessive 

listening" (Erith 1996, 55). A new kind of "mediated" musical experience evolves (Keil 

1984), and a musical community can emerge without immediate personal interaction. 



Ukrainian Musical F olkZu re 
In order to establish a foundation for the discussion of IJlammm 

. - 
music in Canada, 

it is necessary to look at musical Paditions as they existed in Ulaaine. Studies dating fiom 

the 19th and early 20th centuries are most substantial. 

This material includes an extremely large body of literature dealing with blind 

village musicians h o w n  as the kobzari and lirnyky? While their activity formed an 

important part of village musical life, it is the musicians who provided music for dancing at 

community events who are the forerunners of the Canadian Ukrainian dance band 

musicians. There is a somewhat smaller body of information about such musicians. 

Ulcrainian scholars in the early part of the 20th century were at the foreikont of 

research in traditional music, however their studies were focused on a specific range of 

topics (Elschek 1991; NoU 1997). Physical descriptions of instruments and brief 

discussion of performance practices can be found in general surveys of musical instruments 

(Lysenko 1950; Khotkevych 1929; Humeniuk 1967; Vertkov et a1 1963). Regional 

ethnomusicolo@cal or ethnographic surveys also provide descriptions of the role of 

instruments and musicians, some complete with detailed musical transcriptions 

(Mierczynski 1965; Shukhevych 1902). 

Contemporary scholars have begun to re-examine the role of village musicians. 

William Noll has examined village musical ensembles (1988), systems of patronage 

(1991a), musical institutions (1991b), and the role of blind minstrek (1991c, 1993a, 

1993b). Natalie Kononenko has also conducted indepth studies of the minstrel genre 

(1992,1998). Some current research has begun to deal with the music of bands in popular 

genres in the post-Soviet period (Bahry 1994; Wanner 1996). 

The earliest work in the field of Ukrainian folk music in Canada was done in the 

1940s by Tatiana Koshetz, who colIected and prepared transcriptions of folk songs sung 

by Uhinian  Canadians (Peacock 1963).' Laura Boulton presented the results of her 
. . research on TJkmmm Canadian music both on film (1943) and on audio recording (1956). 



In the 1950s, Jaroslaw Rudnyc'lq~ (1956, 1958, 1988) also collected folk songs, with 

analyses focusing on texts rather than musical content. 

During the 1960s Robert B. Iuymasz conducted extensive field research among 

Wkrainians in western Canada. The results of his work include severaI works dealing with 

musical themes. While many focus on folk song, with a primary focus on the texts of those 

pieces (1970a 1970b, 1973, 1988, 1989), others deal with musical processes and contexts 

(1976, 1982, 1988, 1992). Of central importance to this work are his discussions of the 

country music phenomenon in the 1960s (1972, 1980) and the ongoing effect that 

commercial recordings have on community music making (1984). 

Klymasz identified the "underground army of tsymbaly (dulcimer) players on the 

Prairies" (1982, 284) as one of the Ukrainian community's most active areas of music 

making. This phenomenon has been dealt with in terms of instrument building in Alberta 

Bandera 1991), music contests (Bandera 1983), and diachronic changes in repertoire and 

perfonnaflce practices over seveml generations (Chenvick 1992, 1995). 

Additional studies have dealt with other aspects of music within the Ukrainian 

community. Bassa (1955) focuses primarily on art music, but does deal with the activity of 

choirs at the community level. Proracki and Henderson (1974) conducted a brief survey of 

Ukmhian music in the Waterford area of Ontario. Zajcew (1984) offers an overview of 

Ula?iinan popular music in Canada, which includes the activities of dance bands, 

especially those active in the Montreal scene of the 1970s. Claudette Bertiaume-Zavada has 

done important work documenting the current state of music-making among Uhh ians  in 

Montreal (1989, 1994). 

In addition to these specific musical discussions, valuable sources of descriptive 

information about Ulsrainan folk music in Canada can be found in articles contained in 

local community history books. Many articles describe events such as church holidays, 

weddings, anniversaries and community dances, and often include descriptions and 

photographs of musicians their activities6 



Ethnomusicology 
This study is informed by sevaal sneams of research in the field of 

ethnornusicology . While some focus on theoretical concepts, others provide more concrete 

applications of concepts based on specific ethnographic data Of the numerous theories and 

even more ethnographic descriptions, a few directly reflect the approach taken in this study. 

A common method in ethnomusicdogical study follows Clifford Geertz's model of 

interpretive anthropoIogy (1 973). Using this paradigm, ethnomusicologists "have analyzed 

musical performance as an expressive activity that communicates social meanings, and as a 

realm within which a community's fundamental values are evoked and corrfirmed" 

(Sugarman 1997,24). 

Sugannan recognizes two distinct types of analysis within this paradiem. The first 

postulates structural homologies suggesting that something in the music's structure is 

logically consistent with central patterns of thinking and behaving within the culture. 

Homology deals with the way in which every aspea of culture is consistent. It is 

"concerned with how far in their structure and content, particular items reflect the structure, 

style, typical concerns, attitudes and feelings of the social group," and involves the 

continuous play between a goup and a particular item, such as music, which produces 

specific styles, meanings, contents and forms of consciousness (Willis 1978, 19 1). The 

second approach focuses on music making by group members with recognition of links 

between musical and non-music activity (Feld 1982; Rosema0 199 1). Some recent studies 

combine both approaches (Seeger 1987; Waterman 1990; Rice 1994). 

Recent studies of polka music in the United States deal closely with material that 

directly affects the production of Ukrainian music in Canada Two contrasting views of the 

Polka scene in the mid-western States can be seen in works by Greene (1992) and KeiI et 

al. (1992). While Greene provides a historical oveniew of the development of the polka 

genre, focusing on the fact that eastern and central European music had a profound 



influence on the shaping of American popular music up to the middle of this century, Keil, 

on the other hand, looks at how the symbolic importance of the polka genre increases as its 

community support declines, and at its role as a community building tool, offering 

resistance to mainstream culture. Both approaches can be applied to the current study of 

Ukrainian music. March, in his review of these works (1995), suggests that in some parts 

of Wisconsin, the polka scene has become significant as a regional and not necessarily 

ethnic tradition. The same can be said of l3kamm 
. . 

music in some rural areas of western 

Canada Savaglio has looked at polka music as a musical self-representation of Polish- 

Americans, discussing how this group uses music to construct simultaneous Polish and 

American identities (1996). 

The role of popular musics and their effect on traditional music has received 

increased attention. Peter Manuel deals with popular music and its effect on non-westem 

cultures, looking at the role of music and mass media along with processes such as 

urbanization and acculturation and their consequent effects on national identity (1988). 

Lipsitz (1994) discusses how immigrant populations construct identities by making music 

that combines their own experiences with those of the mainstream cultures where they have 

come to reside, resulting in inter-ethnic fusions. Guilbault (1993) also looks at the effects 

of interaction between local and global practices. 

The development of regional music swles also has parallels with Ukrainian music 

on the Canadian prairies. Studies of the music of Spanish bands in Los Angeles (Loza 

1993), Mexicans in Texas (Peiia 1985), and Cajuns in Louisiana (Ancelet 1984) discuss 

processes within these communities, including traditional and contemporary performance 

contexts and the development of local media and recording networks, similar to those 

among Ulaainians. Turin0 (1993) discusses the effect of transplanting of rural musical 

genres to urban locations. Finnegan (1990), provides a look at a range of different kinds of 

music-making within a single community. Slobin (1993) analyzes the importance of a 

broad range of such localized "micro musics." 



The role of media, especially sound recording, is an important part of the study of 

ethnomusicology (Shelemay 199 1). While recording technology comprises one of the 

central tools of the discipline (Nettl 1964, 16-17; Keil 1984, 911, discussions of 

commercial recording have taken an increasingly impomt  role (Gronow 1975, 1982; 

Manuel 1993 ; Spottswood 1982,1990; Wallis and Malrn 1984). 

Webs of Interaction 
As I began to comect the various parts of this study, I realized that they were linked 

more and more in a web-like fashion. Even though I had chosen to follow a lineat time 

line, the diverse parts did not always follow linearIy. Not only did I discover web-like 

connections between the musicians with whom I had spoken, but the web extended to 

COMeCt the diverse genres and time periods under consideration. 

Similar structures are evident in many of the disciplines which have informed and 

influenced this work. Ethnomusicologist Ti Cooley describes the work that 

ethnographers do as a "web of histories, personal histories, the histories of our academic 

field, and the histories of those we study" (1997, 5). Anthropologist Cllfford Geertz also 

refers to culture as "webs of significanceyy which people spin and in which they are 

suspended (1975,5). According to foLklorist Richard Baumann, when viewed in context, 

folklore is situated in a web of interrelationships. These contextual relations can be divided 

into aspects of c u l m  context, having to do with systems of meaning and symbolic 

intenelationships, and social context, having to do with matters of social structure and 

social interaction (1983)- 

The web metaphor extended into the writing process. Upon being confronted with 

diverse data which appeared to be interconnecting at various levels, I struggled with its 

organization into a linear narrative. W e  the constmints of this kind of work demand a 

linear structure, there have been suggestions by some scholars that a hypertext would be a 

more useful way to present such material. Ethnomusicologist Jeff Todd Titon advocates the 



use of a hypertext as a way 

insights and ambiguities, 

to make the interconnectedness of musical processes, with their 

evident to the readers of musical ethnographies. As he 

quotes,'Wereas a narrative text is a linear read, hypertext can be a web-like structure that 

allows readers to choose their own paths through the assembled information" (Landow 

1992 as cited in Eton 1997). =ton goes on to describe a hypertext presentation he has 

personally prepared which, depending on the path selected by the reader, illustrates either 

similarities or differences in a repertoire of fiddle tunes. Perhaps this can provide a future 

mode of presentation for this assembled coIIection of Ukminian musical traditions, and 

other similar mate& 

Methodology: A Web of Ukrainim Music 
I am convinced that the current state of Wainian music has been affected by a 

number of significant nodes along the historical continuum These nodes correspond with 

changes in content, context or medium, at times addressing one, two or a l l  three variables. 

These musical nodes tend to coincide with significant processes in Uhainian Canadian 

society in general. The rise in popularity of commercial recordings in the late 1920s 

coincided with the end of the homestead period and the movement into intensive grain and 

mixed farming (Isajiw 1982a). The development of U h h i a n  country and western music 

coincided with the transformation of the Uhabian community fiorn an immigrant to an 

ethnic culture, as Ukrainians took a more prominent role interacting with mainstream 

society (Ta-ymasz 1980). The development of consciously ethnic music coincided with 

public trends focusing on multiCULturdlism (Fleras and Elliot 1992), ethnicity (Colbum and 

Pozetta 1979), and political activism (Harasymiw 1982). And the development of urban 

dance events based on rural models coincided with increased urbanization of the formerly 

rural population (Driedger 1980). 

This study will present an overview of the activity that occurred at each of these 

musical nodes. At the same time, it wil l  consider the current activity of the Edmonton band 



"Charka," discussing the way that the historical past shapes their ethnographic present 

(Qureshi 1995). I will draw on sources in the fields of folklore, Ukrainian folkLore, and 

ethnomusicology to help fhther develop this discussion. The work is the result of a 

balance between ethnographic fieIdwork and the incorporation of historic and archival 

sources (NoU 1997,163). 

According to Michael Agar (1980, 231, ethnography is "not simply 'data 

collectiont; it is rich in implicit theories of culture, society and the individual." This study, 

while investigating the music of Ukrainians in western Canada, has developed more into a 

discussion of musicians and the processes they are involved in rather than of the actual 

musical items they perform. Description of musical items are used when necessary to 

illustrate signiscant activity. 

Wengle (1988, ix) suggests that the process of fieldwork subjects the ethnographer 

"to an attack on his or her sense of self." Indeed, I have come to evaluate not only the 

activities and motivations of musicians within the Uhahian community, but also my own 

role in those processes. This study, while focusing on a musical community, is also an 

''ethnography of self' (Greenhill 1994,5-8). While my insider status made it easy for me to 

gain access to musical processzs, it also allowed me to see my own progression and 

development through that of my fellow musicians. Marcus and Fischer (1986) point out 

that the critique of culture can be turned as much upon ourselves as on others. 

Jackson describes several reasons for conducting field research on one's own 

culture. One of these is the ccdiscovery of large areas of ignorance about one's own society" 

(Jackson 1987, 8). Since the e x i s ~ g  literature dealing with Wainian bands in Canada to 

date, had only dealt with the subject on a somewhat superficial level and since I had had a 

long involvement with this genre, I felt that I was in a position to make a contribution. 

Peressini discusses the concept of social identity as the product of social relations 

and practices within a society and a culture. He suggests that an individual can hold several 

social identities simultaneously (1991, 23 1). Such a concept can be used to address a 



multiplicity of identities both on the part of musicians (see Chapter lo), and on the part of 

the researcher (see Chapter 2). 

A large portion of my insights was a result of my active participation as a musician 

in the U k r ~ a n  music scene in Edmonton, rather than relying solely on obsenrations made 

as an ethnographer. In ethnographic study, the concept of participant observation is based 

on the premise that the ethnographer move out of the traditional role of passive observer 

and actively take part in the activities of the community he or she is studying, learning the 

rules of the society and adjusting one's behaviour to these (Malinowski 1935). Pak 

suggests that when conducting ethnography "at home," the researcher is already familiar 

with local rules, and must take a place as a member of the community to be accepted (199 1, 

266). Since I was already a part of the community I was studying, this step was both an 

easy and a difficult one. While local norms and customs were not foreign to me, the level at 

which to participate in them involved a question of balance. Initially, I attended many 

events as an audience member, although generally recognized by the musicians as an 

ethnographer engaging in the research process. As a result of certain circumstances, I 

attended a number events as a performing musician with Charka (see Chapter 2). This 

offered me a unique insider view of how the group works, how and why they make the 

choices they do. 

Recorded i n t e ~ e w s  with individuals are a standard part of ethnographic research 

(Ives 1980; Jackson 1987). Because of the nature of this project I decided to pursue the 

key informant mode of verbal eliciting (Briggs 1990). In this approach, a few individuals 

from a community are singled out for intensive interviews. Briggs discuses this method in 

terms of fieldwork within a community where numerous inte~ewees are available, and a 

few are seIected as representative of the community. I chose to limit interviews to those 

with musicians, focusing on their inside views of the music making process. While 

audience members were informally questioned during performance contexts, an in-depth 



survey of this portion of the community would provide a much different perspective. 

Research of this nature may form the basis of future projects. 

Several technical tools are currently available to ethnographers. Stone and Stone 

outline three characteristics relating to how a medium encodes and organizes information 

they feel the researcher should consider, 

(1) the medium's ability to record visual and aural iconic images as the 
researcher perceives hem; (2) the speed and ease with which information 
can be recorded and stored; (3) the speed and ease with which stored 
information can be retiieved, considered, organized, and analyzed. (1 98 1, 
219) 

For these reasons, selected performance events were recorded on videotape. Charka was 

recorded at various stages of their development as a band, at a variety of events including 

weddings, church socials, community dances and large scale festivals. Recent 

performances of the Polka Ramblers and the ~ - ~ r i f t e r s '  were also recorded on video tape. 

Still photographs of performers and audiences also provided a record of these events (cf. 

Collier and Collier 1986). 

A review of sound recordings and related materials produced by Ukrainian 

musicians has had a profound influence on this work In many ways, these recordings 
- .  

provided not only an entry into the tlkmmm musical community, but have themselves 

been an important component for seating that community. 

Presentation 
I have chosen to follow the activity of one band,"Charka" of Edmonton as a point 

of entry into each of the historical nodes. Because of the unique combination of 

personalities and personal histories that combine to form Charka, they provide several links 

to points on the musical and historical web. I will begin with a short description of how I 

inidally became involved with Charka, and how our interactions have expanded to include a 

variety of reciprocal "exchanges." I will also present short biographical sketches of the 



individual musicians in the group to illustrate the ways in which they bring together a wide 

array of influences. 

In order to orient the reader to the nature of the Ukrainian community, I wiU present 

a brief historical overview of the periods of signiscant immigration of Uhainians to 

Canada I will discuss the development of Uhahian communities in Canada, and the 

effects of each subsequent immigration on the Ukrainian community at large. I will also 

discuss the development of Lkainian instrumental music &om its village roots in Ulnaine, 

to its early incarnations on the Canadian prairies, focusing on instrumentation, types of 

ensembles and the most common contexts in which they performed, 

I have identified five significant nodes of development which I have found to have 

in£luenced the direction Ukrainian music in the 1990s has taken. Each of the centraI 

chapters of this work will focus on one of those nodes. Each will present snapshots of both 

the musical and social activities of the Ulcrainian co~nmuni~ of the time periods in 

question, as well as looking at the way each individual node influences the current activity 

of Charka. 

The development of commercial recordings in the 1920s, and especially the activity 

of fiddler Pavlo Hurneniuk, had a si@cant influence on the repertoire and practices of 

musicians throughout North America. His body of recorded material also helped to meate a 

canon of Ukrainian dance music, providing a unifying influence that helped define both 

Wainian music and Ukrainian identity for several generations of musicians. 

In the 1960s, the Ukrainian community was evolving from an immigrant to an 

ethnic community. As a result, new modes of cultlnal expression were explored. The 

activity of Mickey and Bunny and the D-Drifters-5 in the fields of recording and live 

performance, and their development of a unique hybrid of Uaainian country and western 

music again served to unite and inform an entire generation. 

The 1970s saw an increase in ethnic awareness throughout Canada At the same 

time, the Lhahian community was evolving socially and economically. With an increased 



urban population, and an increased influence from an educated professional class, cultural 

products evolved to address these developments. The conscious ethnic activity of Montreal 

based groups such as Rurhnychok and the emergence of the Yevshan record label 

coincided with both the introduction of Canada's official multiculnrraIism policy and with 

discussions of "new ethnicity" within academic circles. 

In the 1980s the Ukrainian community became at the same time more homogenous 

and more stratified. While Ukrainians increasingly became encultured into the Canadian 

mainstream, regional and political differences were intensified. There emerged a greater 

need for cultural items that would address all Levels of the political, social and economic 

strata of Ukrainian Canadian society. At this time Ron Cahute and his group Burya were 

developing a unique form of M a n  music that incorporated western Canadian nuaI 

repertoires with eastern Canadian urban sensibilities. The resulting music was accepted as 

western in the east and eastern in the west, but was able to transcend all boundaries- The 

main context for this type of music, the "zabava," became a sigmfying event for Ukrainians 

across Canada, with a legion of Burya inspired zabava bands emerging. 

While each of the previous nodes were highly influenced by media such as 

commercial recordings, a tradition of local music midkg continued to flourish. Bands that 

consisted of neighbows, or often family members continued to be among the most active, 

especially in rural areas. A look at the activity of the Polka Ramblers of Bittern Lake, 

Alberta will illustrate this phenomenon. 

The 1990s saw the increasing effects of mainstream culture on the activity of 

Ukrainian musicians. Mainstream media reflected a renewed interest in the music of the 

1960s and 70s. Nostalgia for the past combined with contemporary technological and 

marketing skills, as seen in the release of the Beades "Anthology" recordings and related 

products in 1995. At precisely the same time, two extremely popular Ukrainian Canadian 

groups from the past re-grouped to produce new rnataial and to perform for new 

audiences. 



Charka is also clearly a product of the 1990s. While incorporating elements from 

each of the outlined nodes, they blend these influences in a way that addresses the needs of 

the contemporary Ukrainian community in Canada They consciously cultivate their image 

as both ethnic and contemporary musicians. They attempt to address al l  strata of Ukrainian 

Canadian society, and aggressively package themselves to satisfy the dictates of various 

markets. They combine the anistic and cultural sensibilities of the old time Ukmmau 
. . 

musicians with the packaging and presentation of modem entertainment and sports 

industries. Their activity illustrates both the sriving for unity and the inevitable diversity of 

the Ukrainian community as it has evolved within the k e w o r k  of mainstream Canadian 

culture. 

' Barry Sliwb-anich, recorded interview, June, 1998. Sliwkanich is a drummer with the band "Charka" 
Tsymbaly is the U h i n h  hammered dulcimer. See Chapter 3. 
Z a b m  is a tTk-sainian word that literally means amusement or entertainment It is also widely used by 
Ulo;ainians in Canada to mean a community dance. 

The following are but a few among the many sources avaiIable dealing with the kobzari and limyky, 
Demutskii (1903), W u k  (1896)- kshevs'ka (1927), Kolessa (1969), Kvitka (1971), Lysenko (1955)- 
S M o n  (196 1). For a more detded bibliography on the subject see Kononenko (1998). 
In his A Survey of Ethnic Folkmuric Across Western CaLada. Kenneth Peacock notes over 200 fok song 
texts and melodies in Mrs. Koshetz's coUection, which is stored in the archives of the UL - ' Cultural 
and Educational Centre (Oseredolc) in WLRaipeg, Manitoba, with copies and accompanying recorded 
examples stored at the National Museum of Civilizadon in Ottawa. 
For example, D r e m  and Destinies, Arrdrav and District (Andrew. Andrew Historical Society, 1980); 
Lamont and Districts, Along the Vicforiu Trail, ed. Ekabeth CarIsson and Irene Stainton (Edmonton, 
Lamont and Dismct Historian, 1978); Memories of Murzdure, A Hislory of Mm&re and Disrricts 
(Mmdare, Mundare Historical Society, 1980); Our Legacy, History of Smoky Lake and District (Smoky 
Lake and District Cultural and Heritage Society, 1983); A Parchwork of Memories (Thorsby, The 
Historical Society of Thorsby and District, 1979); Pride in Progress, Chipman - St. Michael - Star and 
Districts (Chipman, Alberta Rose Historical Society, 1982); RejZections, A History of Elk Point, ed. 
Mary Bennett (Elk Point, ELh: Point and District Historical Society, 1977); Vegreville in Review, 
History of VegreviIZe and Surrounding Area 1880-1980, vol. 2 (Vegreville, Vegreville and Disfrict 
His toricd Society, 1980). 

' Although this group £jrst gained popularity known as 'The D-Drifters-5." they later dropped the use of the 
number "5" in favour of simply 'The D-Drifters," Iargely due to the fact that the band really only had four 
full-time members. When discussing their activity in the post Mickey and Bunny era, I will refer to the 
group as "The D-Drifters." 



Chapter 2. Charka 

Ch~rka  and The Exchanging of Eats, Ukrainian Researcher - Ukrainian 
Community Interactiod 

One of the centraI took for both folklorists and ethnomusicolo@sts is fieldwork 

research (Cooley 1997)- Fieldwork allows the researcher an opportunity ro observe and 

participate fist hand in the cultural processes they are investigating. However, during the 

course of interaction with a musical community, an ethnographer is often forced to "change 

hats." This is especially true when the researcher is an inside member of that community. 
- .  

As a result of my research among Ukmman musicians in western Canada, I have 

entered into close coIlaboration with the musical group "~harka.'" For members of this 

group, music and music related activities help establish their identity as members within 

both ethnic and artistic communities. In the course of developing their repertoire, these 

musicians engage in many of the same activities as academic ethnomusicologists, 

observation, interviews and archival research- 

While the members of this group have become a valuable resource for my study of 

Wainian music and the construction of identity, they have also come to rely on me as a 

source of both information and validation of their activities. Both they and I are often 

forced to "change hats" or to "exchange hats" in order to address our individual and mutual 

agendas. In this chapter I wiU elaborate on some of these "exchanges," the challenges they 

pose and the bene6ts. 

In order to begin describing my exchanges, I found it necessary to review the 

changes I had experienced by looking into my own closet of hats. In the process of sorting 

through them I realized several srriking parallels with the lives of the musicians I have been 

working with. While this progression of changes is probably not unlike changes many of 

us have undergone in our musical and scholarly careers, I will briefly outline them as a 

point of reference. 



One of my daughter's favoudte books begins with the phrase "lucky the mole born 

into a musical family" (Meyrick 1990). I too had the good formne to begin listening to live 

music in my home, as both my father and my grandfather were amateur fiddlers who had 

played Uhinian music at dances. One of my uncles was a professional musician and my 

formative years were spent iistening to his band's rehearsals or Listening to their recordings 

(Hat #I observer)- 

After a combination of formal lessons, observation and experimentation with 

several instruments, I Segan pIaying at dances and weddings at the age of fifteen. As I 

acquired more skills, my performance experiences expanded to include not only Ukrainian 

dance music but also concert performances with ethnocultural ensembles and night club 

work in non-ethnic musical genres (Hat #2 - musician). 

In the interest of expanding my own repertoire, I began searching through archives 

and recordings for material and informally interviewing other musicians (Hat #3 - musician 

researcher). A friend informed me that what I had been doing was a type of ethnography 

and suggested that I consider joining him as a student in this field (Hat #4 - student 

researcher)- 

As I became more active as an ethnographer, individuals in the community I was 

studying began recognizing me as a resource person for various projects (Hat #5 - 

cornmuni~ resource person). After agreeing to help out with some community projects, 

some members of the community suggested that I should assume responsibility for 

organizing events (Hat #6 - community activist). These are but some of the hats I felt I was 

switching. 

Michael Agar proposes a three part model of ethnography which is based on the 

interaction between the ethnographer, the subject of the ethnographer's study, and the 

intended audience for the ethnographer's work, with each component of the model 

influencing the others (Agar 1980, 203-04). As an insider member of the Wainian 

community of Edmonton, I struggled with how I would present myself to the members of 



this community, who could be considered my subjects, and how I would present my 

findings to the academic community, my intended audience. The entire process seemed 

somewhat schizophrenic. 

I frequently found that it was necessary for me to "change hats" in order to elicit, 

process and present the information I was dealing with. At times I was an ethnographer 

conducting research. At other times I became a student of culture seeking advice fiom 

masters in the field. At yet other times I was a practicing musician interacting with the 

community of my peers. I also found that I was perfomring this "hat changing" at all three 

stages of Agar's conceptual model, collection, processing and presentation. 

Even with certain "hats" I often had to change hat style. As a student ethnographer, 

I attempted to employ various ethnographic methods, often with ensuing problems. A 

concept such as participant observation (Malinowski 1935), which is based on the premise 

that the ethnographer moves out of the traditional role of passive observer and actively take 

part in the activities of the community he or she is studying seemed problematic, as I was 

never quite fully comfortab1e with the level of participation I should engage in. When an 

ethnographer is studying a field that is physically removed fiom his or her own world, the 

possibility of becoming immersed in a new Mestyle is somewhat easier. Since I was 

working in my own "world" and, ident5e.d myself as one of the "natives," I wondered 

how I could participate and not overly upset the balance of the activities and events I was 

trying to investigate. 

I also struggled with hats in the presentation stage. As a student, I felt a pressure to 

maintain a level of objectivity in my writing. I had not yet realized that I could utilize my 

entire wardrobe of hats in order to connect all parts of my personality to my research. 

Mary Louise Pratt (1986) discusses the tension in traditional ethnography between 

'personal narrative1' which situates the author in a particular place, time and situation, and 

contains the self and its experience, and normative statements which claim generalized 

scientific authority and a impersonal point of view. According to the folklorist Bruce 



Jackson (1 987) the scientific method is only useful for investigations that are absolutely 

replicable, as in the physical sciences. Since an infinite number of subjective factors are 

always influencing the ethnographer's perception and interpretation, it is not realistic to 

report the findings as clearly objective facts. I began to realize that perhaps my reports 

could have room for more than one hat, 

Again I emphasize mat while these examples are by no means unique, they 

represent some of the problems that I, and perhaps many other students of ethnography, 

encounter- The question of changing hats can best be illustrated in my interaction with 

George PaIeniuk of the band Charka 

Charku and the Ubainian CommmUIUty 
Charka is an Edmonton-based Ukrainian dance band. That is to say, they are 

Ukrainians who play music for dancing in general, with a bulk of their repertoire consisring 
- .  

of L l l m m m  pieces. Another considerable portion of their repertoire consists of non- 

Ukrainian music. While they perform extensively at events within the Uhahian 

community such as weddings, anniversaries, mid-winter or l'Mahda" celebrations, pre- 

Lenten dances known as "pushchemia," at fund raising events for Ubinian organizations 

and at Ukrainian festivals, they also perform at similar events for non-Ukrainian audiences. 

In these instances they draw on their non-Ukrainian repertoire. 

Charka was formed in 1993 by accordionist George Paleniuk, It was his intention 

to fulfill a fmction within the Ukainian musical scene where he perceived a void3 

Ulaainian immigration to Canada occurred in three predominant waves which 

occurred prior to the First World War, during the inter-war years; and following the 

Second World War. After a period of more than thirty years with virtually no new 

immigration, in the late 1980s there began a small trickle of new M a n  immigrants 

arriving from Eastern Europe. As a result of the timing and composition of these waves of 



immigration, the Ulcrainian community of Edmonton is somewhat smtlfied in social, 

economic and cultural terms4 

Due to these differences, the musical tastes of the various strata are also quite 

diverse. While the descendants of the first two waves of immigration generally tend to 

prefer insmental  music based on social dance genres, the post-war immigration generally 

prefer a more refined, urban style of music, often with greater emphasis on sung vocal 

texts. The growing community of newly arrived immigrants also have their own musical 

preferences, based largely on the contemporary music scene in Uhahe and Eastern 

Europe. While each constituency has its respective resources of musicians who can 

perform their preferred styles of music, Paleniuk reahzed that no one musical ensemble 

could satisfy the musical demands of all of these factions. It was his intention to establish a 

group that could achieve this goal. 

It was after Paleniuk had assembled a group of musicians whose musical and 

dtural  background, musical repertoire, and instrumentation he felt were acceptable for 

realizing his goals, that he first called me. 

ImIZfticzl Exchanges 
In my initial encounter with George Palen& I was approached as an expert in the 

field of Ulcrainian music bet  another haQ, and as a source of information. George obtained 

my name and telephone number from Wade Wasylciw, the tsymbaly player in his new 

group, whom I had h t e ~ e w e d  as part of my research for my masters thesis on the 

tsymbaly performance tradition in Alberta (Cherwick 1992). They recogpized me as 

someone connected with the universiry, interested in and doing studies of Ukrainian music 

- in short, as a resource. 

As George outlined his project I listened with growing enthusiasm. The possibility 

of documenting the development of a new band could be a valuable component of my study 

of Ukrainian bands on the prairies. As I answered his questions, I also began looking at 



George as a potential resource. Indeed, with each subsequent encounter, George and I 

"exchanged" the hats of ethnographer and resource person, he looking for tools to establish 

his band, and I looking for tools to describe the establishment of his band. 

As George became more aware of the range of resources available to him, he 

increasingly engaged in various types of ethnographic fieldwork At my suggestion, he 

surveyed the sound recordings held in the Ukrainian Folklore Archives at the University of 

Alberta He then went on to check out collections at other institutions- He attended 

cornrnUIZit)' events and observed the performances of other bands. He also informally 

interviewed many musicians, soliciting their opinions and suggestions. 

Ukrainian Identity as Stimulus 
Another of George Paleniuk's reasons for establishing "Charka" was to create a 

vehicle for expressing his Uhainian identity. Sociological studies have shown that 

attachment to ethnic comm~~.lities are more pronounced among immigrants than among their 
. . 

descendants (Reitz and Breton 1994). However, attachment within the Ulcrauuan 

community sometimes appears to contradict this statemen& considering that there had been 

virtually no immigration of Ubinkns  to Canada in the period between the early 1950s and 

the late 1980s. This can perhaps be explained both by the community's isolation from its 

countq of origin, and by the perception that it was responsible for maintaining cultural 

bzditions which were discouraged by the Soviet regime in U h h e .  

George Paleniuk describes himself as a "born again Ukrainian." This term is 

common within the community, and refers to members who may have been removed from 

the social and cultural activities of the group, and have now re-entered active participation, 

often with increased zeal and fervor (cf. Herberg 1960). Although a child of post-war 

immigrants, active in the Ukrainian community, Paleniuk had distanced himself fiorn 
- .  uhaman  life due to his intense participation in organized sports at various levels. As with 



Christians who have experienced a "rebirth," Paleniuk identifies a single significant event 

which affected his own "rebirth" (6. Stromberg 1990). 

In 1991 Paleni.uk attended the 25th anniversary reunion of a M a n  youth choir 

that he had once been a member of. This event marked Paleniuk's re-entry into active 

participation in the Wlaainian community, and allowed him to retrieve two old "hats" from 

his wardrobe, Ukrainian and musician, which ultimately lead to his desire to form a 

Ukrainian band.' 

According to R. Trimillos, mutic is often used as a symbol of ethnic identity. 

Strategies for establishing ethnic identity range from maintaining traditional musical 

ensembles, to embedding traditional repatoire in new musical settings, to developing 

ethnic performers of Euro-American musics (1986, 10- 1 1). George Paleniuk and his band 

"Charka," of Edmonton, employs ail of these strategies. However, expressing Ukrainian 

identity is not the only goal of this group. As easily as they don the hats of Uhhian  

musicians, they can exchange them for those of non-LJhhian musicians. As mentioned 

earlier, in order to obtain work at non-Ukrainian events the group can shed its well- 

cultivated ethnic identity for one that is more cosmopolitan and versatile. 

Further Exchanges 
During our interaction, George Paleniuk and I have engaged in many other 

exchanges of hats. In my role as a community activist, I have enlisted his senices as a 

musician and an organizer. Similarly, in his role as a community activist he has asked me to 

speak about Ukrainian music to community and youth groups he is involved with. In 

appreciation for introduction and access to archival materials, Paleniuk has actively solicited 

further materials fiom the community to be deposited in our university's archival collection. 

Although I often view George as a musician either through his role in his band or 

through his participation in community events, he also initiated another exchange of hats. 

Aware of my skills as a musician and realizing that I was very familiar with his group's 



repertoire and style through my study of their work, Paleniuk asked if I would help him out 

by filling in for one of his musicians who could not appear at some of their pre-booked 

engagements. In light of his considerable help with my work, and the unique inside view 

of his group this opportunity would provide, I gladly agreed. 

Web Connections 
Clifford Geertz refers to culture as "webs of significance" which people spin and in 

which they are suspended (1973, 5). Totally oblivious to Geertz, George Paleniuk also 

concluded that the musical culture he was a part of was a "web" which he was only 

beginning to untangle through his investigations. He was amazed at the way one musician 

or source of information could provide a link to many others. I represented but one point 

on that web. By connecting with me, George gained access to my own web of 

significance, while at the same time granting me access to his. 

George Paleniuk and I are engaged in an ongoing discourse about Ukrainian music 

and identity £rom the points of view of musician, ethnographer and activists. As we both 

continue to take an interest in each other's activities, and a pro-active role in the Ukrainian 

musical community of Edmonton, we also grow as colleagues and friends. Both he and I 

have mutually benefited £room each other's ability to change or exchange hats. Our frequent 

exchanges ensure that neither of us will be left to brave the musical or ethnographic 

elements with our heads uncovered. 

Who is "Charka" 
Because of unique circumstances surrounding my interactions with Charka, and the 

unique make-up of this group, I have seIected them in order to present an encapsulated 

view of the Wainian musical community of Alberta. I believe that this will help to 

represent different streams of musical activity within the community as well as to tie 



together some of those streams, since this is precisely one of the goals of this particular 

&rOUP- 

Ciarka is a five piece 'polka b a d d  that has been performing since 1993. In terms 

of instrumentation, it is not unlike many other Uhainian bands in east central Alberta, 

accordion, guitar, drums, saxophone/keyboard, and tsymbaly. However, it is the 

conscious way that they utilize these instruments that helps define who they are. 

The band claims connection with numerous traditions which represent sub-groups 
- .  

of the Ukrainian community and sub-genres of Ukmmm music, urban, rural, old time, 

contemporary, new immigrant~contemporary Ukraine. They make a conscious effort to 

address the audiences for each of these different styles by effectively changing their 

repertoire in order to suit individual performance events. In this way they believe that they 

are unique in comparison to other Uhainian bands in the area However, one of the most 

important factors defining this group is their belief that they are performing "authentic" 
. . Ukrarruan music. 

One of the factors that the members of Charka feels makes them unique as an 

ensemble is the diversity of backgrounds of its members. Because the individual musicians 

are products of different facets of the Ukrainian community in Canada, they each bring to 

the group different resources and different views of what LJkmhian music is. It is through 

their mutual discourse and negotiation that they have developed a blend of LJhumn - - 

identities which they believe speaks both for their collective identity as a group, and at the 

same time to various parts of the Ukrainian community in general. Because the individual 

identities play such an important role in shaping the group ideniiv, I would like to provide 

some brief information about each of the group members. 

George 
George Paleniuk is the driving force behind Charka. Besides playing accordion, he 

is also the band's manager and main promoter. It is largely through his initiative that the 



group was f o d .  Paleniuk is the son of third wave immigrants, born in England while 

his parents were en route to Canada His parents' decision to settle in Edmonton provided 

him with an environment different fiom most other children of this wave of immigration, 

especially those who settled in eastern Canada. Although he was raised in an urban 

environment, the Wainian community of Edmonton of the 1950s and 60s was still very 

much a product of the earlier, rural-based waves of immigration. This provided Paleniuk 

with insights into different segments of the Uhinian community. His earliest musical 

education was listening to the frequent singing parties that took place among members of 

the immigrant community. His parents continued to socialize with other Ulaainians who 

had arrived in Canada via England, and singing fok songs was one of their main forms of 

entertainment Because his father played the accordion, Paleniuk also began playing this 

instrument. However, since his accordion teacher was not Uhainian, Paleniuk was 

introduced to a variety of musical genres. Much of this repertoire was based on the pollca 

"standards" (popular pieces played by most dance bands) and other "continental" music, 

waltzes, fox trots, tangos and other dance genres taken fkom various European cultures (cf. 

Greene, 1992). 

Around the same dme, Paleniuk also became involved in Ukrainian community and 

youth groups, including choirs. Choral singing provided not only an introduction to 

another musical genre, but also the development of a social network which would Iata 

form an important part of Charka's initial fan base. 

Friendships formed in the choir also introduced him to another musical milieu. 

Some other choir members were involved in bands that played at weddings and dances. 

Pdeniuk and his friends often attended open community dances, and at times even attended 

weddings or dances where they were not invited guests, in order to listen to other musical 

groups. Often Paleniuk would bring along his accordion and he and his friends would 

play and sing folk songs after the band had stopped performing.' AU of these various 

experience helped form his musical worldview. 



It is interesting to note that Paleniuk spent a long period of time where he did not 

take part in Ukrainian community activities, and, in fact, M y  disassociated himself 

from the community- For many years education, sports and business activities took 

precedence over involvement in Llhabian events. In this way, Paleniuk followed the 

classic pattern for children of immigrant communities. While the immigrants themselves 

strive to maintain ties to the languages and cultures of their former homelands, their 

children quickly accept the practices of the new host country. Often this is at the expense of 

the culture of their parents (Isajiw, 1975). 

After a paiod of approximately fifteen years, Paleniuk reentered Ubrainian We. 

The catalyst for his renewed interest was the reunion of a choir he had been a member of in 

his youth. The choir's reunion activities included a banquet and dance with live music 

When the hired musicians had finished for the evening, many of the people present 

gathered to sing folk songs, as is often the custom at Ukrainian community events. In this 

instance, one member of the crowd accompanied the singers on an accordion. This 

reminded Paleniuk of the many times he and his friends had similarly performed as young 

men. It sparked an interest to once again take up the accordion, which he had also left for 

several years. His interest in the accordion and U h h i a n  music led to a renewed interest in 

the Ukrainian language. It also led him to become involved in Ulminian community 

organizations. In fack Paleniuk's "rebirth'is also typical of that of the third generation of 

immigan~ethnic communities. It is often members of this generation that aggressively 

pursue their culturd roots in search of a unique and meaningful identity in juxtaposition to 

the dorrdnant culture. Often their level of ethno-cultu~.al activity equals or even surpasses 

that of their parents. This shift in attitude placed Paleniuk in a unique situation and provided 

the impetus for him to establish his own Ulcrainian band. 

When Paleniuk set out to form a band he was already aware of the various sub- 

groups within the Ukrainian c o m m ~ t y ,  having been a part of more than one of them 

himself. His vision was to mate a group that could address many of these various sub- 



groups, thus helping to establish some sense of community solidarity. If one musical 

ensemble could meet the need of various diverse factions, then perhaps there could be other 

sites of common discourse between such groups. Paleniuk was fortunate in that he was 

able to find musical partners who individually happened to represent different parts of the 
- .  ukranmn community of Alberta. 

Orest 
Paleniuk's f i s t  collaborator was Orest Pohoreski, also the son of third wave 

immigrants. Unlike Paleniuk's family, PohoresWs settled in eastern Canada, as did the 

majority of their fellow post-war immigrants. Consequently, Orest's perceptions of the 

Ukrainian experience, as well as his understanding of what constitutes U a i a i a n  music, 

differ somewhat fiom ~aleniuk's.~ 

Pohoresld plays saxophone and keyboard and sings in Charka. His choice of main 

instrument, the saxophone, helps to reflect his musical sensibilities and those of the 

community in which he grew up. There were many more sidled labourers and 

professionals originally h m  urban centres in U h k e ,  among urban Ularainian population 

of eastern Canada than there had been in the earlier prairie immigrations. As a result, their 

musical tastes were somewhat different than the village dance music preferred on the 

praides. Since this group left Uk-raine at a later time, they brought along a great deal of the 

music and dance genres that were popular in Europe just prior to the Second World War. 

This, coupled with their situation in an urban environment surrounded with urban popular 

music, caused a slight variation in the kinds of dance music they preferred. Along with 

polkas and waltzes, there was a much greater concentration on Latin dance rhythms, 

tangos, rhumbas and cha chas, often set to Uhainian texts. The insmentation of eastern 

groups also favoured saxophones and brass instruments over the fiddles and tsyrnbaly 

most prevdent on the Prairies. 



Pohoreski's musical background included performing in large orchestras that 

provided accompaniment for stage dancing, as well as performing in dance bands. He 

simultaneously performed in both a Wminian dance band,'Yhe Bukovyna Brass," as well 

as another group made up of members kern various European cultures. When his business 

career forced him to relocate to Edmonton, he initially continued traveling to Ontario to 

perform with the Bukovyna Brass. He later stopped performing to concentrate on business 

and family We. During this time, he continued to take an active role in the Lkahian 

cornunity and to sing in choirs. 

Upon joining forces with Paleniuk, Pohoreski brought with him a wide knowledge 

of the kinds of music that appealed to the urban Ukrainian intelligentsia He was also a 

fluent speaker of Uhahian with a well developed singing voice. These factors would 

quickly help give Charka credibility as a auly t k a h i a n  band, especially when compared 

to other groups whose spoken and sung Ukrainian was less profitient. Along with his 

singing, saxophone and keyboard playing, Pohoreski has developed the skills necessary 

for transcribing and arranging music. These latter skills wodd help the group compile a 

large repertoire, complete with written scores, in a relatively short period of h e .  

Bmry 
Barry Sliwkanich, Charka's drummer, is a descendant of the second wave of 

Praide His family settled on farmland west of Mundae in the mid-1920s. 

Although his family moved to the Edmonton area when he was eight years old, they 

maintained a close and constant relationship with the rural experience, continuing to own 

and work a portion of farmland. 

Part of the rural connection that informs Charka's present activity is based on 

Barry's early musical experiences. Among those, a large impression was made by family 

and community music making. Sliwkanich recalls family members congregating at one of 

the farm homes for house parties, where a significant feature was the performance of 



i n m e n t a l  music and singing. His father and uncles were all able to play several 

instruments, and regularly took turns playing traditional songs and dance melodies. It was 

a desire to take an active part in this family music making that encouraged Sliwkanich to 

leam to play a musical instrument He &st began leaming the betar, but at the age of 

twelve switched to drums, studying with Edmonton drummer Don Remika? Sliwkanich 

soon formed a rock band with some of his classmates, and then went on to join the band of 

well known tsyrnbalist Johnny Merenick It was with Merenick's band that he became 

familiar with the repertoire and performance contexts that would later form a large part of 

Charka's milieu.'* 

Community activity also played a big part in Sliwlcanich' s musical formation. As a 

member of church groups and Ukrainian youth organizations, he became aware of a wider 

range of Ulcrainian folk song tradition, taking pm in Christmas caroling and community 

singing sessions. As with Paleniuk, the contacts made in these community n e ~ o r k s  were 

an important part of Charka's later sphere of activity. 

Sliwkanich spent many years away from music performance. University education, 

a job in Smoky Lake, Alberta (another nual location), family commitments and community 

activities commanded all of his attention. When his children had reached teen age, 

Sliwkanich decided to actively seek out new performance opportunities. This happened to 

coincide with the time that Paleniuk was loolcing for members for his group. Paleniuk had 

first approached SLiwkanich's brother Gord, who had been a drummer with several local 

Ukrainian and counw bands, l3  but since he unavailable at the time, he contacted Barry. 

Along with playing drums, Sliwkanich feels that one of his most important 

contributions to Charka is to suggest repertoire that is popular with two audiences that he is 

most familiar with, those living in rural areas, regardless of their age, and young Listeners, 

regardless of their location. He monitors the rock and country music that is popular with 

his own children and their peers, and selects those pieces that he feels will work for 

Charka By keeping in tune with these audiences, he feels that Charka, as a group, is more 



Marketable than they would be if they performed a strictly Ulrrainim repertoire. His 

position as a member of a rural community also is helpful in presenting Charka as a group 

that was in tune with rural sensibilities, unlike other groups fiom the city. However, he 

emphasizes that it is still his love for Ukmman - .  
music that is his prime motivation for 

continuing to play with Charka- 

Wade 
To complete the band's line-up, Paleniuk wanted an instrument that would 

immediately be identified with llkainian music. He connected with young tsyrnbaly player 

Wade Wasylciw. Wsylciw, the gmndson of first wave immigrants, is the youngest 
. . 

member of Charka. His activity in this group is an encapsulation of the I l h a m a ~  

experience for many members of his generation. While born and raised in an urban 

enviroment, he is still connected to the rural experience through relatives. While fully 

enculturated into mainstream Canadian society, with the musical tastes of the average 

Canadian, he plays the most distinctly lJhinian instrument of the group, the tsymbaly. 

Wasylciw had studied tsyrnbaly playing with popular Edmonton tsyrnbalist Steven Chwok, 

and had then gone on to perform frequently as a soloist at various community events. In 

fact, it was the tsymbaly, and the symbolic messages tied to the sound and appearance of 

that instrument, that helped give Charka its initial identity- 

Wasylciw's role in the group is two fold. On one hand he is a visible (and audible) 

Link to the insmental  music traditions of Ukrainians on the Prairies. While not often 

featured as a solo instrument, the fact that the tsymbaly is present on stage immediately 

validates this group in the eyes of many lovers of Ukrainian music. At the same time, he 

provides a direct link to the youth culture of the both the Ukrainian and mainstream 

Canadian communities. It is this younger audience that often comprises the larger part of 

Charka's audiences, and drives their selection of repertoire. Wasylciw plays a large part in 

~ ~ g g e s ~ g  pieces that are popular with the high school and university aged audiences. His 



involvement in community organizations, and especially stage dance ensembles, also 

provides the band with a link to an especially adve and vibrant component of the 

mainian C O I I U I W Q ~ ~ Y . ~ ~  

Victor 
Victor Ruduke is both a guitarist and a featured singer with Chaka, Not only is he 

the most recent addition to the group, he also represents the most recent wave of 

immigration to Canada, arriving in 1991. Prior to his immigration to Canada, Ruduke was 

a professional musician in U&e, performing with such well lmown artists as Lydia 

Sandules'ka, Oleksander Harkavyi and as member of the popular band ccSmerichka-"15 It 

was following a cross-Canada tour with Sxnerichka that Ruduke made the decision to 

remain in Canada, settling with his wife in Edmonton, where she had relatives. 

Charka had performed as a four piece group for approximaeIy six months. W e  

they were relatively well received for a beginning band, they were aware that some 

elements to their group sound were stiU missing It is agreed by dI other members of 

Charka, that Ruduke is a large reason for their musical successes. On the one hand, he 

adds elements which have helped the band gain respect among the Uaahian audiences, he 

could sing not only the standard folk songs which had long been popular with generations 

of Ukrainian Canadians, but also h e w  many newly composed songs which had been 

popular in Ula;iine and remain popular with the rapidly growing community of recently 

arrived immigrants. Through Ruduke, Charka now had better access to this potential 

audience. At the same time, he has also added elements which have helped attract a larger 

Canadian audience, his involvement in popular music in Ukraine, including playing 

covers16 of western rock music, allow him to add the rock and country guitar stylings that 

make it possible for Charka to perform credible covers of contemporary hits. According to 

Sliwkanich, audiences most often comment on Ruduke's musicianship and stag presence. 

'They can see that he lives and loves the music," says Sliwkanich. 



Group S m g t h s  
All the members of Charka agree that there are two main factors that add to their 

popularity and provide the strongest identifiers for the group. Firstly, they are extremely 

proud of their versatility. They believe that their ability to perform pieces that draw from 

numerous genres of dance music (rock, country, old time, swing, Uhainian) sets them 

apart from other groups who rely predominantly on one or two styles of music. In fact, it is 

this versatility that has become their prime selling point in the obtaining of new 

performance dates. 

The second factor which sets Charka apart from their contemporaries is the ability 

to sing in Ukrainian. This is largely due to Victor Ruduke and Orest Pohoreski's abilities to 

speak and pronounce Ukrainian texts properly. The band notes that while other groups may 

be equal or even superior in some of their musical anangements, the quality of their 
. . 

lJhaman vocals reveals their lack of familiarity with the Ukrainian language. 

Charka enjoyed a rapid rise in popularity within the UIcralnian community of 

Edmonton. Within a year of their first performance, they were one of the busiest groups, 

performing at many high profile events. This was partly due to the unique blend of 

individuals and experience, and an active approach to promoting that blend. 

The interaction between ethnographers and individuals in the communities where they are work@ has 
recently become an important point of discussion for ethnomusicolo@sts. See Kisliuk (1997). Bmrlry 
(19971, and Barz (1997). 
The name "Chabn comes fiom the Ukrainian word charka which means a small glass, like the type used 
for alcoholic beverages. The band selected this name because it invokes images of party-like events where 
the kind of music they perform is often played and alcohol is often served 

George Paleniuk, recurded interview, March 1996. 
For a more detailed account see Chapter 3. 
See "Georgen below. 
This is the way the individual members of the group identify themselves. 
Often on Sahlrday evenings, Paleniuk and his fiends wodd dress up in suits and search for a wedding. 
They would arrive at wedding receptions after the meal had been completed and the dancing had begun, 

Communal singing was an integral part of Ukrainian village wedding rihlals and continued to be and 
important form of social interaction, 

Orest Pohoreski, unrecorded interview. July 19%. 
'O Barry SliwWch, recorded interview, June 1998. 
" Remika later went on to international fame as drummer for the popular dance band "The Emeralds". 
l2 Sliwkanich d o  performed in another band with Merenick's son. See The Music Catalog " W b "  

Heritage Records MC-0 I. 



- -  -- 

l3 SLiwhnich's brother played in the Uhainh dance band 'The Shan-Tels" along with well-hown 
musician and community figure Eugene Zwozdesky. 

14 Wade Wasylciw, recorded interview, May, 1996. 
l5 Victor Ruduke, recorded interview, June, 1998. 
16 The term "cover" refers to a rendition of a piece of music wrinen or originally pedomed by another 
group that anempts to reproduce the sound of the ori,@md performance or recording. In contrast, a 
"version" of a particular piece indicates that while the basic piece is the same, the performers have dtered 
its arrangement in some way so as to make their own performance unique. See Frith 1996,69-70. 



Chapter 3. Setting the Scene, Ukrainian Settlement and 
Musical Waditions in Canada 

Immigration u ~ d  Se fflemenf 
In order to better understand the contemporary contexts for IJkminim music 

performance in western Canada, it is necessary to look at historical factors which helped 

establish this Ukainian community. At the same b e ,  a brief discussion of musical genres, 

musical instruments, and performance contexts in both Ukraine and Canada in the early 

part of this century will assist in comecting current musical practices with their sources as 

well as informing about more recent choices and developments made by contemporary 

musicians. 

First Wme 
Uhahian mass immigration to Canada occmed in thre major waves.' The first 

wave began in the early 1890s and continued until the outbreak of the First World War in 

1914. At that time approximately 170, 000 Uhahians entered Canada (Darcovich and 

Yuzyk 1980, 513- 14). This group, predominantly peasant agricdmrists, settled primarily 

in mal bloc settlements in the Canadian prairie provinces. This insular settlement pattern 

allowed them to maintain their language and unique cultural practices while setting up 

individual farms, as they remained relatively isolated from the neighbowing non-Ukrainian 

population. They also overcame inhospitable physical and social conditions to establish an 

hfkastructure of political, cultural and religious organizations (Kaye and Swyripa 1982, 

Second Wave 
The second wave of immigration took place in the inter-war years, between 1920 

and 1934. A large percentage of these 67, 578 immigrants were farmers, although also 

among them were some artisans and intellectudls. Most possessed at Ieast an elementary 

level and some a higher level of education (Kaye and Swyripa 1982,48-52). While most of 



this group settled primarily on farms on the western prairies, some remained in 

urban centres or in mining or logging camps to work as labourers (Martynowych 199 1, 

448-5 1). 

Third Wave 

The third wave of immigration began in 1947 and lasted until 1953, with 30, 834 

Wainians, mostly dispIaced as a result of the war, arriving in Canada. This third 

immigration consisted of fewer peasant farmers, with a much higher percentage of persons 

with higher education, many of them professionals. Consequently, they settled more often 

in established cities in eastern Canada than on the rural prairies. Because of a need for low 

skilled workers in mining, lumbering and other industries, many of the less educated 

members of this group were also encouraged to settle in the east (Kaye and S wyripa 19 82, 

53). 

While the third wave of immigration injected new energy into the cultural and 

intellectual life of the Lkahian community in Canada, it was not without conflict The first 

two waves of immigrants had worked hard to establish themselves kancially, had set up a 

series of community institutions, and had begun h t e p ~ g  into the Canadian mainstream 

This striving for financial security and acceptance by the Canadian population at large came 

at the expense of some loss of Ulaainian language and customs. Because of their level of 

education and politicization, the third wave began to assume control of cultural and political 

organizations soon after their arrivaL While some of the newcomers felt that existing 

organizations had developed too much of a Canadian orientation, the attitudes of members 

of the first two waves of immigration toward the third were often hostile and suspicious. 

As a result, the third wave immigrants set up a number of new community organizations, 

designed to address their own unique agendas (Kaye and Swyripa 1982, 54; Luciuk 199 1, 

118-120). 



Post Soviet Wave 
During the Cold war era there was virtually no new immigration from 

Ukraine, with the exception of a few isolated cases. Since the late 1980s, there has been a 

increase in immigration to Canada of Ulcrainians fkom Eastern Europe. This most recent 

immigration is comprised of three main groups. The first group includes large numbers of 

Ukrainians from Poland, who began arriving in Canada around 1988. This date coincides 

with the beginning of the collapse of the socialist state in Poland.' 

The second group consists of refugees fiom Ukrainian settlements in Bosnia. As a 

result of the war in the former Yugoslavia, entire communities of b W a n s  were 

displaced fiom their homes. A large number sought refuge in Canada. 

The third group contains individuals from Ukraine itself. During the Gorbachev era 

of glasnos~ more Lkainian citizens had the opportunity to travel beyond the borders of the 

Soviet Union. A number of those traveling to Canada sought asylum as refbgees citing 

political or other persecution in their home country. With Waine's declaration of 

independence from the Soviet Union, TJkrake's borders were once again opened. Many 

LJImhians with relatives or other connections began arriving in Canada. However, 

Canadian immigration policies made it difficult to gain permanent entry into the country. 

The individuals in this most recent immigration come from a wide range of 

economic, educational and social backgrounds. Their most common bond is their shared 

experience Living in an oppressive socialist political system. While each of these groups 

looked to the established community of Ukrahian Canadians for initial support, they have 

quickly established their own independent networks. Often these networks are based on 

interaction with individuals from the same country of origin, with growing instances of 

friction between factions. These new immigrants have also transported elements of the 

types of Ukrainian culture developed in their homelands and are quickly establishing their 

own social and cultural infrastructures. 



Village Musical Traditions in Ukraine 

The early waves of Ulcrainian immigrants to Canada transported their village 

music traditions. (Xten the instruments they used were as important in establishing a 

musical identity as the forms and genres that were performed 

In Uhine,  village folk orchestras consisted mainly of three or four musicians. The 

instrumentation varied according to region. In central Ulaaine the most common grouping 

was two violins, baraban (drum) and basolia @ass)(Noll 1990). Among the Hutsuls in the 

mountains of southwestern Ukraine, groups were often formed with two violins who 

played in unison and a tsymbaly (Khotkevych 1929). In other parts of western Ukraine, 

violin, tsymbaly and bzibon (hand drum) formed the trio referred to as Troisti Muzyky, or 

trio of musicians (Humeniuk 1972, 22). It is this kind of ensemble which formed the 

model for most Ubinian bands in western Canada, While the term Troisti Muzyky is 

commonly used among Soviet scholars, the term mu& or muzykanty appears to be more 

common among members of this tradition in Canada: 

The central instrument in most ensembles of Ulrrainian instruments is the violin. 

String instruments of this type, such as the hudok: have played a major role in 

instrumental music on Ubrainian territory for many centuries (Khotkevych 1929, 7- 14). 

The modern violin, sometimes refared to as the queen of instruments ["tsaryttsia 

ins~menriv"],  was in widespread use in Ukraine by the end of the nineteenth century 

(Humeniuk 1972,22), 

Melodic, harmonic and rhythmic functions in instrumental ensembles can all be 

performed on the tsymbaly (hammered dulcimer). It is a trapezoid shaped box with 

eighteen to twenty-four courses of strings, each consisting of three to six strings, which 

pass over and under two bridges. The performer produces sound by occasionally plucking, 

but more often saildng the strings with wooden mallets. While one common performance 

practice involves suspending the instrument fiom the performer's neck by means of a 

leather strap, allowing mobility for accompanying ritual activities (Khotkevych 1929, l63), 



contemporary players performing in dance bands favour the use of an instrument 

stand (Cherwick 1992)- 

The bubun or resheto is a small hand drum, similar to the tambourine. It is 

predominantly played with a mallet, however the performer can use his hand and fmgers a 

achieve numerous ef f~ts .  Folk belief has it that the bubon should be made from the skin of 

a fierce dog, which apparently gives the drum a better tone! Another percussion instrument 

is the bass drum or baraban, believed to have made its way into Ulcrainian folk music by 

way of military bands (Khotkevych 1929, 280). It is often played together with a metal 

cymbal. 

The busolia is similar in size and shape to the violoncello. The main difference is 

that the basoIia is most often outfitted with only three strings (Khotkevych 1929, 34). It is 

worn on a strap by the performer, and functions as a bass ins-ent in ensembles. 

The sopika is a kind of folk flute which traditionally has six finger holes. It is 

generally made of wood, but occasionally of metal. There are two main types of sopilka, 

the fiiika, which is played by blowing across the open end of the instrument, and the 

denstivka, where the air column is broken by a fipple or dentse (Mizynec 1986). 

Local Musical Traditions among Ukrainians in Canada 

The first k a i n i a n  sealers to Canada experienced a technological regression when 

they amved in the new land. Faced with limited financial resources, they often had to resort 

to primitive hand made tools, clothing and shelter in order to suwive. Music also had to be 

"hand made," which may explain the long standing popularity of simply constructed 

instruments like the tsymbaly. 

Genres of Ukrainian Music 
Music, in many forms, has played an important role in the social life of Uhbians  

in Canada Music is an integral part of most calendar and Me cycle rituals. Often these 



musical forms continue to be maintained long after their ritual functions have lost 

their significance. While the role of insmental  ensembles or orchestras is of central 

importance for the completion of many social rituals and for entertainment, a wide variety 

of other genres are also significant parts of the Ukrainian musical picture. 
. . Choral singing is perhaps the most widespread of aIl Ukmman musical genres. 

Multi-part singing is often recognized as one of the most dis~guishing features of 

Ukrainian culture (Iashchenko 1962). It is connected to religious life, as an integral pan of 

the eastem Christian Iiturgy and services (Matsenko 1973), social life and p0Iitica.l Me. 

Choral singing as part of Christmas celebrations was noted among the most popular 

activities of the early Ulcrainian settlers to Canada (Boulton 1942, Bassa 1952). As Robert 

Klymasz states, 

The predilection for group singing may reflect an overt recoO,gtion of the 
sung word as a means of fostering a spirit of national consciousness and 
national self-awareness. This affilation of choral song with political 
sensitivity occasionally turns the former into a national anthem, a b d  of 
aural icon dedicated to a reaffjrmation of Lkainian ethnic loyalty. (1982, 
282) 

One of the first systematically organized forms of music making among the 

Ukmhian community in Canada to appear was the mandolin orchestra. Many of these 

ensembles were organized by the Ukrrainian Labour and Farmer Temple Association. The 

first such orchestra was founded in Winnipeg in 1921, with similar groups established 

soon after at ULFTA halls across the Prairies (Kravchuk 1996, 333). Similar string and 

mandolin orchestras were organized at schools and other halls, often providing the first 

musical instruction for many (Klyrnasz 1992, 58; Lupul 1982, 1 52f).7 Later, wind bands 

also became popular in some areas (Knysh 1982). 

Drama productions offered another vehicle for musical expression (Balm 199 1). 

Many community groups staged performances of simple plays such as "Marusia" and 'Y)i 

ne khody, Hrytsiu" complete with music, singing and dancing, as well as more ambitious 

musicals such as "Natalka Poltavka" and "Zaporozhetsr za Dunaiem" (Klymasz 1982, 286- 



87). The development of staged folk dance (cf. Avramenko 1947) provided yet 

another genre of performance with music as a central component 

It is perhaps because of its ubiquitous nature that instrumental music8 performed by 

small combinations of musicians and dance bands has received so little attention (Klymasz 

1982, 293). Since choral music, orchestras and theatrical ensembles require some 

organizational superstructure, and have often been closely tied to larger community 

organizations, descriptions of these activities appear in the concert programs and reports of 

said organizations. Instrumental music, on the other hand, falls outside the realm of 

organized community activity. While musicians performed for community functions, it was 

often to provide music for leisure activities, dances and parties. As a result, the activity of 

instrumentalists themselves were viewed as leisure activities, and consequently not 

accorded the same level of attention as other performing arts. It is the activity of such 

musicians that we will examine in this study. 

Instrumental Ensembles (BandslOrchestras) 

The small instrumental ensembles of violin, tsymbaly and drum popular in the 

villages of western Ukaine served as the prototype for most similar ensembles among the 

early Ukrainians settlers in western Canada (Maga 1980; Savich 1980). This kind of 

instrumentation c o n ~ u e d  to serve as the core for western Canadian Ukrainian bands well 

into the 1970s. 

As Ulrrainians came into greater contact with North American musical styles some 

changes were made in the composition of their bands. Ulrrainian musicians in Canada were 

influenced by trends in popular m ~ s i c  and began incorporating new instruments and new 

repertoires. The music performed by these bands stiU consisted largely of traditional 

Ulcrainian pieces; however, there was now more of an emphasis on providing music for 

dancing rather than ritual music. 



The trend toward rew instrumentation was fueled by two initiatives. Firstly, 

by adopting new instruments, musicians could appear distinct in comparison to their peers, 

thereby securing more engagements. Moving beyond traditional instrumentation also made 

it easier to reproduce the sounds of non-Uhinian popular music. Another factor 

influencing the adoption of new instruments was the need for more volume. As community 

events grew in size and moved from houses to barns and community halls, the volume of 

sound a band needed to produce was much greater. It was increased volume as well as an 

expanded range of technical possibilities that led to an explosion in popularity of the piano 

accordion throughout North America in the 1930s (Greene 1992, 1241, and its subsequent 
. . 

appearance in UEaazIllan bands. In a similar fashion the banjo often replaced the tsyrnbaly 

and the saxophone often substituted for the violin 

The music of sweet and swing dance bands were also of considerable influence. 

Local groups adopted not only the instrumentation and repertoire of such groups, but also 

their modes of dress and stage presentation, such as sitting behind large wooden music 

stands. 

In the 1940s, ethnic music became popular music. International hits like %eer 

Barrel Polka" and "Bei Mir Bist Du Schon" (Greene 1992, 127-39) and the "Clarinet 

Polka" (Greene 1992, 219), among othersg lead to a wider acceptance for ethnic style 

music. It also created a commercial model for local musicians to emulate. Since these 

recordings also used larger ensembles incorporating the big band sound, it was easy for 

local musicians to apply these principles to their own music making. While Uhabian 

groups still relied primarily on the violin, they more and more frequently included 

saxophones, trumpets and even trombones, with the accordion assuming an increasingly 

prominent role (cf. Metro Radomsky 1980,505-506; John Zelisko 1980).1° 
. - 

Because of its rurd roots, Ukmmm traditional music was closely  COME^^^ to 

other rural based genres Iike American country music. Both share similar origins in 

acoustic string band music, with the violin, or fiddle, taking a prominent role. The 



popularity of country music in d regions of western Canada led to the fimher 

development of this connection, with its ultimate manifestation occurring in the 1960s 

(Klymasz 1972).11 While c o u n ~ ~  music remains an important influence for Ukrauuan . - 

bands, rural and "old country" connections are often mistaken for "counny" connections by 

those outside the western Canadian community (Metro Radomsky 198 1) .I2 

Another genre closely related to country music and equally significant was "old- 

time" music. Again, the prominence of the fiddle, and the popularity of nationally known 
- .  stars such as Don Messer and Andy DeJarlis had a profound influence on many Ukraman 

Canadian vi~linists.'~ The high profile visibility of Ukmhian-Canadian fiddler A1 Cherny 

on weekly broadcasts of CBC television's "The Tommy Hunter Show" helped solidiQ the 

bk between U h m a n  
. . 

and old time fiddling. 
* .  

As popular music changed, so did the repertoire of U h m a n  bands. As rock and 

other genres gained popularity, they also became part of the repertoire for bands in western 

Canada For most Ulaainian bands, versatility has long been of central importance in 

securing work- In this way they are not unlike club date musicians worldng in other 

locations (MacLeod 1993). 

Contexts 

Weddings 

Perhaps the most celebrated social event among Ukrainians is the wedding. From 

the arrival of the first Illmman 
- - 

immigrants to the present time, weddings have provided 

local musicians with the greatest opportunity to perform and receive payment for their 

s e ~ c e s  (Savich 1 980).14 

In Whine, the traditional village wedding usually extended over several days, 

filled with ritual, feasting, music and dancing. Celebrations often began several days prior 

to the actual wedding with rituals for the preparation of the ritual wedding bread known as 



korovai (Chaban 1970), the ceremonial tree known as derevtse (Ravliuk 1970, 

184), and the wedding wreaths or vinky (Roshkevych and Franko 1970, 73-79). Each 

action was accompanied by ritual singing, accompanied by musicians. These musicians 

usually remained after the ceremonies to play music for dancing, which could last uti-2. the 

following morning (Roshkevych and Franko 1970,73- 124). 

Musiclians played an important role throughout the actual wedding day, providing 

music for the ritual blessing of the bride and groom by their parents, playing marches as the 

couple traveled to and from church, and accompanying all  subsequent activities that took 

place at the respective homes of each family. Wedding festivities were held simultaneously 

at the homes of the bride and groom, with separate groups of musicians hired for each 

location. The weddings could last up to four or five days, with music and dancing 

throughout (Chaban; RavIiuk; Roshkevych and Franko). 

Ula?linan wedding celebrations in Canada,  om the arrival of the first immigrants 

and through to the 1950s, preserved patterns set in TJhaine. Weddings l a s ~ g  several days 

conhued to be held at the family homes of the couples being married. Special preparations 

were made for dancing outdoors, with yards swept clean (Maryka 1979, 833), or s p e d  

platforms or dance floors constructed (Panych 1982,6 12-13). The dancing sometimes took 

piace in the farmhouses (Bennett 1977, 327), in the barn (Switlyk 1979, 924), or in 

specially constructed "lean-to" shelters (Chernichen 1979,923). 

The tradition of holding weddings at home lasted into the 1950~~ when the 

c o m ~ t y  hall became the preferred location for such large events (Klymasz 1992, 144; 

Makuch 19881, with food preparation assumed by local community organizations 

(Hoshowski 1979, 145). While rural weddings often stiU follow this pattern, most urban 

weddings take place in church or commUILity halls or in hotel banquet rooms, with catering 

services providing the meals.'' 



House Partr-es 

One of the common social events in the villages of UIa:aine were the 

evening parties or vechernytsi. This form of socializing was carried over to the Ukrainian 

settlements of east central Alberta, sometimes ~ 0 ~ e C t e . d  with work bees (I(lymasz 1992). 

House parties could be held whenever anyone decided to call one, and wherever 

there was enough room to accommodate a crowd. Often, parties were held on Sunday 

afternoons and other holidays, following the local church service, when hosts would serve 

a lunch in the late afternoon, after which some guests would leave to tend to farm chores 

while others stayed behind to talk, play cards or dance (M. Ratsoy 1983, 35). As one 

participant noted, 

After church service neighbours would meet at the home of some homesteader and 
to dance to the music of a violin and dulcimer they would dance on the green grass 
wherever a meadow was available. (Kolotyluk 1983,526) 

Music was the focal point of most house parties. Guests enjoyed singing and 

dancing to music provided by local musicians C'Primrose" 1974; Ruff 1979, 113). While 

one of the most common configurations of musicians for this type of dance was the violin 

and tsyrnbaly duo (Pawluk 1978, 340), any available instruments would suffice. These 

parties would also last until "the wee hours of the morning" ("Primrose" 1974). 

Farms that consisted of both an older and newer house were often preferred 

locations for dances, providing dancers with a separate building to themselves (M. Ratsoy 

1983, 35). Occasionally house dances were held to celebrate the construction of a new 

building, such as a house or barn (Kobeluck 1979,248). 

While these parties continue to be opportunities for casual music making, they no 

longer provide the same opportunities for musicians. Nonetheless, this type of activity was 

a significant part of the musical education of many contemporary musicians (such as 

Charka' s Barry S liwkanich and George Paleniuk). 



Cummum-ty Dances 

As rural Alberta cornunities developed, the community dance offered 

musicians another possible opportunity for performance. These opportunities increased as 

the number of community halls also increased. Some these halls were converted old stores 

~'Dreams" 1980, 203) or school houses (Zane 1980, 589; Malayko 1980, 238), run by 

private individuals. 

Often dances coincided with religious or community holidays such as the feast days 

of Saints (B- Ratsoy 1983, 237), Valentine's Day (Hachan 1980, 255-56), Easter 

~'Dreams7' 1980, 226), and dances h o w n  as Pushchennia, held before fasting seasons 

prior to Christmas and Easter (B. Ratsoy 1983, 237). Dances were also staged as 

fundraising events for schools and community organizations C'Dreams" 1 980, 202).16 

Some dances were held for no specXc reason. The tradition of Sunday afternoon 

socialidng following church service continued into the era of the community hall, with 

some halls used for dances every week (B. Ratsoy 1983,235). 

Currently, community dances are second only to weddings as performance 

opportunities for musicians. dances and banquets continue to provide community 

organizations with a source of revenue for their various projects. As the scope of the 

individual event or the profile of the organizing group (such as large stage dance 

ensembles) increases, so do the levels of prestige and remuneration for musicians. 

For many of the Uhakian settlements in Western Canada, the centre of community 

activity was the local church, with church related functions such as the Mram or prazrzyk 

providing an environment for social interaction- 

The Wvam is a yearly celebration held to commemorate the feast day of a church's 

patron saint, observed with special services, followed by a festive meal, with people from 

neighbouring communities often traveling to take part (Ratsoy 1983% 33; 1993b, 56). 



After the commemorative 

guests to their homes for "a meal 

service, members of the parish would invite 

and meny mabng with eating, drinking, singing and 

even dancing" (Ratsoy 1983% 33). Some guests would leave one party early in order to 

make the rounds of other khram celebrations in the area (Kishpan 1980, 395). In some 

parishes, the Wvmn was celebrated with picnics, bazaars or dances held near the church or 

community hall (Maryka 1979, 833). These celebrations also served as fundraising events 

for the community ("Patchwork" 1979, 143)- 

For many Ukrainians, the khram ranked along with weddings as the most notable 

social events in the community (Cholak 1980, 306; Huculak 1980, 376; ECramar 1980, 

547). These celebrations were also noted by musicians as important performance venues 

(Malayko 1980,445; "Wostok" 1980,547). 

Festivals 
Since the mid- l96Os, ethnic folk festivals have taken an increasingly important role 

as a forum for Ulcrainian music (Klymasz 1976). For the community they provide an 

opportunity to package their culture for presentation to the general public outside the group. 

For musicians, they provide access to a wider range of audiences. Currently in western 

Canada major Ukrainian festivals are presented at Dauphin, Manitoba (Canada's National 

Ukrainian Festival) and VegreviUe, Alberta (Vegreville Ulmhian Pysanka Festival). 

Smaller scale festivals are held in Gardenton, Teulon, and Valley River in Manitobz at 

Saskatoon, Foam Lake and Prince Albert in Saskatchewan; and at Sherwood Park and the 

IAminian Cdtural Heritage Village in Alberta. U h b i a n  pavilions are also a part of multi- 

cultural festivals in Winnipeg (Folldorama), Regina (Mosaic), Saskatoon (FoMest) and 

Edmonton (Heritage Days). 

Festivals provide an m y  of performance possibilities ranging firom concert-style 

grandstand performances, to providing music for late night dances, and from musicians 

demonstrating instruments for exhibiting builders to performances on parade floats. It is 



also the most likely forum for the exchange of ideas between musicians fiom 

various strata of the community. Many western Canadians received tbeir first taste of 

eastern Canadian groups like Rushnychok and Burya through their performances at the 

Dauphin and Vegeville festivals. 

Clubs 
In the late 1960s, provincid laws began allowing the performance of live music in 

Licensed establishments. As a result, club owners began looking for acts to attract patrons. 

In Winnipeg, an entire network of hotel bars began featuring Ikainirn dance bands? 

Rural hotels across the prairies also featured L k a h i a n  perf~rmers.'~ In addition to hotels, 

legion balls and ethno-cuitural clubrooms booked bands for dancing. Some Uhinian  

musicians like Mickey Sheppard of Mickey and Bunny, and the D-Drifters fashioned full 

time professional careers out of performing both U h h i a n  and n o n - U M a n  music in 

 club^.'^ 

Electronic Media 

Commercial Recordings 
Commercial recordings not only provided a further forum for musicians, they 

helped unite and define the community. For the early immigrants a gramophone was among 

the first "luxmy" items purchased Wymasz 199 1, 4 1). The early commercial recordings 

produced by the large American firms (Columbia, Okeh, Stinson) often aaempted to 

package not only the music, but the dialogues and rituals of old country life (Spottswood 

1982).'* 

The development of a Canadian Uhainian recording industry began at the end of 

the 1940s, when Alex Groshak of W i p e g  produced an album of Ukrainian songs 

performed by the Wainian Male Chorus (of W-peg) on the Quality Record label. The 

success of these recordings lead him to start his own label, Regis Records, which recorded 



a m b e r  of U h i n i a n  dance bands from ~an i toba?  Around the same time a 

series of popular Ukrainian folk songs sung to guitar accompaniment were recorded by 

'Tony the Tro~badour'~ (surname S techishen) in Ontario (IUymasz 1982,285). 

The 1960s saw a boom in Ulcrainian recording in Canada. Groshak, through his 

involvement with Mickey and Bunny, " established the highly successful V-Records label, 

producing recordings of artists  om across the prairies, and shipping those products 

around the world His success spawned a number of similar competing labels, Galaxy, 

UK, and Eagle Records, among others. AU focused principally on prairie dance bands and 

singers of traditional and ritual @rimarily wedding) songs. In the 1970s Heritage Records 

of Edmonton and Sunshine Records (and its later subsidiary Baba's Records) of Winnipeg 

also joined this market. 

The 1970s also saw the development of an eastern Canadian recording scene. 

Centred chiefly around Montreal, Sage Records and Yevshan Records developed an urban 
. - U b a m m  market to compete with the rural-flavoured products fiom the west. At this dme 

numerous independent and self-produced products entered the market With the 

development of recording technology, the 1980s and especially the 1990s saw an explosion 

of this "homegrown" type of product 

The commercial recording is not only an economic tool for musicians. While a good 

selling recording can generate some income for musicians, it is probably the function as a 

symbol of both status and aaistic expression which drives them to produce more 

recordings. 

R d o  in Western CanadQ 
Radio is another medium that provides both a forum for musicians and a unifying 

force for the cornmnnity. Broadcasts of Wlaainian programs began in Alberta on CKUA in 

the 1940s.~' CBC Radio occasionally aired programs of Ukrainian music and current 

events C'Cause" 1939; "March" 1944), with artists like fiddler Tommy Buick presenting 

regular live  broadcast^?^ Eventually commercial radio stations, like CF.CW of Camrose, 



Alberta and CKDM 

programs. For many 

. - 
of Dauphin, Manitoba also began to broadcast Ubman 

64 

years the Ukrainian Hour with Dan ChornIak on CF-CW was one of 

the top rated shows of any kind in the Edmonton market (Makuch 198 1). Chomlak 

produced recorded versions of his program for broadcast in other markets, like Winnipeg 

and Reginil, These broadcasts provided communities separated by immense distances with 

some common point of reference. It also helped to acquaint residents in one p a .  of the 

country with the music of groups from another- 

In the 1970s, full-time multi-Lingual broadcasters entered the radio market. In 

Winnipeg, CKTS featured a daily Ulnainian program, which was soon followed by a 

similar program on CKER in Edmonton. These programs continue to broadcast Ulaainian 
- 

music while also informing the LJhamxm Listening audience of cunent affairs and public 

events. '5 

Ulnainian instrumental music is an integral part of Wainian life in western 

Canada Once a popular form of leisure activity for many members of the community, it 

has increasingly become the realm of a shrinking body of specialists. Through live 

performance events like parties, dances, weddings, festivals and club dates, Ulrrainian 

musicians have had intimate interaction with the listening community. Through the media 

of commercial recordings and broadcasting, musicians reach a wider audience while 

drawing the community closer together. 

For a detailed discussion of U h i n b  immigration to Canada see Kaye and Swyripa 1982: Martynowych 
1991; Marunchak 1970. 

It also coincides with the celebration of the millennium of Christianity in Ukraine. Many Polish born 
* ukmmam left Poland to attend millennium celebrarions in Rome, and chose not to return to Poland. Of 

these a considerable number settled in Canada 
For a discussion of music among the Bosnian UmMan community in Canada see Boychuk (1997). For 
an exampie of music among recent immigrants h r n  M e  see Krasnoshtan (1998). 

4Recorded interviews with K. Klym (1991), M. Stelmach (1991), N. Sandul(1991) and KuryIo et. al. 
(1 992). 

' The huduk was a four sainged, bowed instrument sirnilat to the violin, but with a shorter and wider neck 
(Khotkevych 1929,7-14). 

Recorded interviews with K. IUym (1991), M. Stelmach (1991), J. Laskowski (199 1) and Kurylo et. al. 
(1992). 



' Tkachyk, Joe. Unrecorded interview, June, 1992. Tkachyk recalls his firs rnus id  experiences in a 
mandoh orchestra organized by the teacher at the school in his home district near Vilna, Alberta As part 
of the orchestra Tkachyk learned rudimentary musical .Fkilis which allowed him to Iater learn to pIay the 
violin- 

' 1 use the term "instrumental music" to describe the activity of tese small dance bands. Although vocal 
performance becomes an ixlcfeasingly important part of the repertoires of these groups, especially a k r  the 
introduction of commercial sound recordings, performance of purely instnrmenml dance rneiodies 
continues to be a central component of their activity to the present day, 

Mattfield (1971,526), Shapiro (1965a, 249,247,!579), and Shapiro (l96Sb2ll) list pikas and waltzes 
on the American popular music cham such as the "Beer Barrel Polka" in 1939, "Charlie Was a Boxern 
(based on the Polish folk song "Pocos Tuta Przyszedl") in 1948, "The Blue SWt Walen (based on a 
Czech song by Vaclav Blaha) also in 1948, the Hop Scotch Polka in 1949 and the Liechtensteiner Polka 
in 1957. 

ID Two major forces innuencing the popularity of the accordion in Ukrainian bands were Dave Roman of the 
D-Drifters (see Chapter 5) and Ron Cahute of B q a  (see Chapter 7)- 

'I See Chapter 5. 
l2 While the music of Metro Radomsky's band was definitely mted in nrral and old country genres. it was 

influenced much more by the music of the ''meet" bands of the 1930s than any country music. 
Discussions in print of old time UErrainian music, especially by writers fkom eastern Canada and the US, 
repeatedly refer to this music as l lhabh "country and western," perhaps due in part to Klymasz's 
influential article in Ethnornrcsicology (1972). 

l3 Joe Tkachyk unrecorded i n t e ~ e w ,  June 1991; Tommy Buick, unrecorded interview, April 1991; Jody 
Wacko unrecorded interview, September 1998. Wacko's Eather, Ukr * - violinist f i m y  Wacko, was 
profoundly influenced by the music of Don Messer. My own father and grandfhlher, both amateur fiddlers, 
were big fans of Messer and DeJarlis. 

I4 Sometimes this payment was in the form of cash (for example Walter Gargus's band earned S 12.00 per 
wedding in the 1930s, $25.00 - $40.00 in the 1940s, and $300.00 - $400.00 in 1979) (Garps 
1980,347), while at other times the musicians were paid with Livestock (Oleksiuk 1983,664), sacks of 
grain (Panych 1982,609), or with credit towards groceries in the local store (Malayko 1980.435). 

" It is  intereskg to note that occasionally when caterers are unable to offer Udnian dishes. the families 
of the bride or groom will supplement the meal with Lka inh food prepared at home or purchased £ram 
another food service. 

l6 A common variant of the fundraising dance was a basket or pie social (Farus 1980266). Girls brought 
lunches which were then auctioned off, with the girl sharing her lunch with the highest bidder (Kashuba 
1982,436-38). 

" Nestor Shydlowsky. Unrecorded interview, August 1997. Shydlowsky moved to Winnipeg so that he 
could perform in the Ukrainian club scene. 

'* Bill S emeniuk. Recorded interview. June 1992. 
l9 See Chapter Five. 
20 See Chapter Four. 
a Alex Groshak. Recorded interview. April 199 1. 
Z! See Chapter Five. 
23 Henry Smichum Unrecorded interview. July, 199 1. 
za Tommy B uick. Unrecorded interview, April 199 1. 
25 Roman Brytan. Unrecorded interview. October, 1996. 



Chapter 4. Paul Humeniuk and the Development of a 
Ukrainian Music Canon 

Charka, Roots and Repertoire 
Part of George Paleniuk's personal Uhhim renaissance involved a rediscovery of 

alI of the avenues of Usminian experience he had once been in me with. Upon his 

decision to take an active role in performing music, he began research attempting to unearth 

what he perceived to be the traditional music of Ukrainians on the prairies. He did so by 

consulting with older musicians in the commUDity, as well as exploring various archival 

collections of recorded and printed music. In al l  of his explorations, a name that repeatedly 

resurfaced was that of Pavlo Humeniuk 
. . 

For many of the l lkmmm musicians, especially violinists, who were actively 

performing in the 1940s and 1950s in Alberta, the music of Pavlo Hurneniuk formed a 

cornerstone of their repertoire. Humeniuk's recordings were among the most popular, and 

many old musicians still own copies of the original 78 rpm discs.' Printed colIections of 

musical scores also existed (Homeniuk 1938), and Paleniuk used these as a reference. 

While Charka finally settled on a sound that was quite unlike that of Pavlo 

Hurneniuk's, the music of this great master still was a significant influence. The band used 

material fiom his recordings to construct interludes in some of their own arrangements. 

Humeniuk's versions of traditional folk dance melodies, especially those designed with the 

repertoire of choreographer Vasyl' Avramenlco in mind, continue to be a part of the 

repertoire of many Ulminian bands in western Canada, including Charka These deepest 

roots provided the foundation fiom which Charka began to develop their own unique 

repertoire. 



Development of Ethnic Recording 

Music has been one of the greatest forces for shaping the cultural identiv of 

Ubainians in North America However, given the great effect that recorded music has had 

on shaping the cultural life of Ukrainians in North America, very little information exists 

regarding it This is not unlike the trend in recorded music in general. For example, Malm 

states 

Considering the fact that sound recordings have been in existence for over on 
hundred years and have been an important mass medium since the 1920s, 
surprisingly little research has been done on them Few attempts have been made to 
summarize what is h o w n  about the general importance of sound recordings in 
society as a whole and the world of music in particular. (1982,49) 

It is relatively recently that idonnation has surfaced regarding the early ethnic recording 

industry. This is largely through the works of Gronow (1977), Greene (1994) and 

especially Spottswood (1982, 1990). 

Even for those with little knowledge of Ukrainian language, the rhythms and 

textures of insmenta l  music genres help provide an accessible entry into the culture. 

Along with live community performances, one of the most dynamic media for the 

transmission of music has been the commercial recording industry. While this industry 

perhaps reached its peak activity in Canada in the 1960s (Klymasz 1972), Ukrainian music 

and Uaainian recordings have featured prominently in the overall history of recorded 

music industry in North America since its earfiest inception. And Ukrainian music's first 

"star" was among the most successf' recording artists of his generation, in any musical 

genre. 

It took almost twenty five years from Thomas Edison's invention of the "talking 

machine" in 1877 for the phonograph and recording industry to settle in as a viable form of 

home entertainment. Several patent suits and battles over standardization of formats played 

a role in this slow development. However, by World War I the phonograph had become an 

significant part of many American hames (Spottswood 1982,53). 



Included among the earliest recordings were products offered in languages 

other than English. A 1906 Columbia Records catalogue offered discs in Geman, Italian, 

French, Czech, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Polish, Hungarian, Hebrew, and Russian, 

with a note that an entirely separate catalogue was available for records in Spanish 

(Spottswood 1982,54). By catering to the large population of recently arrived immigrants, 

the record companies, who were also manufacturing phonograph machines, cultivated an 

even wider base of customers. Much of the non-Enah material was drawn horn overseas 

affiliates in London, Kyiv, Berlin and other iarge European cities (Spottswood 1982, 54). 

By 1920 the two largest record manufacturers, Columbia and Victor, had issued nearly 6, 

000 ethnic records in a variety of languages, including Ukrainian. 

In 19 18, several patents owned almost exclusively by Victor and Columbia were 

declared invalid by the corn .  This opened up the field for a number of other independent 

record companies. Of these, the Okeh and Brunswick companies were the largest and they 

both also figured prominently in the field of ethnic recording (Spottswood 1982, 58). They 

also expanded the portions of the market producing music for Akin-American audiences 

(the so-called "race" records) and those catering to the white, southern (or "hillbilly") 

market The activity of record companies in these markets would soon influence the way 

they dealt with their ethnic music divisions. 

While increased competition had one kind of effect on the record industry, other 

factors were also influencing the type of records produced. The war in Europe made access 

to some of the former sources of matedal difficult Consequently, the record companies 

had to begin cultivating local talent that could saw the needs of the non-English language 

market. Often this consisted of generic dance melodies that could be repackaged and 

marketed to a variety of European ethnic groups. Another consideration was the tastes of 

the consumers of recorded material. While European recordings of f o d y  conventional 

performances of popular and standard material and concert arrangements of folk songs 

performed by trained singers appealed to part of the record-buying public, they failed to 



reflect the tastes of those immigrants who had grown up in d villages. For those 

immigrants struggling to adjust to a radically different life in the new world, the separation 

from their old world music and customs created a great emotional void And significant part 

of that void was soon to be filled by a village violinist named Pavlo Humeniuk, with the 

assistance of entrepreneur Myron Surmach. 

Pavlo Humeniuk 

Pavlo Humeniuk was born in the town of Pidvolochys'ke, Temopil oblast' in 

1884. He began learning the violin at the age of six (Greene 1992, 87). He arrived in the 

United States around 1902 and settled in New York (Pomer Pavlo Humeniuk 1965). For a 

h e ,  he studied violin with a Professor Makhnovetsky, a graduate of the St. Petersburg 

Conservatory (Spottswood 1993). Originally earning his living as a tanner (Greene 1992, 

87), he eventually went on to open his own violin shop, where he built and repaired 

instruments until his retirement around 1960. However, it is primarily as a performer of old 

country village dance music that he is best remembered. 

By the 1920s the large American record companies were looking for local talent to 

produce records for their ethnic music series. In 1925, New York book and music shop 

owner Myron Surmach had begun to carry recordings made by the Victor, Columbia and 

Okeh companies (Greene 1992, 86). In late 1925 a representative of the Okeh Record 

Company paid a visit to his store. The company had been trying to rnadcet a line of 

Ukrainian recordings produced from masters made in Europe, but were having little 

success. Since there were no recordings of Uhai.nian village music, the man asked 

Surmach if there were any local musicians who could perform this type of music. Surmach 

introduced him to Humeniuk, and arrangements were made for Humeniuk's &st recording 

session on December 3, 1925. He assembled a quartet consisting of clarinet, trombone 

piano and himself on violin. These first recordings, two kolomylkas and two kozachoks2 



were well received. However, the Okeh Company failed to follow them up. Within 

a few weeks Humeniuk was under contract to the Columbia Record Company which 

wanted more of his village style music- 

Humentuk's Recordings 

Humeniuk's recordings for the Columbia label cover a wide range of genres, 

although always connected with the village musical milieu- Dance genres such as the 

kozachok and kolomyika figlrre prominently in his body of work. Included among these 

are several kolomyiky with texts sung by Evhen Zukowsb. Named after various places in 

Humeniuk's native Galicia ("Temopil's'ka Kolomyika," Skalats'ka Kolomyika," 

Zolochivs'ka Kolomyika," etc.), these tunes and their titles helped evoke a sense of place 

among members of his audience. He recorded music for popular social dances such as 

Arkan, Chaban and Hutsullca. His thematic recordings occasionally included elements of 

religious music from various church ceremonies. He also introduced elements from other 

musical traditions, such as that of the blind hurdy-gurdy players or h y k y .  ' 
Among Humeniuk's first recordings for the Columbia label were a series of works 

in conjunction with singers/comedians Evhen Zukowsb and Rosa Krasnowska. These 

recordings attempted to depict the entire scene of various Ula;zinan village celebrations, 

matchmaking, weddings, christenings and parties. They were miniature plays featuring not 

only Humeniuk's instrumental dance melodies, but also the ritual songs and spoken texts 

thatwere an integral part of these events. The recordings were able to transmit the feelings 

and emotions of the Old World that many of the recent immigrants were trying desperately 

to recreate in their new home. The first of these such recordings,"Ukains1ke Wesilia" sold 

over 150,000 copies and influenced ethnic and non-ethnic recordings far beyond the field 

of Ukrainian-American music (Spottswood 1992, 3) ." While relatively expensive for its 

time at $1.25, customers of various nationalities bought the record, perhaps recognizing 



elements or the atmosphere of their own ritual celebrations, even if they couldn't 

understand the language (Spottswood 1982, 60). The popularity of this recording helped 

establish Humeniuk as a "star" not only among Ukrainians, but with other ethnic groups as 

well. Because he came from the western Ukrainian province of Galicia, he was also 

familiar with elements of Polish village music. Altaing the spelling of his name to Pawel 

Humeniak, Columbia produced recordings from his repertoire of PoIish dance melodies, 

with great success. His recording of "Polka Kanarek'was one of the best selling Polish 

titles of the time (Keil and Keil 1992, 25). If other such recordings sold well, they were 

sometimes redone and passed on to the Lithuanian and Slovak catalogues (Spottswood 

1994). 

Humeniuk and the Avramenko Dance Repertoire 

Another important part of Humeniuk's body of recorded work connects him with 

another icon of Ukrainian culture in Noah America. In 1925, dancer/choreographer VasyI' 

Avramenko arrived in Canada. He established a series of dance schools and presented 

concerts across North America, largely through his own personal touring. His 

choreography helped take regional village dances, and repackage them as a "national" ar t  

form. Largely through his efforts, an entire genre,'TJkcainian" stage dance, evolved. The 

cornerstone of this genre for several decades was the choreography of Avramenko. 

Throughout his tours of North America, Avramenko trained not only dancers, but 

musicians as well. In order to perform his choreography he needed accompanying music. 

Avramenko often contracted the most skilled or most popular local musicians and taught 

them the musical material for his dances. This association often resulted in elevated status 

for the local musicians. For example, well-known Alberta violinist Metro Radornsky often 

used his connection to Awamenko as a way to publicize his own musical activity (Metro 

Radomsky 198 1). However, it was not always possible in each location to find musicians 



who were either skilled enough, or at liberty to devote large blocks of time to 

providing music for the dance schooIs. Avramenko, therefore, needed an alternative. 

In order to guarantee quality accompanying music for his choreography, 

Avrarnenko m e d  to recordings by Pavlo Humeniuk Hurneniuk assembled musicians to 

record many of the dance Nnes from Avrarnenko's repertoire.' The deal was mutually 

beneficial to both parties. Avrarnenko could now be more flexible in S & C M ~  locations for 

dance seminars, without having to rely on local musicians. The recordings provided precise 

versions of his repertoire, allowing him to focus his attention on choreography. For 

Humeniuk, this repertoire not only brought his music to a wider audience, but also helped 

solidify his position as the premier Ukrainian musician of his time. 

A further effect of Hurneniuk's association with Avramenko was the creatio~; of a 

canon of acceptable repertoire. In the same way that Avramenko was able to aansfom 

regional vernacular dance into a homogenous national style, Hurneniuk's recordings helped 

defhe what could be considered "Wainian" music. We have already noted that local 

musicians who performed with Avramenko enjoyed elevated status in their communities. 

Through his vastly popular body of recorded work, including the Avramenko material, 

Humeniuk enjoyed the highest status of a l l  IJhmum 
. . 

musicians. Consequently, local 

musicians wanting to enhance their position with their audiences performed their own 

versions of pieces from the Humeniuk and Avrarnenko repertoires. Since Avramenko had 

trained thousands of dancers across North America, there was a built in audience for this 

music. 

Hurneaiuk's Influence on His Contemporaries 

Hurneniuk's influence as a recording artist was multi-faceted, although he was 

primarily known as a specialist in viIlage instrumental music. It is most likely due to the 

popularity of his recordings of instmental dance music that other similar ensembles were 



recorded by various American record labels. Performers such as Josef Pizio, M. 

Slobodian and his "Ukrainska Selska Orchestra," Sarnuil Pilip and his Lemkiwska 

Orchestra, Michael Thornas and his Uhainiaa Orchema, and others produced numerous 

recordings similar in nature to those of ~umeniuk.~ 

In most of these recordings, the violin was featured prominently, usually as the 

main solo i n s m e n t  This helped to perpetuate the violin's role as the lead instrument in 

Ukrainian ensembles. For his recordings, Hurneniuk employed a variety of session 

musicians. As a res* the instrumentation also varied from recording to recording. While 

he sometimes used a traditional line up of violin, tsymbaly and drum, other recordings 

were made featuring v i o h  along with clarinet, piano and trombone; pitar,  drum and 

tambourine; guitar and drum; trombone and piano; tsyrnbaly and string bass; two second 

violins and accordion; mandolin and guitar. As with the specific pieces from his repertoire, 

the instrumentation of his recordings also influenced local musicians. 

Recorded Skits 

Of Humeniuk's repertoire, three major genres are most notable. These are, I) 

thematic recordings or "skits," featuring spoken texts, songs and instrumenral melodies; 2) 

instrumental village dance melodies; and 3) accompaniments for Avrarnenkors dance 

repertoire. All three of these genres went on to become standards of the repertoire of 

Ukrainian bands. 

Humeniuk followed the success of his skit recording "Ukrahs'ke WesiliaY7 in 1926 

with a series of other recordings based on ritual events, Svatannia, Zaruchyny, 

Vinkopletennia, Popravyny , Khres ty n y .' S oon after their appearance, other groups began 

producing their own recorded versions of Ukrainian rituals and music. For example, a 

recording titled "Lemkovski Krestiny" was recorded in 1928 by V.P. Gladick (Hladick) i 

Kompaniia (Spottswood 1989, 1055), and was followed by c'Panachida," "Lernkovske 



Vesilya," "Paska Voskresenie" and "Krestini Po Vojni" all recorded in 1928 by the 

Holy Trinity Church Choir (Spottswood 1989, 1070) 

Like the Avramenko dance repertoire, many of Humeniuk's recorded skits were 

Iata re-created by local musicians. It is pecularly important to note the activity of the 

'Tnterlake Polka Kings" of Manitoba This group was extremely popular in the 1960s 

throughout western Canada Like Avrarnenko, and later the Mickey & Bunny/ D-Drifters5 

troupe, the group went out on extended tours of IIbinian settlements in western Canada 

(Interlake Polka Kings 1966). A large part of their popularity was based on their repertoire 

of dance melodies and humorous songs, many which came directly £room the repertoire of 

Pavlo Humeniuk. These pieces were included on a number of long play recordings, along 

with other popular dance tunes. 

Based on the success of small town acts Iike the Interlake Polka Kings, other rural 

bands mounted stage p d u t i o n s  and produced recordings feanning Humeniuk or 

Humeniuk-like skits. Peter Lamb and his "Sundown Pals" of Oakburn, Manitoba took their 

own production of a Ulaainan wedding on tour to Alberta, while musicians such as 

Tommy Buick, Bill Prokopchuk, lo Roy Mykycyshyn, " and Auntie h4ary1' all produced 

their own recordings simulating the wedding events. 

The Effect of the Humenhk/Avramenko Recordings on Future Generations 
The Avramenko repertoire was not only performed at live events. In the 1950s, 

new groups began recording this material, often reproducing Humeniuk's arrangements. 

Artists such as Jim Gregorash in Mhnitoba13 and Metro Radomsky in Alberta produced 

recordings of the Avramenko dances that were simiTar in structure to those of Humeniuk, 

but placed a greater emphasis on the traditional village instrumentation of violin, tsymbaly 

and drum. 

In the 1960s a third generation of musicians began recording the Awarnenko 

materid The well-known group the D-Ddfrers-514 were responsible for popularizing this 



body of music with new audiences. In 1965 they produced an album of Uhairzian 

dance melodies that featured six of the Avrarnenko dance mel~dies.'~ Also included on this 

album were other instrumental pieces that had previously been recorded by Hurneniuk The 

recordings dlffered radically fiom Humeniuk's originals in that they now employed the 

electronic instruments available to musicians of the time, electric guitar and bass as well as 

electronic accordion. In doing so, the group mirrored Humeniuk's process of 

contemporizing previous material while retaining its inherent structure and function. These 

recordings were as historically important as their predecessors. They were equally well 

received by both older and younger generations of Ulnainian Canadians. Numerous 

Ulaainian dance ensembles that sprang up across western Canada in the 1960s and later 

used this recording during rehearsals and performances. According to Dave Romanyshyn 

of the D-Drifters-5, this recording sold over 100, 000 copies throughout North America, 

Australia and Europe. Musicians across Canada adopted the style of the D-Drifters4 who 

themselves h a m e  recording stars much Like Humeniuk had decades earlier. 

In the 1970s many other bands added the melodies of Avramenko dances to their 

record albums. However, rather than identifying them as " Avrarnenko's Dances" they were 

now referred to as "traditional" or "folk" dances. Even fiddler A1 Cherny of "The Tommy 

Hunter Show7' made a recording of Uhainian dance music that featured several of the 

Avramenko/EZumeniuk me lo die^.'^ 

The Avramenko repertoire continues to be recorded up to the present" In 1995 

Baba's Records of Winnipeg issued a cassette recording by "The Group Five" entitled 

"Ukainian Folk Dances" which includes eleven of the Avramenko/Humeniuk dance 

melodies, also including two dances an a wedding march which were not part of the 

Avramenko repertoire, much like the D-Drifters-5 recording. A recent recording by the 

"Musical Knights Orchesaa" also includes a number of these dance tunes.' * 



Humeniuk's CcCanan-'.' Defines Community 
The early Ukrainian immigrants to Canada had a low level of national 

awareness. While they identified with their local or regional identities, for them national 

consciousness was not an important factor (Procko 1979). In fact, rnany may had simply 

been innocent of the very existence of the terms "Ulaaine" and "'IJldnian" (Klymasz 

1976,202; cf. Stein and Hill 1977,23). Their musical culture would have consisted of the 

songs and dances known in their native villages, perhaps including those from 

neighbollring villages. With the appearance of commercial recordings containing tunes 

identified as cTI€xUIrrainian," this music now had a national focus. 

Recordings by Humeniuk and some of his contemporaries have formed a "canon" 

of acceptable works. Because of their overwhelming popularity, these recordings came to 

define what Uh in ian  music is for rnany generations of other musicians. These melodies 

have been recorded and continue to be recorded many times over. In some cases, the new 

recordings of this material have matched or exceeded the level of popularity of the original 

works by Hwneniuk- Many of the dance melodies continue to be part of the standard 

repertoire for contemporary dance bands, often providing them with their most salient 

markers of UaaMan identity. 



Plate 1 has been removed because of copyright restrictions 

Plate I: Pavlo Humeniuk. From "Pawlo Humeniuk: King of the Ukrainian Fiddlers." 
Arhoolie Folklyric CD 7025 



Plate 2: Label from Pavlo 
Humeniuk's recording of 
"Vinkopletyny". one of the 
follow-ups to his hit record 
"Ukrains'ke Vesillia." 

Plate 3: LabeI 
recording of " 
number 1" Ber 
added note "Ti 
[Dances of V. 

from Pavlo Humeniuk's 
Kozachok Podil's'kyi, 
leath the main title is the 
mky V. Avrarnenka 
Avramenko] ". 



Joe Tkac hyk, unrecorded interview, June 1972, 
For descriptions of these dance genres see Nahachewsky (1985). 
See Pavlo Humeniuk, 'Do Poczajewa Na Widp- Columbia,107739-2/2709I, 1927. 
See Recorded Examples 1 and 2. 
See Recorded Example 6. 
For examples of these artists, see ' U a a w m  * * 

V-e Music, Historical recordings 1928- 1933" 
Arhoolie/FotWyric CD 7030. 

' See P h e  2. 
' Peter Lamb and his Sundown Pals. "Simulated Live Recording of a Genuine Manitoba Ubin i an  

"Country Style" Wedding." V Records, VLP 302 1. See Recorded Example 4. 
'Tommy Buick Presents a Ukrainian Wedding, Volume 1" V Records, VLP 3002 and "Volume 2" V 
Records, VLP 3006. 

'' "Biu Prokopchuk Plays a Simulated Live Recording of a Three Day U6rrainiao Weding Old Counrry 
Style." GaIaxy Records, GLP 1004. See Recorded Example 3. 
Roy MylrlCyshyn ''Marriage and Married Life Ukrainian Style," V Records VLP 3090. 

l2 uAuntie Mary Goes to a ULoainian Wedding." V Records VLP 3108. See RecordedExample 5. 
I3 Jim Gregorash "Chumakn Regis Records. 
I4 See Chapter 5. 
l5 D-Drifters-5 "D-Drifters-5 Play Ulcrainiao Dance Favomites" V-Records VLP 3029. See Recorded 

Example 7. 
l6 Ai Cherny "Golden llkmhhn Memories" TeeVee Records TA- 1017. 
" These melodies were recorded beyond (he boundaries of North America. The Argendnean group "Los 4 
Ases" produced a recording that included both "Kozak PodiIskey" and L'Kozatchok KoIomeika" Los 4 
Ases "Vol. 2." Discos Super Trino, B.C. 2406. 

'' Musical Knights Orc hesua "Ukrainian Melodies and Dances" MKO-98. See Recorded Example 8. 



Chapter 5. Ukrainian Country Music as a Symbol of 
Ukrainian Identity in the 1960s 

Charkut Alberta is ccCountry'y Coun fry 
For many Ubrainians in rural areas of Alberta, w o  parallel musical systems 

converge to provide a musical identity for their communities. Many have a continued 

appreciation for the village musical traditions brought to Canada by the first waves of 

Ukrainian immigrants. This rural music still speaks of their experience. At the same time, 

they are increasingly influenced by another rural genre of music, that of mainstream 

country music. 

When Charka was establishing itself as a band, it was acutely aware of the 

influence that mainstream counw music has on the musical tastes cf Albertans. They 

realized that in order to be able to address Uhainian audiences across the province, and 

especially in the nnal areas, country music would have to form a s ib6cant  part of their 

repertoire. While the majority of the group members were not particular fans of country 

music, they were fortunate to have one member, Barry Sliwkanich, who lived in a d 

area and who could monitor the tastes of rural audiences. 

Charka made a careful attempt to perform the kind of country music that they felt 

would produce for them the most positive response among nad audiences. Still, there was 

a perception that the group was a "city band" and therefore not in tune with what nual 

listeners wanted to hear. George Paleniuk made a concerted effort to change this 

perception. He monitored nnat newspapers, looking for announcements of community 

dances. Having identified communities where the band would like to perform, Paleniuk 

sent promotional packages to the organizers of these events. The packages highlighted 

actual performances of the band, featuring examples of the kind of country music they 

could perform. By satisfying rural organizers that his group was versatile enough to 

perform not only traditional Uhainian music, but also contemporary country, Chadta 

gained an entry to another substratum of the westan Canadian Ubrainian community. 



Ukrainian Community in the 1960s 

During the 1960s, the Ukrainian community in Canada was at a crucial timing 

point The community was experiencing a transformation fiom an immigrant folk heritage 

based on an old world complex, to an ethnic culture reflecting elements of the old and new 
. - worlds. This cultural change corresponded with the transformation of the Lkaman 

immigrant colony on the prairies into an integrated segment of the total Canadian population 

(Kzymasz 1980, 122-23). 

A microcosm of the Ukrainian community can be seen in the music and activity of a 

Ukrainian-Canadian singing duo known as "Mickey and Bunny." Between 1964 and 1966 

this duo and their back-up group, the D-Drifters-5, performed in concerts and made 

recordings of traditional Ulaaixlian folk songs and also introduced a new brand of 
- .  

Ulcrainian country and western and L l k a m m  rock and roll. To help understand the 

significance of this music in relationship to the Ubinian community in Canada in the 

1960s, it is necessary to take a brief look at some social processes taking place among 

Ukrainians in Canada at that time. 

The Ubrainian community in Canada of the 1960s was a diverse group, as a result 

of the interaction between the various waves of immigration. The first wave s e w s  were 

nearing retirement age. Their children and grandchildren were leaving the rural areas in 

search of education and employment opportunities in the cities. In doing so, they were also 

leaving behind many of the customs and practices of their parents, including their 

traditional music, and assimilating into the Canadian mainstream 

The third wave immigrants were also beginning to integrate themselves into the 

Canadian society. However, being more politicized, especially in terms of Ukrainian 

nationalism, they were more interested in maintaining customs and insisting that their 

children do so as well (Luciuk 1991, 227). Since they did not have to expend as much 



energy building schools and churches as did the f i s t  two waves of immi=ants, 

they could place more of an emphasis on other community activities (Lucid 1991, 203- 

204). 

Use of Language 

One can get an idea of the nature of the Ukrainian community during the 1960s by 

looking at data deaIing with language retention. Information gathered from material from 

the 1961 Canada census showed that 473, 337 Canadians claimed Ukrainian ancestry. Of 

this group, 361, 496 or 64.4% listed U h m m  
. . as their mother tongue. By the 197 1 

census, these figures had dropped to 309, 860 out of 580, 660, or 48.9%- In 1971 only 

132,535, or 22.8 % Listed Ukrainian as the language most often spoken at home. This was 

a new question on the 1971 census, and therefore similar data was not available for 

previous years. (Darcovych and Yuzyk, 221-239) 

These fiaqes help illustrate the fact that although the use of Wainian language 

was an important indicator of Waini.an identity at the beginning of the 1960s, it was 

considerably less important by the beginning of the next decade. However, the importance 

of the Ukrainian language, and the interplay between the various factions within the 

Ukrainian community at this point in time provided the backdrop for what would perhaps 

be the most innovative development to ever take place in Ukrainian music in Canada. 

Country & Pop music scene in early 1960s 

In order to understand the development of the Mickey and Bunny sound, and why 

it had such an impact, we should look at developments in both the pop and country music 

scenes that influenced it. 

During the 1960s, the mainstream North American music scene experienced an 

onset of new musical styles, both in the fields of country and popular music. During the 



1950s, both saeams of music had increasingly adopted an easy-listening format, 

attempting to make their products more palatable to a wider audience (Malone. 230). These 

new movements of the 1960s were a reaction against this bland homogeneity. 

The major establishment of American country music was centred around Nashville, 

and the "Nashville Sound," consisting of slick, elaborate arrangements featuring 

accompaniment by full orchestras and choirs, was the standard of the day. However, in the 

early 1960s an alternative style was makng a serious challenge to the Nashville sound. 

This new brand of country music originated in the studios of Bakersfield, Ca.Iifornia Its 

best known proponents were Buck Owens and Merle Haggard. To many critics, the 

Bakersfield sound was the progressive sound in country music (Brown 1986, 138; 

Dawidoff 1997). 

The Bakersfield sound was a departure from the slick production of Nashville and 

marked a partial return to the small band sound of traditional country music- Two of the 

trademarks of this new sound which differentiated it £corn traditional country were a 

waking bass line played on the electric bass (previously the acoustic double bass was 

used) and a strong rhythm provided by the drums, which had previously been seldom used 

in Nashville (Malone 294-295). 

British Invasion 

The pop music world also underwent a profound change in musical style with the 

advent of the so-called "British Invasion." This "invasion" was caused primarily by the 

success of the Beades, who were followed to North America by several other groups. It is 

widely believed that the success of these groups lay primarily in the fact that they were also 

a backlash against over-produced pop music. While the US.  music market was 

experiencing some degree of musical drought, in Britain several young groups of 

musicians were discovering the works of the early American rock and roll and rhythm and 



blues artists. Groups such as the Beatles were taking this music and reworking it 

for British audiences. 

There are similarities between the development of the rock and roll style of groups 

like the Beatles and the country style of the Bakersfield school. It is widely agreed that the 

Beatles matured as a performing unit during their stint in the clubs of Hamburg, while the 

Bakersfield musicians such as Owens and Haggard played to audiences of oil field and 

farm labour workers. Both styles featured a return to simpler musical elements and a 

rejection of the overproduction that had become the standard for their respective genres 

(Brown 1986, 137-139). 

CcMickey & Bunny and the D-Drifters-5" 

In the early 1960s a husband and wife singing duo known as "Mickey and Bunny" 

were performing as a country act in clubs around Winnipeg. Modest Sklepowich (''Mickey 

Sheppard") was a pharmacist and his wife Orysia Evanchuk ("Bunny Evans") was a 

substitute school teacher. Sklepowich had played with a band called the "Sons of the 

Golden West" around his home town of Ethelbert, Manitoba, worked as a disc jockey at 

radio station CKDM in Dauphin, Manitoba, and had compiled a large repertoire of 

Ula;linian folk songs collected and polished in performances at country dances.' Mickey 

and Bunny began their recording career when Winnipeg record producer Alex Groshak 

heard them perfoming their country and western act and approached them to record some 

versions of their music in Uhainian.' 

With the discovery of Mickey and Bunny, Groshak launched a new record label, V- 

Records, which was initially devoted to Uhainian artists. Eventually the label repackaged 

and distributed work by German, Polish and Scandinavian artists, as well as American 

polka acts such as Frankie Yankovic. 



Mickey and Bunny teamed up with a young Winnipeg dance band lmown as 

the D-Drifters-5. The group was comprised of Dave Romanyshyn (Dave Roman), leader, 

accordion and elecaic bass; Tony Romanyshyn (Tony Roman), electric  tar and bass; 

Ihor 'Yogi' EUOS, violin, Mike Klym, drums and Andy Pacholinski (Al Tenner), tenor 

saxophone. The group had been performing at community dances and Uhainian weddings 

around Wipeg.  They came into contact with Sklepowich through Tony Rornanyshya 

When Sklepowich pitched the idea of a cross-Canada tour and recording 

possibilities to the group, they agreed to join him as his back-up group. Pachohski, 

however, was also a member of the Canadian Armed Forces band stationed in Winnipeg, 

and was not able to travel with the group. He continued to perform with the group on local 

dance dates and on the PDrifters-5 recordings. This left the touring group as a four piece 

band, electric guitar, electric bass, violin and drums, with Sklepowich adding acoustic 

rhythm guitar. 

Sound 

The Mickey and Bunny act was built on two main strengths, the ability to perform 

traditional Usminian fok  songs and dance music, and the ability to perform accurate covers 

of contemporary country and rock and roll hits with Ulaainian lyrics. 

The single most important feature of the Mickey and Bunny sound was the way in 

which they moved back and forth between singing English and Ukrainian lyrics within the 

same piece of music. They employed this technique with great success in their renditions of 

popular country and western hits of the time.3 They would often begin a piece in English, 

then move to verses translated into Lkahhn. The group coined the phrase "half M piv" 

Palf and half] songs in order to describe this style (piv is the Ula*an word for half). The 

phrase "half na piv" has since become a popular term among Uhinian Canadians to 

describe any macaronic song or manner of speech, (Oryshchuk) 



The Ulaainian translations were remarkably close to their En-mh 

counterparts. They are quite precise in their use of Ulaainian grammar and syntax, while at 

the same time retaining the flavour of the English variant Most of the translations were 

done by the duo themselves, often with the assistance of Mickey's father, William 

Sklepowich. 

The Mickey and Bunny sound was a variation of the Bakersfield country style. 

Their instrumentation featured drums and elecaic bass, with fiddle or electric &guitar taking 

melodic breaks. In most cases the bass guitar played walking accompaniment patterns. 

Even country songs which originally came fkom outside this school were given this 

treatment It is perhaps due to the fact that they were a self-contained touring unit that the 

Mickey and Bunny group chose this particular style. At the same time, however, it showed 

them to be on the cutting edge as far as country music was concerned, helping them 

compete with other non-Ukrainian groups for concert audiences and radio air-time. 

The singing style used by Mickey and Bunny was congruous with that of the 

counw music they were imitating. They both sang most often in the upper part of their 

registers, employing a somewhat nasal "twang." This singing style was even carried over 

to their interpretation of Ukrainian folk songs, and became a personal trademark? They 

often harmonized together in thirds, with additional vocal harmonies added by members of 

the D-Drifters-5. High pitched harmony in thirds was also a tradernark component of Buck 

Owens' brand of Bakersfield country music (Malone, 2 93). Their recordings occasionally 

featured Bunny harmonizing with herself, accomplished by sound on sound overdubs, also 

never heard in Ukrainian music before this time. 

Although Sklepowich was the primary motivating force in this ensemble, much 

=edit for the unique nature of the group's sound must go to the D-Drifters-5. They not 

only provided the contemporary country accompaniment that Sklepowich wanted for his 

pomon of the show, but also performed Wainian covers of contemporary rock and roll 
- .  

hits and developed their own unique versions of lJlmmm folk melodies. Although they 



- . 
were among the first groups to add electronic sounds to llhuman music, mostly 

generated by the Cord-0-Vox accordion, their arrangements and repertoire of Ukrainian 

folk songs and dance melodies remained quite faithful to the Old Country variants? They 

also added convincing versions of hit.  of the Beatles and other rock groups to their 

repertoire just weeks after the songs were being releaseda6 

The strength of the band was the versatility of its members. Dave Romanyshyn, 

while an exceptional accordionist, was also an adequate bassist Tony Romanyshyn was 

able to play the lead guitar styles of either rock or country music. Yogi' Klos was a 

classically trained violinist who was familiar with Ulccainian folk styles, but could also play 

country fiddle licks. He was also featured as lead vocalist on many of the band's pieces. 

Mike EUym, besides drumming and singing, performed stand-up comedy routines during 

the concert programs. 

Presentation 

Mickey and Bunny rose to prominence primarily through two media, phonograph 

recordings and public performance, although they also made numerous radio and television 

appearances. (Brown 1965) 

Tours 

Mickey and Bunny's success was largely built upon their constant public exposure 

among UkTainian communities, especially in western Canada. In 1964 and 1965 they 

mounted several tours through the ubinian bloc settlements of Manitoba, Saskatchewan 

and Alberta, performing in most of the small towns and naal settlements where there was a 

Ukrainian population. Their first tour came at a time when these communities were still 

relatively isolated. Television had not yet moved outside larger urban centres. The small 

size of most of these towns also caused them to be bypassed by most other t o u ~ g  shows. 

The Mickey and Bunny group found a large population hungry for entertainment 



Since most of the community halls in these rural prairie towns were only 

used for local events, their operators were unprepared for the arrival of a professional 

touring company. Consequently, Sklepowich was able to secure these halls for a minimal 

fee. By offering fiee tickets, he was also able to enlist volunteers to work as cashiers and 

ticket sellers, to set up seating and to clean up after the shows. By the time of their second 

western tour, these same operators were aware of the large profits made by Sklepowich, 
- 

and charged him a considerably larger fee for the same services.' 

The audiences for the Mickey and Bunny shows were treated to a "total" 

entertainment package. The crowd was often warmed up with some polkas performed by 

the D-Drifters-5. The main "concert" portion of the program would be introduced by a local 

radio personality. Following the concert, the crowd was invited to rernain for dancing to 

the music of the D-Drifters-5, while Mickey took the opportunity to work the crowd selling 

records and souvenir books.* 

Promotion 

Another promotional technique borrowed from mainstream country music industry 

was that of the live in-store performance (Cornfield and Fallwell 1976,8 1). In advance to 

a performance date, Sklepowich would contact the largest store in the community and 

arrange a promotional performance. The entire troupe would set up in the store and perfonn 

a short set, then Sklepowich would sell records while the D-Drifters-5 continued to 

perform. 

In order to obtain further inexpensive promotion, Sklepowich would visit local 

radio stations. He would hire one of the disc jockeys to act as M.C. for their concert 

performance. In return, the disc jockeys would promote the concert and play his recordings 

during their programs. 



Costumes 

Since most Ukrainian dance bands often consisted of any members of the 

local community who could play instruments, they would not dress in costumes to 

perform. In most cases they dressed no differently than their audiences at a wedding or 

dance, 

The Mickey and Bunny group put emphasis on professional costuming. Mickey 

usually performed in a tuxedo, uncommon for Ukraman . . 
males at the time, certainly in the 

rural areas, while Bunny wore custom designed dresses which reflected the fashions of the 

day. The D-Drifters-5 wore matching suits similar to the type made popular by the Beatles, 

often changing costumes between sets. 

Stage set-up 

Stage set up was also a consideration for this ac t  In a traditional setting, 

performances were often loose and casual. Musicians would stand with their instrument. if 

they need to move to follow the flow of ritual activity, such as at a wedding, (Lysenko 

1955,52) but for the most part they would be seated since they were required to play day 

and night, for three consecutive days, the length of an average Wainian wedding 

(Roshkevych and Franko 1970,75). When the majority of Ukahirn families adopted the 

single day wedding format with a reception held in a community hall, musicians sfill sat to 

perform, often behind wooden music stands, mirroring the style of North American dance 

bands- 

The Mickey and B u ~ y  show was designed to a t a t e  contemporary rock and roll 

or country shows. All the performers, except for the dnunmer, stood to play. Musicians 

could change positions on stage, especially when featured as soloists. Staging effects such 

as coloured lighting, drum risers and special curtains were also all utilized. 



Recordings 

Recording was the second field which helped popularize the Mickey and 

Bunny sound. During this time they recorded two albums featuring translations of country 

and western hits, one album of transIations of English gospel music, two albums of 

Qlristmas carols (one of traditional Ukrainian caroh and one of translations of English 

carols), and one dbum of a "Simulated Live Perfomance." During the same time the II 
- .  

Drifters-5 recorded two albums of lJkumm folk songs, one of Uhahian dance melodies, 

and one of Beatles and other rock hits translated into LJhainiad0 These recordings were 

produced in a studio set up in the basement of Sklepowich's home. 

Since V-Records is a small, farniIy nm business, it is difficult to obtain exact 

figures regarding the number of units sold of each Mickey and Bunny album. However 

there are indications that their albums sold in the tens of thousands OUymasz 1980, 94). 
. . 

Based on this success, an entire Lhaman recording industry evolved in western Canada. 

The V-Records catalogue grew to over 150 items, while competing labels such as Heritage, 

Galaxy, U.K, Sunshine and Baba's Records a l l  issued albums featuring western Canadian 

Ukrainian artists (Fredriksen 2985,227-298). 

The Mickey and Bunny touring shows and recordings, especially their first two 

albums "Ukrainian Country Music," and "Mickey and Bunny Sing This Land Is Your 

Land' were so widely popular that their style and repertoire were copied by countless acts, 

As was the case with Woody Guthrie's original "This Land Is Your Land," the Mickey and 

Bunny translation became so popular that it passed from the realm of composition into the 

what was considered the body of folk songs. It has been performed by soloists, small 

groups, and even choirs." 

Inherent messages 

The music created by the Mickey and Bunny troupe between 1964 and 1966 

provides us a snapshot of the Ukrainian community in Canada at that h e .  Through their 



insistence on performing a large body of Ukrainian folk songs, and on tEi.nski~g 
- - 

contemporary pieces into UIcrainian, the group recognized the importance the ukaman 

language still held for this community. However, by introducing both new repertoire and 

new performance techniques, they were recognizing the changes which were taking place 
- .  

within the community. The integration of ubaman lyrics into North American musical 
. . 

styles coincided with the integration of the Ula;lllllan population into North American 

society. 

As we have seen, by the end of the 1960s use of Ukrainian language was declining 

among Canadians of Ukrainian heritage. The end of this decade also marked a decline in 

the interest in the brand of music performed by Mickey and Bunny. However. for a short 

period of time, the Mickey and Bunny group helped to bridge the gap between those who 

spoke Ukrainian and those who did not. I .  their live concerts, senior members of the 

community who wanted to hear Old Country songs and their grandchildren who preferred 

the Beatles could both be satisfied. One of the aims of the group was to introduce 

U b h i a n  language to the younger generations (Brown 1965). It was an effort that was 

appreciated by those who wished their children to speak Ulcrainian (Oryshchuk 1965). 

The music of Mickey and Bunny also helped create unity among Ukrainians from 

the various waves of immigration. While the third wave immigrants maintained a deep 

commitment to their national folk art, they also sought to familiarite their young with 

classical culture (Subtelny 199 1,228). This often caused tension when contrasted with the 

lighter entertainment preferred by the first two waves of immigrants (cf. Pohorecky 1984, 

130). All the members of the Mickey and Bunny troupe were descendants of these first two 

waves of immigrants, however, with their performances on national television, (Brown 

1965) and their status as recording "stars," (K1ymasz 1980,92) they provided a model that 

the entire Ukrainian community could be relate to. 

The success of Mickey and Bunny helped to initiate a surge in activity among 

Ukrainian performing groups, especially in the field of recording. However, their success, 



over time, also had a negative effect Whereas the singing of folk songs was once a 
. * 

dynamic component of Ukmman culture, the appearance of well-produced c o r n r n e r ~  

recordings relegated the audience to the role of passive observer rather than active 

participant (Euymasz 1980,92). 

Conclusion 

The Mickey and Bunny/D-Drifters-5 troupe were only together for two years. In 

that time they toured western Canada extensively, made an extended tour through eastern 

Canada and the United States, and recorded six albums jointly, and four more feahuing the 

D-Drifters-5 alone- 
After their split, which resulted from financial disputes, the D-Drifters went on to a 

successful career based on their ability to play music for dancing. Eventually they made 

their way into rock music, and became one of the top draws on the Manitoba club circuit12 

Midcey and Bunny, on the other hand, continued to make Uhainian-English hybrid 

albums, but did not enjoy nearly the success of the years between 1964-66. The market had 

been saturated both by themselves and by their numerous imitators. As well, local 

operators were no longa interested in assisting Sklepowich unless they were offered a 

larger piece of the action. 

The music produced by the Mickey and Bunny group between 1964 and 1966 

continues to enjoy some popularity. Their songs still appear on Ukrainian language radio 

shows. Their albums have recently been repackaged by V-Records in cassette format, and 

are available at Ubinian book and gift stores throughout western Canada. Their music has 

been the subject of scholarly studies (Klymasz 1972) and a very important part of the 

musical fabric of Ukrainians in Canada, 
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Plate 4: Poster for Mickey & Bunny Concert, circa 1964. 



Plate 5 has been removed because of copyright restrictions 

Plate 5: Mickey 7 Bunny record jacket. circa 1965. Compare the attempt at serious. 
refined presentation here with the more light-hearted. backwoods presentation of the 

Royal Polka Kings beiow 

Plate 6 has been removed because of copyright restrictions. 

Plate 6: Royal Polka Kings record jacket, circa 1968 



Plate 7: D-Drifters4 publicity photo, circa 1964. Used by permission. 



Plate 8: D-Drifters4 publicity photo, circa 1965. Used by permission. 



For a brief biography of Sheppard see ̂ Mickey Sings Ulmhkm-English Beer Parlour Songs," V Records 
VLP 3064. 

* See Recorded Example 9. 
See Recurded Example 10- 
See Recorded Example 1 1. 
See Chapter 4. See Recorded Example 12. 
See Chapter 9. See Recorded Example 14. 
' Mike IC1ym, the D-Drifters' drummer, notes that on the hrst tour* halls could be rented for fees between $5 

and $25, while by the second tour they were charged $100-200 for those same venues. 
Mike Klym, recalled that Sklepowich purchased his copies of record albums Erom V-Records for 
approximately $1-70 and reraiIe0 them at $4.00. Of the $1-70 he paid, he was also entitled to an artist's 
royalty- Klym approximates that fi-orn 100 to 400 records were sold per night 
Country star Ernest Tubb was the owner of a famous music store in Nashville which featmed weeHy 
Samday night performances by himself and other country stars who were promoting new products. 

lo See Discography below. 
" Bill and Pearl Malayko. Recorded interview. Edmonton. March 1992. Pearl often sings this piece 

accompanied by Bill on the rsymbaly. They note that the Ukraiaian Senior Citizens Choir of Andrew, 
Alberta also have this piece in their repertoire. 

l2 Mike Klym- Klym states that while most club bands would make approximately $150-250.00 per week 
in the early 1970s, the D-Drifters could demand over $2000.00 with weekends off to perform one night 
shows at other venues. 



Chapter 6. Culture, Ethnicity and the Montreal Scene 

Charka, We're a Ukrainian Band 
George Paleniuk started the band Charka as a result of his re-entry into Ukrainian 

community life as a "born again Ukrainian." For Paleniuk, rediscovery of his ethnic roots 

was sense of pride. It also opened several interesting avenues for him He began 

colcnecting with people in various subgroups of the Ukrainian community. He also began 

researching sources for Ulcrainian music. The result was the development of a band which, 

although able to perfom many styles of music, is predominantly recognized as a IJhinian 

band. 

Part of Charka's activity is based on Paleniuk's interest in finding old songs that 

were once popular but have now fallen out of favour, old songs that he feels could still 

appeal to contemporary audiences 

After half a year I thought to myself, yeah, we probably could be a little like cultural 
ambassadors, if we select what we play. And stuff that's not really common, some 
of it we could revive, like restore the music. We could be doing that' 

Another of the band's strengths is its versatility, the ability to balance urban and 

rural genres of Ukrainian music with contemporary mainstream music. Their command of 

literary Ukrainian language and proficiency at singing Uhahian lyrics with proper accent 

and inflection has won them many fans. Language is one of the main things, along with the 

use of distinctly recoaONizable Ubrainian instruments like the tsyrnbaly, that identifies 

Charka as a l k a h i a u  band. 

One of the things that's happening now with Mymam and Vermilion,' out of one 
wedding last year we got four bookings. And the reason as much as anything, a lot 
of these people that came from the country, there's no jobs, they're going back 
there. . .back to the country. So you've got, you know, the aged 25 to 40 crowd, 
in a lot of these places that. . . and I'm kinda t b h g  it may have something to do 
with Cahute: some of the stuff they're buying, you know, to listen to that's vocal 
driven, because for the longest time you didn't have stuff that's vocal. For 
whatever reason a lot of these people want the language again. And to be able to 
talk, you know, clean Ukrainian or to sing a lot of stuff that they h o w  
instrumental, there's a source of pride there. And that's one reason we've been 
getting a lot of these counny ones. We've been told that4 



Questions of language, rural and urban musical genres, and the development of a 

Ukminian identity through music were brought to the fore during the 1970s. At this time 

several cultural movements were taking place which appear to coincide. Academics in the 

United States were discussing the rise of ethnic and political awareness among people of 

southern and eastan European heritage. At roughly the same time, members of non- 

English and non-Fiench ethnic groups in Canada were also flexing their ethnic and political 

musdes in order to gain recognition of their contributions to the development of the 

country. The result was a federal policy of- rnulticultmali~ which subsequently 

encouraged activity among ethnic groups. Finally, young people throughout North America 

were also exhibiting their collective strength through political demonstrations and cultural 

media While these movements may not have all directly influenced each other, the fact that 

they all emerged at roughly the same point in time suggests that similar forces were at work 

in the society. 

While al l  this social action was taking place, the youth of the U h h i a n  community 

of Montreal were also establishing a unique identity. This identity was presented to the rest 

of North America through the activity of young bands who were blending traditional and 

contemporary musical material to create yet other new forms of Ukrainian music, new 

modes of presentation, and a new record company to disnibute their message. 

New Ethnicity 
North America was experiencing an ethnic reawakening in the 1960s and 1970s 

(Colbum and Pozzetta 1979). Part of that reawakening included a discussion within the 

scholarly community of an emerging self-knowledge and the political and cultural forces at 

work among members of the third and fourth generation of southern and eastern European 

immigrants, which was branded the "New Ethnicity" (Novak 1979). 

There are two distinct streams at work in the New Ethnicity. One focuses on the 

development of a form of ethnic culture that is different fkom that of immigrant 



communities, while the other stresses the potential political power white ethnic groups 

could possess. Atthough most scholarly discussions of the New Etbicity focus 

predominantly on the social situation in the United S tats in the late 1960s and early 2 970 s, 

there are direct and applicable conelations with Canadian society at approximately the same 

time. 

Michael Novak was among the fim to discuss the concept of the New Ethnitity as a 

political force (1971). According to Novak, the New Ethxlicity does not entail elements 

connected with traditional views of ethnicity such as, 

(a) speal+,g in a foreign language; (b) living in a subculture; (c) living in a 
"tight lrmS ethnic neighborhood; (d) belonging to hternal organiizations; 
(e) responding to CCethnic" appeals; (0 exalting one's own nationality or 
culture, narrowly construed. (1979% 17) 

Instead, Novak views the New Etbnicity as a political process whose prime function is to 

effect a shift in power. Novak's New Ethnics experience a discomfort with a "universalist, 

melted" identity that is "like everyone else"; they have a growing appreciation for the 

potential wisdom of gut reactions and historical roots; a growing self-confidence in social 

power; a sense of being discriminated again% and a sense of injustice regarding response 

to conflicts between ethnic groups (1979a, 17- 18). 

According to Stein and Hil17"The impulse to create culture anew rises from a crisis 

in the existing culture." They view the New Ethnicity as one of several responses to 

societal problems, a way of questioning prevailing norms and values much like the Youth 

Movement, the Black Power Movemen& the Women's Movemen& and others, diffusing 

many diverse elements into the mainstream, and in the process de-radi-g and de- 

ethnicizing them (1977, 5; 207-8). For example, socioligisr Peter Rose (1964) suggests 

that some white ethnics supported the black revolution in the United States because it 

challenged old stereotypes and racism Stein and Hill propose diffusing racism by 

identifying one's self before others do it to you, suggesting that through an overt display of 

ethnicity,"what was once a badge of shame becomes a badge of pride." (1977, 171) In 

fact, they look upon the entire New Ethnicity movement as a counter-culture (1977, 160). 



These sentiments are echoed by ukmman . - Canadian writer Jars Balm who says "1 see 

Ukrainian and all other folk cultures as potential counter cultures, agents of resistance (even 

of subversion) within the mass culture or the current ruling definition of culture" (Lupul 

1984 176-77). 

For some, expressions of ethnic identity involve a distinctive advantage or 

disadvantage, and declaring one's ethnicity is frequently a strategy for defending the 

advantage or overcoming the disadvantage (Glazer and Moynihan 1979, 35). It is Novalc's 

belief mat the group he calIs PIGS (Poles, Italians, Greeks, SIavs) (1973, 24) could gain 

an increased amount of political power if they consolidated efforts, drawing from the 

traditional smg ths  and values of their individual cultures. 

A second stream within New Ethnicity involves a renewed awareness in, or 

rediscovery of traditional culture. In such discussions, the term culture is not restricted only 

to the arts, but includes 

"the way of life, the customs, the language - or if the language goes, the 
accent - the food, the stores, the weddings, the knowledge of how to 
approach a person on the street or how to address someone, and the 
comfortable expectation that one will oneself be approached and addressed 
in the same way." (Glazer 1979,203) 

While social structures such as organized religion often played important roles in permithg 

the expression of ethnicity (Herberg 1960), in the 1960s and 70s new srmcmes were 

needed to address questions of culture. For some, those smctures are found within the 

New Ethnicity. 

Most discussions of the New Ethnicity distin,~sh it fiom the ethnicity of 

immigrant groups. Stein arid Hill make a distinction between "the current self-conscious 

ideological ethnicity, and what might be called the prior unselfconscious, if not 

unconscious, behavioral ethnicityy' (1977, 13-14). George Devereux (1975) makes a 

similar distinction, calling the former "ethnic identity7' and the latter "ethnic personality." 

Alter (1979) also notes a number of distinctive features of the New Ethnicity which all 



relate to oppositional processes, the placing of feeling over mind or reason. past ova 

present, collectivity over individuality. 

According to Novak, the New Ethnicity differs fkom the old ethnicity because it is 

not "'tribal." As a result of what he calls "‘modernity," meaning the interactions and 

assimilations between various groups, Novak feels we cannot go back to the old ethnicity. 

Instead he proposes,"that we have the opportunity to adapt from one another's behaviour 

those elements that suit us, and at the same time to remain ourselves." He sees the New 

Ethnicity as "a way of being oneself, of not having to be like all the others, and of defining 

one's individuality" (1979, 185). This creates a new identity '"that selectively incorporates 

cultural content from the past The key to such use is not the past, however, but w e n t  

needs." (Stein and Ell 1977, 2) 

One of the potentially negative products of re-discovery of ethnicity is a focus on 

preserving authentic, or representational, versions of culture. According to Sennet "the 

language of many of the ethnic revivalists is like the language of museum curators, talk of 

conservation, preservation, restoration. But a living tradition is not like a painting; it needs 

to be changed and touched by each new generationy' (1979, 199). According to Stein and 

Hill, it is "'not the presence of tradition, but the search and scholarly research for it mat] is 

one of the hallmarks of the New Ethnicity'? (1977,3). 

The New Ethru:city is not without its detractors. Alter (1979, 191) sees problems 

with ethnicity and "a language that presents the individual as a passive conduit for the 

collective past (the past thinks in him) and places such p d a r  stress on what is 

nonrational (passions, instincts, sensibilities, predilections)." Glazer wonders if ethnicity is 

"simply fashionable or faddish or a grab for funds and other benefits," questioning whether 

such a focus might not bring about more social alienation and conflict (1979, 203). Stein 

and Hill point out that often,"Love for one's fellows is inseparable from hatred of the 

collective enemy" (1977, 213). However, with regard to the value of New Ethnicity, 

Glazer concludes 'To matter how extreme or outlandish it may seem to begin with, if the 



demand is raised, persisted in, fhds adherents, it is serious, or as serious as anything 

becomes in this world" (1979,209). 

It is interesting to note that at the same time that Novak and his contemporaries were 

predicting political strength for white ethnics in the United States, white ethnic groups in 

Canada were exerting themselves as a political force in order to effect changes in federal 

government policy. 

Federal M u  lticulturalisrn Policy 
Tbe 1960s saw the escalation of a Critical situation in Quebec. The Quiet Revolution 

involved a shift to an urban, industrial, secular society (Juyal 1994). W e  the black-white 

issue in US was influenced heavily by the economic imbalance between these two groups, 

the French-English question in Canada was primarily political and d t u r a l  (Reitz and 

Breton 1994). Drawn to their own collective identity, the Qukb&ois resented their 

exclusion from the central political institutions and symbolic order of Canadian society 

(Breton 1984). Additional pressure for change stemmed from the growing assertiveness of 

Canada's aboriginal peoples and increased resentment among ethnic minorities uneasy with 

their subordinate status in society. 

Senator Paul Yuzyk, in a speech in the Canadian Senate on May 3, 1964, discussed 

the emergence of a "Third Force" made up of a l l  those Canadians of non-English and non- 

French origin. Yuzyk suggested that the ethnic groups which constitute this Third Force 

have, because of minority status, much in common, and that as a united group they could 

hold the balance of power between the English and the French. (Wangenheirn 1966, 72- 

73).' 

To address these potential threats to Canadian unity and identity, the federal 

government appointed the Royal Commission on Bilinguahm and Biculturalism in 1963 

(Fleras and Elliot 1992). 



BiZingwJism & Bic111hualism 
The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism was convened "to 

inquire into and report upon the existing state of bilingualism and biculturalism in Canada 

and to recommend what steps should be taken to develop the Canadian Confederation on 

the basis of an equal partnership between the two founding races, taking into account the 

contribution made by the other ethnic groups to the cultural enrichment of Canada and the 

measures that should be taken to safeguard that contribution." (Report of the Royal 

Commission on Bilingualism and BicdturaLism. 1970, mci) 

However, what the Comrnission had not counted on was the strong, negative 

reacdon taken by non-charter groups (spearheaded by the Ukrainian community) to the first 

three Reports which focused solely on French-English relations. The Comrnission 

responded by undertaking a series of research projects on "OW' ethnic groups and 

publishing a fourth report in 1969, entitled The Cultural Connibutions of the Other Ethnic 

Groups (Frideres 1997; KaUen 1994). 
. . The submissions by Ulcr;llruan groups to the Royal Commission on Bilingualism 

and Biculturalism indicated that minority ethnic groups had many of the same complaints 

and claims as French Canadians (Wangenheirn 1966,86). Their reactions were fueled by a 

rise in ethnic consciousness, rejecting old assimilationist models (March 198O,2 13). In the 

pasL education policies towards Uhahians had 'kontained assimilationist and enculturative 

techniques combined with what may be called imperialistic and hegemonic elements." 

(Curinsky 1978, 360) The right to instruction in languages other than English or French 

now became a central component of their arguments. Groups such as the Germans and 

Uhinians also felt that their identities were slighted by the federal government's Official 

Languages Act which gave French official status nation-wide (Fleras and Elliot 1992). 

An important role in shifting the focus of the Royal Comrnission on Bilingualism 

and Bicultur;ilism to the concerns of "'other" ethnic groups was played by a Ukrainian 

Canadian, J.B. Rudnyc'ky of W i i p e g ,  an official member of the  omm mission! 



Rudnyc'lqj raised concerns and made recommendations on behalf of non-English and non- 

French minorities, including Ukrainians, which eventually lead to the development of the 

policy of multiculturalism He even went as far as suggesting that Ukrainian should be 

declared an official regional language on the Prairies.' 

Mu[ticultw-dim Policy 
On October 8, 1971 Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau proclaimed a policy of 

"multticulturalism within a bilingual ftarnew0r.k" (House of Commons Debates, 8545-46). 

The policy had four broad objectives, 

1) to assist all Canadian cultural groups so that they can develop a capacity 
to grow and contribute to Canadian society, 
2) to assist members of cultural groups to overcome cultural barriers to full 
participation in Canadian society 
3) to promote creative encounters and interchanges among all Canadian 
cultural groups, and 
4) to assist immiwts  to acquire at least one of Canada's official languages 
(Government of Canada 1978). 

During the next year, the Government created a federal ministry responsible for 

multicuItmalism and in 1973 the Canadian Consultative Council on Multiculturalism was 

formed (Ungerleider 1992). 

The mUlticulturalism/bilingualism policy represented the government's attempt to 

"appease and cortain the conflicting empowerment demands of both immigrant minorities 

through support for the maintenance of minority ethnodtures in the private sphere, and of 

French-Quebecers through nation-wide bilinboualiSm7' (Kallen 1994, 64-65). Outside 

observers felt that because of the official acceptance of mdticulturalism Canadian 

ethnocultural groups have a more protective environment than their American counterparts 

(Lipsett 1990, 179). 

Much of the success achieved by ethnic minorities was because political pressure by 

Ukrainians was applied to selected targets (Petryshyn 1984). It was widely accepted that 

Ukrainians were "heavy into multiculturalism" (Lupul1984,179), with several community 



leaders throwing their support behind the concept (Mmchak  1970). Some believed the 

multidturalism policy was adopted because it was the only practical and realistic policy for 

Canada (Tarnopolsky 1975). 

Supporters of multiCU1turalisrn argue that ethnicity serves to meet an individual's 

expressive needs for emotional security and support Maintenance of ties to distinctive 

ethnic communities and cultures provide "'an imporant sense of group belonu@ngness and 

identity necessary in order to counteract the impersonal and alienating environmental 

influences of a post-technological workaday wor1d." (Kallen 1994, 64) On the other hand, 

opponents contend that maintenance of distinctive cultural values impedes upward mobility 

in a society that demands conformity in public We, and also impedes the development of 

national unity (Porter 1979). Mazurek states that as with the concepts of 'Tustice," 

"beauty," and cclove," even though people seem to approve of multiculturalism and h o w  

what it is, everyone seems to define and practice it differently (1987,146). 

Multiculturalim as a form of Assimilation 
Multidn;rralism could be seen as an extension of ideas and ideologies developed by 

b h n  Murray ~ibbon.* Gibbon viewed the non-charter groups in Canada as simply not yet 

blended together into one type. His intent was 'Yo preserve for the future Canadian race the 

most worthwhile qualities and traditions that each racial group brought with it" (1 938, 10). 

What Gibbon had primarily in mind were crafts, songs and music. 

Multiculturalismis seen by some as a tool to preserve the hegemony of the white, 

English-speaking portion of society. Pizanias criticizes the Gibbons style of 

multiculturalism "not because it enables people to transfer foreign cultures and language, 

but because it asks the newcomers to forget their past, to lose their identity through the loss 

of their language, because it allows them to participate only marginally on ceremonial 

occasions for the benefit of the established groups and in ways that are both politically safe 

and easily appropriated - via food, dance, music, handiCraftST' (1992,92). Others have also 



argued that rnulticulturdlisrn serves assimilationist purposes and that the policy is a merely 

decorative process, a form of cc&gui~ed assimilation" which allows the government to co- 

opt minority communities (Abu Laban and Stasidis 1992; Reras and Elliot 1992; Reitz and 

Breton 1994)? While reinforcing the concept of "symbolic ethnicity" it provides the 

illusion of pluralism (Li and Bolaria 1983). 

Multiculturalism in Canada is double edged, it promotes cultural diversity which 

enhances and legitimizes the quality of life for many Canadians, yet is viewed as the thing 

that will bring about the disunity of the nation. It is based on the conflicting principles of 

universalism (the belief that social attributes such as ethnicity and race are irreIevant in the 

activities of everyday We), and difference (which recognizes and vaIues distinct social. 

characteristics such as ethnicity and race) (Frideres 1997,87). 

Effect of Multiculturalism 
Multiculturalism did have some immediate positive effects. Ethnic communities that 

were once considered on the periphery of society, became pm of the mainstream (Gauld 

1992). At the same time, some measure of respect for the internal structures of ethnic 

groups was achieved. William Newman writes that the most dramatic cases of minority 

social mobility are "facilitated through the creation of minority-groupconaolled parallel 

structures, not through structural assimilation." (1978,43) 

While critics of multiculturalism downplay the role of music and the arts within 

ethnic communities, implying that they &alize other important aspects of culture, 

Sornmers suggests that expressive culture does not merely reflect the existing social order 

but also can help to create new social relationships (1 991, 50). This resonates with the 

more general argument that connection to traditional music is not just nostalggia for 

'traditional sounds', or a commitment to 'different' songs, but also provides individuals 

with experience of alternative modes of social interaction w t h  1996, 124).1° 



Student Protest 
A third factor influencing social conditions in North America (and eventually 

assisting the development of a youth oriented form of tTlrrainian culture in Montreal) was 

the rise of youth activism In the late 1960s and early 1970s, American youth were swept 

up in a wave of protest focusing on the Nam war, Civil Rights issues, and extending 

to anything that represented oppression by what they called "the establishment" Youth 

culture, especially in the field of popular music, fixrther developed and capiralized on the 

images of protest (Auskmder 1989), and Ukrainian youth in North America soon became 

involved in similar organized dernon~trations.~~ 

The main body coordinating youth activism among Ukrainians in Canada was the 

Ukrainian Canadian Students Union [SUSK]. SUSK was founded in 1953 to unite a 

number of denominational and party-affiliated student organizations and independent 

university student clubs. In the late 1960s it developed into a vocal and dynamic body 

concerned with issues such as the democratization of the Ukrainian Canadian Cornminee, 

multiculturalism in Canada, and the fate of dissidents in Soviet Uhaine (Woycenko 1982). 

SUSK3s endeavors included publications such as their official newspaper Sncdenr, I2 the 

organization of conferences (Connor 1970) and the coordination of political rallies. Part of 

the orgilILization7s mandate was to encourage and develop political awareness and activism 

13 among its members, and to provide training and networking skills through summer 

fieldwork ~rograrns.'~ 

The efforts of SUSK to coordinate protest demonsaations contributed greatly to 

increasing public awareness of issues important to the lkainian community. The group 

was instrumental in leading demonstrations at the Soviet Embassy in ~ t t a w a . ' ~  A hunger 

strike on behalf of Uhainian dissidents held in conjunction with the Congress of the 

Ukrainian Canadian Committee in October, 1971 lead to a meeting between Ukrainian 

Canadian student leaders and Canadian Prime Minister Pierre ~rudeau? Later that same 



year, students were active in a demonstration protesting a visit to Canada by Soviet Premier 

Alexei Kosygin, which resulted in violent clashes between demonstrators and police.I7 

Because of its relative geographic proximity to Ottawa, young people from Montreal could 

easily mvel to take part in demonstrations at the nation's c a p i d  As Bohdan Tyrnyc of 

Montreal recalleci,"You7re doing a zabava one day, and the next you're in a manifestation 

[demonstration] against the ~okheviks."'~ 

Music also provided a forum for voicing protest Some cultural evenings organized 

by - . . 
Canadian youth focused on the situation of composer Volodymyr Ivasiuk, a 

leading figure in western Ukahian popular music, who achieved cult status after his death, 

which was widely believed to be an assassination by the KGB. S US K worked actively to 

distribute recordings by artists they felt were persecuted in Soviet Uhaine (Krawchenko 

1984, 184).19 The organization atso became active in other branches of the arts. It made an 

impressive presentation on multilingual programming before the House of Commons 

Committee on Broadcasting, Films, and Assistance to the Arts in 1974 (Woycenko 1982). 

Ukrainian Montreal in the 1970s 

Urban Sensibilities 
As an ethnic community, the Ukrainians of Montreal were forced to deal with 

circumstances somewhat different than their compatriots in other parts of Canada. Because 

of the timing of their anival and their part in developing the agricultural system of the 

prairies, combined with their large numbers and settlement in homogenous blocs, 

W a n s  in western Canada had developed as a visible and valued part of Canadian 

society. Ukrainians in urban centres of Ontario, especially Toronto, could also enjoy a 

strength in numbers. For the Llkmmm . . s of Montreal the relatively small size of the 

community (approximately 19,000 in 1981) and their situation within an extremely vibrant 

Francophone culture, forced them to develop new cultunl models in order to help define 

themselves (Bertiaume-Zavada 1994, 176-1 80; Myhul and Issacs 1980, 226; Kelebay 



1980). As Bohdan Tymyc, one of the most active participants in the Montreal Ukrainian 

music scene, describes, 

In Montreal the environment of the French culture, multi-cultural, the city itseIf 
being a port city, the fusion of everything happened. There was a very active Polish 
scene, a Hungarian scene, and a l l  of a sudden, well, we're not any different, we 
can also do this. . . The city has a joie de vivre, people party all the time. Guys 
could get together and jam a lot And people like live music . . .'O 

In the 1970s the Uh . - 
cultural face of Montreal was presented to the rest of 

Noah America through the activity of its musicians. Several factors lead to the development 

of this unique and dynamic scene. As a result of the changing cultural climate of Quebec in 

the 70s, the Ukrainian community was feeling confined, and reacted by encouraging 

intense activity, especially among their youth, for the development and preservation of 

Lkmbian ~ul twe.~ '  Since a majority of the Ukrainian population of Montreal arrived as 

part of the third wave, post-war immigration, the cultural items focused on were in line 

with similar developments among third wave immi_ga.nts in other parts of Canada. 

However, because of intimate nature of the community, this activity was intensified 

(Bertiaume-Zavada 1994, 184). 

Uaainians in Montreal had developed social pattans similar to that of other 

Ukrainian communities in North America. Community celebrations focused on the 

commemoration of anniversaries of historic events and figures, religious holidays, and 

seasonal rituals, with weddings and dances h o w n  as "zabavas" the prime situation for 

encountering instrumental dance music. It is the nature of this dance music that was unique. 

Each wave of Ulaajnian immigration to Canada transported a version of M a n  

culture that was contemporary for the European setting they were leaving. The early waves 

brought with them acoustic string music, because that was the predominant musical genre 

at the time they left the villages of western Ulmine. The third wave immigrants left fiom a 

much different enviro~nent  Their musical culture was already considerably more 

cosmopolitan. Mass transportation and mass media, not to mention the actual displacement 

of large portions of the population as the result of war, put Ukrainians into contact with a 



multitude of cultural genres. As a result, the tastes of this group upon arrival to Canada 

were already considerably different from that of the previous waves. When combined with 

further innuences fiom the urban French culture that they were now surrounded by, it 

resulted in a musical hybrid that contained not only traditional pokas and waltzes, but also 

a partiality towards other musical genres, especially popular L ~ M  dance rhythms like the 

tango, rumba and fox trot Dance bands playing this type of hybrid music were popular 
* .  

among Ukmrmns fiom their amval in the late 1940s through the 1960s pertiaurne-Zavada 

1994, 201-202)." 

A second factor which strongly influenced the dance bands of the 70s was the focus 

on the preservation of I J h a h i a n  culture. An important aspect of this movement was stress 

on Uaahian language retention. Ulcrainians in Montreal set up a system of weekend 

school to give instruction in Uhainian language and culture, as well as several summer 

camps where intensive programs could be provided (similar structures were evident among 

Uhinians in other parts of Canada as well). While LJkainians experienced some drop in 
. . 

the use of the Ukmmm language, it should be noted that most ethnic groups in Quebec 

retain their mother tongue to a greater degree than in the rest of Canada (Bourhis 1994, 

327; Myhul and Issacs 1980, 227). 

One strategy for encouraging the use of Uhainian language was its promotion 

through the vehicle of music. As a result, the schools and camps dedicated a signiscant 

portion of their time to singing Ulminian folk and popular  song^.'^ Choirs were also an 

important component of the community (Bertiaurne-Zavada 1994, 190). This body of 

songs and the choral settings they were often performed in would provide a foundation for 

many of the bands of the Montreal scene of the 1970s. 

Rushnychok 
The catalyst for the Montreal music scene of the 1970s was the quick rise in 

popularity of the band "Rushnychok" (Bertiaume-Zavada 1994,201). 



Rushnychok was a four piece band comprised of accordion, guitar, electric bass 

and drums. The group members, Eugene Osidacz, Andrij Harasyrnowycz, Yurko Sztyk 

and Stepan Andrusiak respectively, were childhood fiends who had been involved 

together in Uhin ian  cultural organizations. In December of 1969 they joined to form the 

bad ,  with their inaugural performance occurring at a New Years Eve dance that same year. 

hitially, the group performed primarily in the dance scene around Montreal They received 

their break when they were asked to perform at a Ubrainian event in Ottawa After this 

performance, word of the group spread across North America, and they were invited to 

performances at Canada's National lhaman . . 
Festival in Dauphin, Manitoba in 1972, at the 

Soyouzivka Resort in Kerhonkson, New York in 1973, and to the Garden State Arts 

Festival in Homdel, New Jersey in 1974, where they played to an audience of over 

10,000.~~ The group went on to many other festival and dance performances throughout 

North America, and release four long play recordings. 

A combination of several factors lead to the popularity of Rushnychok Many of 

these factors are extra-musical and focus on images that draw on folkloric and national 

symbols, heightened by an increased awareness of ethaicity- 

Name 
The name "Rushnychok" is symbolic on several levels. ?he r~rshnyk2~ or 

embroidered cloth is a highly charged ritual and national symbol for Uhainians. The 

rushnyk was an important part of major He cycle rituals in W e ,  a newborn baby was 

placed on a mhnyk;  a m h n y k  b y  important ritual officials and is also used to bind 

together the hands of the bride and groom during the wedding ceremony; at funerals the 

deceased was covered with a rushnyk. In the Diaspora, the ruhnyk continued to be an 

important ritual, religious and even national symbol. It was widely used to decorate 

churches, and occupied a prominent spot in homes above icons and holy pictures 

(Mushynka 1993). 



In another ritual function, a young man leaving home was presented a rzshnyk by 

his mother or his betrothed. This scenario was the theme for a song composed by Platon 

Maiboroda, based on a text by h d r i i  Malyshko, that gained widespread populariv in 

Ukraine (Hordiichuk 1964, Nedil'ko 1977). It was this song that provided the name for 

Montreal's "Rushnychok," and its performance became one of their trademarks. 

Reperroire and Sound 
Rushnychok drew on resources from the cultural milieu that they grew up in. Since 

chord sinmg was an important part of the musical fabric of the U h h i a n  c o m u n i v  of 

Montreal, multi-part singing was naturally extended into the repertoire of Rushnychok. 

This focus on the sung text executed in multiple parts was quite unlike the music of 

previous dance bands. Until this time, melody and rhythm for dancing were the central 

elements of the music of dance bands. If matad was sung, it was often by one or two 

singers.26 Rushnychok capitatized on their howledge of the choral repertoire and used this 

material to build their dance program2' 

In addition to multi-part renditions of well-known folk songs, Rushnychok also 

incorporated material from the popular song repertoire of contemporary Ukraine. They 

combined lyrical pieces, like their own theme song "~ushny~hok , "~~  with songs &om 

current-day Ukrainian composers like Volodyrnyr ~ v a s i u k . ~ ~  All were performed with 

electric guitar, el&c bass and electric accordion accompaniment to give them a more 

contemporary flavour. 

Presenmbn 
Another way Rushnychok appealed to the urban youth market was through their 

physical appearance on stage. AU four were young men with the longish hairstyles of the 

day. Their stage set-up expanded that of the D-Drifters-5 earlier. Rushnychok used more 

sound re-enforcement equipment and larger amplifiers, because they were more readily 



available. Their stage set-up was not unlike that of pop or rock bands, with musicians 

standing at microphone stands across the kont of the stage, and a drummer on an elevated 

riser at the back- Rushnychok also incorporated these images into their promotional 

material, 

Costumes 
Rushnychok also started new trends in stage apparel for Ukminian bands. While 

the D-Drifters-5 were professionally aaired in the styles of the day, Rushnychok strove to 

capitalize on overt Ukrainian imagery. They dressed in stylized kozak costumes, complete 

with embroidered sm sharavry (wide pants), zhupan (overcoat), poias (wide sash), and 

tall boots. This image immediately made a statement that the group was more Ulrrainian 
. - 

than their predecessors, and more in tune with "authentic" l J b m a n  culture (Rushnychok 

1995). 
. * 

Rushnychok developed variations of their "m' stage costume, inevitably 

influencing al l  generation that followed them. While some other groups adopted the kozak 

costumes, the black pants/embroidered shirt combination has become a ubiquitous 

uniform for Ukrainian dance bands. 

Ukrainian Imgery  . . 
Rushnychok also incorporated other overtly t k m m m  imagery in their record 

packaging and stage presentation. As a play on their own name, the band tied embroidered 

rushnyky to their microphone stands. In this way they transformed a cultural item that 

carried ritual or religious signiscance into a new kind of icon for ethnic identity. Other 

photographs show the group with other signifying props. For example, the topirets (hand 

ax), itself a symbol of the Hutsul culture, is displayed, co~ect ing the band to another sub- 

genre of Uhahian music. Items such as these were not utilized simply because of their 

aesthetic value, but because they are c'totems or insignias of difference and distinction for 

public display." (Stein and Hill 1977,2156) 



Yevshan Records 
Around the same time that Rushnychok was gaining popularity, Yevshan began 

operation as a small independent record company in Montreal under the direction of 

Bohdan ~ymyc." 
. - Tyrnyc was also a product of the Ukmman community of Montreal, participating in 

various youth organizations. He regularly attended dances and was familiar with many of 

the musicians in the Montreal scene. It was through his participation in the production of a 

contemporary Wminian play staged at Sir George Williams University that he came to the 

attention of leaders of SUSK fLkahian Canadian University Student's Union]. 

Tyrnyc first became involved in the music industq when he was hired by SUSK as 

a summer field~orker.~' His job was to see closure of SUSK7s "anned in the USSR 

project The project entailed the production and distribution of a recording by the Kyiv 

based folk-rock group Kobza, which was among the first Ulatainian groups to blend 

elements of traditional folk songs with contemporary rock music. The SUSK project took 

advantage of the fact that very little information was available about such groups eom 

Ukraine. This being the case, SUSK d e d  their Canadian version of this album "Banned 

in the USSR,"'~ playing on the stereotypical implication that this music and other musics of 

its type were not allowed by Soviet authorities. In fact, the original album had official 

approval, having been recorded and produced by the state run Melodiya record company 

(Krawchenko 1984: 184). Tymyc's job was to travel across Canada updating accounts 

with all retailers that had carried the Kobza record. This project introduced him to the retail 

end of the Ukrainian Canadian recording industry, and laid the groundwork for the 

development of his own record label. 

Yevshan's first entry into the record business was with a young Montreal singer, 

Lubomyra ~owdchuk?  After hearing her singing at a youth camp, Tymyc organized a 

session where she would record mtaial he had collected while traveling the country for 



SUSK He enlisted the Montreal dance band S p y  Stepiv as backup musicians. The 

session resulted in a 45 RPM record of the song "Kazka-" Unfortunately, Tymyc soon 

discovered that the 45 medium was no longer popular nor profitable. He had Kowalchuk 

35 record more material, some which they had recently received from Ukraine, and 

produced an album which eventually sold close to 15, 000 copies. This gave Tyrnyc the 

financial basis to proceed further into the recording business. 

Yevshan's early recordings fell into two categories. One featured the zabava style 

music of dance bands like S p y  Stepiv, Samotsvit, Vechimyj DNin and Ivan Sheremeta. 

The ofher featured more eclectic music featuring vocal soloists and aios, as well as the 

ensembles assembled for concept albums. In each case, the company was o f f e ~ g  products 

different fkom those of other record producers. As a result artists fiom other parts of North 

America began emulating the Montreal style. 

On the basis of his success with the Montreal groups of the early l97Os, Tyrnyc 

was able to build a successful business. With the wide popularity of the early Yevshan 

recordings, other groups began to approach the company with projects. The catalogue grew 

to include not only Montreal bands, but recordings of ensembles from across North 

America and from Ulcraine. The kinds of music represented expanded from dance music to 

include choral, liturgical, bandura, folk dance, classical, contemporary and rock music. 

Eventually the company expanded fiom record production and wholesaling to a full service 

mail order business carrying not only recorded music but also Uhainian books, videos, 

computer sohare ,  artwork, gifts and novelty items. Currently, the Yevshan catalogue 

offers approximately 16,000 items is distributed to over 45, 000 homes and organizations 

in Canada and the U.S., with products distributed to over 85 retailers in 6 countries. 

Youth Market 
Part of Yevshan's success was based on a need for products which addressed a 

youth market. While most of the recordings produced in western Canada up to this point 



(with the exception of some by the D-Drifters-5) were designed with the tastes of the older 

generations of immigrants in rind, the Montreal products of Yevshan and Rushnychok's 

Sage Productions were specifically designed for a younger generation- 

Most of the early recordings from Montreal contained music by dance bands 

primarily designed for the zabava market Dances, mainly attended by young people, were 

sti l l  the predominant performance venue for these bands, and many of the early Yevshan 

recordings featured the kind of music performed at such events. The bands themselves 

consisted chieny of younger musicians. As a resuit, the record packages featured many 

photographs of young men and women, making the products more appealing to younger 

consumers. The costuming and imagery initiated by Rushnychok was emulated by many of 

the ensuing groups, often taken to a higher degree. While Rushnychok album covers 

featured the group dressed in full kozak garb, bands like S p y  Stepiv were depicted not 

only in similar costumes, but brandishing sabres36 or seated on horseback-" 

The company soon began to branch out into other kinds of musical projects. Often 

the packaging of these products, which minored that of mainstream pop music, was as 

significant as the content For example, one of Yevshan's experiments involved the 

production of 'concept albumsy' where all of the musical items share a common theme and 

are connected to depict a story. The first in this concept series was "The Ballad of Zoryanay' 

which, along with a well produced musical componenL came packaged in an elaborately 

decorated folding jacket complete with accompanying booklet 38 The front cover featured a 

traditional woodcut h e  surrounding a nostalgic painting of a village scene.jg The back 

cover featured paleography using 17th century script,"meant to reflect the concept of the 

album through the ages." Evidence of the fact that this product was produced with a young 

audience in mind is provided by the following dedication found in the accompanying 

booklet, 

Dedicated to all young Ukrainians who are able to use the performing and 
creative arts as an expression of their involvement in the preservation of 
Ukrainian heritage in North America 



The '%allad of Zoryana" album was not the project of a single musical group, but 

rather, drew on several musical resources within the Uhhian community of Montreal. 

Yevshan continued this trend with further concept albums4' and seasonal This 

exchange of musical ideas and personnel between various groups was one of the reasons 

for the vibrancy of the Montreal Ulaainian music scene. Since most of the musicians h e w  

each other, having grown up together participating in Uaahian youth and sports 

organizations, they often "exchanged songs, bought each other's equipment, rented 

vans.'42 Similar exchanges led to new groups and new recordings. 

While the music produced in the Montreal scene of the 1970s was directly geared 

toward youth, many of the songs and symbols continued to draw on models rooted in 

nineteenthcentury village W e  in Uk-raine- Ethnic rebirth or renaissance of this type often 

involves building on or acting out new cultural or political expressions based on some 

"Golden Age" which is separated from the present by a period of hardship or adversity. 

This past evakes images of youthfulness which serve the dual function of "ethnicity 

mobilization combined with the evocation of personal and culture-historical youth," 

through which folklore becomes meaningful (Dubinskas 1983, 34). This is similar to what 

Gans describes as symbolic ethnicit-, the "nostalgic allegiance to the culture of the 

immigrant generation ... a love for and pride in a tradition that can be felt without having to 

be incorporated in everyday behaviour" (1979,9). 

Dubinskas conmsts the role of folkloric performance for different generations 

within an ethnic community. He suggests that for older members of the 

community,'~fokloric performing symbolizes their remembered youth, and re-creates its 

ambiance in symbolic action," while for modern teenagers, yyperforming and rehearsing are 

part of their youthful socializing, recreation and courtship. The teenaged performers are not 

re-creating a past ambiance so much as enjoying "folklore" as a present pleasure." 



(Dubinskas 1983, 1 19). For the youth of Montreal, the their unique interpretations helped 

the traditional folkloric material they inherited from their parents evolve into a cultural form 

which addressed the needs of the younger generation. 

Rise of the Festivals 
The relatively close proximity to large U'hainian populations in New York and 

Toronto, made it relatively easy for Montreal musicians to travel to these locations and 

affordable for organizers of events to hire them As a result, Montreal bands B e  

Rushnychok became regular performers not only at dances and private functions but also at 

large community events and Festivals. 

The early 1970s saw the rise in popularity of severaI large Ulcrainian festivals in 

western Canada (Klymasz 1976).The largest of these were Canada's National M a n  

Festival, which began in Dauphin, Manitoba in 1966, and the Ulcrainian Pysanka Festival 

in Vegreville, Alberta in 1974. Montreal groups were featured many times at each festival. 

Rushnychok first performed Dauphin in 1972 and returned in 1977. They also appeared in 

VegreviUe in 1975, 1977 and 1980. They were followed there by Montreal compatriots 

Syny Stepiv in 1979 and Veselka in 1981. Appearances by these groups not only 

introduced western audiences to the eastern brand of music, but also helped give the 

festivals a more cosmopolitan appearance. 

Implications for Western Canadian Bands 
With Montreal bands traveling to the prairies, some western bands felt a need to 

adopt a sirnilar style, both to compete and to maintain currency. This was especially true for 

the western urban centres, which saw the rise of eastem style groups. Bands such as 

Dumka in Edmonton, Yaseny in Saskatchewan, and Volya in Winnipeg all appeared during 

the 1970s (Klymasz 1982; Yevshan 1998)P3 These groups modeled themselves on the 

eastem aesthetic, with repertoires featuring multiple part vocals, and instrumentation that 

favoured brass and electronic instruments over the traditional fiddle and tsymbaly that had 



been most common in the west. Their audiences were also urban Ulrrainians who had an 

appreciation for the kind of music that had developed in the east Even the names of these 

bands marked a departure from the previous western Canadian norms, reflecting a stronger 

influence of literary Ubaidan language and imagery. While many of the old time groups 

were still very active, this new crop of bands laid the groundwork for the next wave of 

musicians, who would be innuenced by another brand of eastern Canadian music. 
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Plate 13 removed because of copyright restriction 

Plate 13: One of Yevshan's (then known as Durny) first productions, "Syny Stepiv [Sons 
of the Steppes]. Volume I." Note the similarity in attire to that of Rushnychok, with the 

addition of sabres. 

Plate 14 removed because of copyright restriction. 

Plate 14: "Ballad of Zoryana," Yevshan's first concept album. 



' George Paleniuk, recorded interview, March 1996. 
Myrnarn and Vendlion are both towns in east central Alberta with large populations of people of 

* .  
l k a m m  descent. 

FMeaiuk refers to accordionist/singer Ron Cahute. whose recordings are popular among people in this 
region. 

Paleniuk, March 1996- 
' Note the simiIarities bemeen Yuzyk's comments on the Canadian situation in the 1960s and N o v a s  

views on the role of New Ethnicity in American politics of the early 1970s. 
After the tabling of the Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculanalism. Rudnyc'kyj 
continued to be active in the development of federal policy concerning ethnic groups in Canada. See 
Rudnyc'kyj 1983% 1983b, 1984 and Lkmman Canadran . . Council of Learned Socieities 1968.- 

See Svobo&, The Ukrainian Weekly, Samrday April 25.1970. 
Gibbon was the Canadian Pacific Railway's head of publiciw, and orgmized a number of folk festivals, 
often featuring ethnic groups, at the company's hot& between 1927 and 1930 (Rosenberg 1993,6). 

According to statistics, even among first genedon Uaabiam . * there is a tendency to refer to oneself as 
being a 'm Canadian" or a "Canadian of t k a i n h  origin" (59 percent) or even "Canadian" (26.6 
percent) rather than as a 'VkGnim only" (123 percent) (Kuplowslia 1980,157) 

lo Yinger suggests that each subsequent generation might identify with different elements of a traditional 
culture. While the immigrant generation might identify with the culture of a particular villase or region, 
their descendants may undergo a shift in identity toward a "high" culture not previously their own. but 
that expresses national consciousness. The next generation perbps becomes hyphenated Canadians or 
Americans with an ethnic flavour (1994). 

" "Students Protest Moroz Trialm Svoboda Saturday. November 7.1970. 
l2 See, for example, a special issue of Student (4(1), January, 1970) which featured anicIe-s "Free Moroz," 

"Krouty" (commemorating the slaughter of 300 Ubinim University students by Bolsheviks in the 
town of Krouty in 1918), "Do You Have the Time to Protest?," "Intellectual Dissen~" "A Chronicle of 
Resistance." 

l3 For example, panels focusing on "Our Future in Canadian Politics" and "The Fume of Our Culnrre in 
Canada" were part of the 9th Congress of the Uhhian University Students Union in 1968. 

l4 "Community Action!" Srudent 2(12) February 197 1, 
Is 'Do You Have Time to Protest?" Studem 4(1) January. 1971; "Demonstme Soviet Embassy October 17" 

Student 4(14) October. 197 1. 
l6 "Solidarity with Our Brothen" Smdent 4(14), October, 197 1; "The Magic Formula, Solidari.ty Wins Out" 

Student 4(15), November, 197 1. 
l7 See "Police Were Bearing Everybody in Sight* Toronto Daily Star. November 18,197 1. 
l8 Bohdan Tymyc, recorded intemiew. July, 1998. Tymyc refas to the fact that the same students who were 

organizing social events such as zabavas were also instrumental in organizing political demonstrations. 
He aIso adds that groups of U h a E m  youth from Montreal often traveled to Ottawa to take part in 
political demonsuations which were also often followed by sociaI events. 

l9 For funher discussion of the recording "Banned in the USSR" by the pop group Kobza,, see Yevshan 
Records below. 

" Bohdan Tymyc, recorded i n t e ~ e w ,  July 1998. 
2l- - .  s in Quebec were part of the group refereed to 'allophones' the term used to describe individuaIs 

who have neither French nor English as a mother tongue regardless of whether such individuals are first- 
second- or third generation immigrants to Quebec (Bourhis 1994). 
J. WeselowsQ, a U b h i a u  composer whose original tangos were extremely popular with U h a h h s  
throughout North America, settled and worked in Montreal in the post-war period. 

'3 See the videorecording 'TCushnychok: Ukrainian Music and Friends." L,andrus Productions, 1995. 
" For a reaction to Rushnychok's initial American performances see "Rushnychok - A New Musical 

Happening." Svoboda, November 1,1973. 



~ u s h n y k  is the Ulcrainian word for a towel or cloth, which is often decomed with embroidery. 
Rushnychu k is the diminutive form of rushnyk. 
While Mickey and Bunny and the D-Drifters-5 often featured multiple part singing, this was most evident 
in their renditions of translated English repertoire. Their recordings of Ukrainian foIksong rely primarily 
in two part sing in thirds. 

n George Paleniuk recalls recognizing many of the songs in the Rushnychok repertoire as songs that were 
sung in the SUMK Choir that he was a member of. 

* See Recorded Example 15. 
29 See Recoxded Example 16. 

See "Syny Stepiv" DUMY Productions DU 7406. 
3' Bohdau Tymyc. recorded interview, July 1998. 
" For a description of SUSK's summer fieldwork programs see "Community Action!" Student 2(12), 

February, 1971. 
ThiS recording was later re-released under the title "Band in the USSR" 

34 AEter making a number of ukrahhn recordings, Kowalchuk moved into mainstream English pop music. 
Throughout the 1980s she performed under the name ' Z u k "  and had several hits on the Canadian pop 
charts. 

35 Tymyc had received recordings by western ubhian . singer Sofia Rotanr. These were also among the first 
IJhaman pop recordings produced in Ukraine, and many of the pieces eventually became standard 
repertoire for most Ulcrainian g t o q .  A large portion of the North American audience were introduced to 
this music through Kowalchuk's recorded versions. 
"Syny Stepiv" DUMY Productions DU 7406. 

" "Syny Stepiw Volume 2" Yevshan Folkloric Productions YFP 1001 
'~3 "The Ballad of Zoryaman Yevshan Records YFP 1008. The concept for the aibum is described in its 

accompanying booklet thus: 'The tale of Zoryana is told in a series of traditional IJkrainian ballads, 
modem folk songs and contemporary compositions. It is an allegorical We, in which Zoryana symbolizes 
Ukraine (the mother country) and Ivan, the Ucmhhn . . people displaced by unrest. The child represents the 
new youth, and accepted into this multicultural nation. Here, the new generation is fkee to 
express their political and cultural patriotism." See Recorded Example 17. 

39 The accompanying booklet gave descriptions of foIk motifs used in the woodcut, expianations about the 
style of the painting and paleography. and r e W  the significance of the company name Yevshan, based 
on sources from foIklore. 
'c2rOloti Vorotan Yevshan Records CV108 

'' usviato Rkdvaw Yevshan Records DC112 
42 Bohdan Tymyc, recorded interview, July, 1998, . - " Unlike their western predecessors, this new wave of bands adopted names based on single IJkmnm 

words, simiiar to Rusbnychok, Dlrmka (thought), Yaseny (ash trees). Volya (freedom). 



Chapter 7. Zabava azh do rannial, Burya and the 
Contemporary Dance Phenomenon 

Charka, Importikg and Repackaging 
The 1990s has seen the development of an entire genre known as "zabava" music, 

of which Charka is clearly a product The genre involves the kind of music performed by 

bands at zabava-type dance events, consisting primarily of polkas and waltzes, usually with 

texts sung in Wainian. A majority of this repertoire is a carryover from the Montreal 

scene of the 1970s. The underlying feature of this music is a driving beat that is suitable for 

dancing. 

In designing their stage presentation, Charka has selected an entire repertoire that is 

geared towards dancing. They have collected this repertoire from a variety of sources. 

While a good portion of it is rooted in the rural prairie tradition, a significant amount has 

been "imported" from the music of the eastern Canadian scene, and, more recently, f?om 

contemporary Ukraine. Dances (at private events such as weddings and at events open to 

the general public) and "zabavas" (community dances) form the majority of the band's 

performance opportunities, although they occasionally appear at other kinds of events.' Yet 

even at these, they stick to the driving zabava repertoire. 

A good example of the bind of music that falls into the zabava category can be 

found on Charka's 1995 recording 'Zove It or L'viv ~t."' Several times throughout the 

recording, the group hints at musical arrangements that are innovative new takes on well 

known repertoire? After introducing these musical ideas, the band invariably breaks into a 

dance tempo. George Paleniuk explains that the recording was designed primarily a 

sampler of what the band is capable of in live performance. He did not feel that it would 

benefit the group to include overly artistic pieces that stray from the dance format Instead, 

listeners to this product receive an idea of what a Charka performance at a zabava is Like. 

In the preparation and production of their recording, Charka paid significant 

attention to repackaging. Since the group does not compose original works, they must take 



already existing mat& and arrange it to reflect the distinct nature of the band. While many 

dance bands are content with reproducing the sound of other artists found on earlier 

recordings, Charka has made an ef'fort to produce unique arrangements for many of their 

pieces. They achieve this primarily through the use of distinctive instrumentation. The 

inclusion of tsyrnbaly is one feature that sets them apart from most other zabava bands, 

while Victor Ruduke's skU as a guitarist is another. His injection into Ukrainian music of 

unexpected musical ideas and timbres borrowed from mainstream popular music gives 

Charka a sound unlike that of other bands. 

The term "zabava band" is a product of the Montreal music scene of the 1970s. 

There, community dances were always referred to as "zabava," perhaps a reflection of the 

kind of language and terminology used by the post-war imnigration? As bands fiom 

Montreal began making appearances in other centres, especially those with a larger portion 

of the population coming from the previous immigrations, the use of the term also spread. 

Packaging 
As consumers are faced with m ever inmeasing number of products to choose 

from, the packaging of those products influences their reception by an audience. This is 

especially m e  with products in the field of music. Throughout this century the way that 

musicians looked often played an important role in detamining their popularity with 

audiences (News 1992,64-68). This has been especially true since the introduction of the 

twelve-inch long play record album in the 1950s. With this medium, records began to be 

packaged in elaborate jackets which could contain a wide variety of information, artwork 

and photographs. In many emerging musical genres, this visual presentation was almost as 

important as the sound of the records they were packaging. Zrzavy notes that it is often 

'%over art that established the genre's unmistakable identity" (cited in Frith 1996). 

Similar processes took place in the fields of Ula;linian music in Canada. For many 

bands, recordings provided their only means of exposure outside of their local areas. Along 



with the record's sound, the visual images on record jackets helped create a band's identity. 

These packages went a Iong way in setting up the public's expectation of what was 

contained inside. 

Economic or social class plays an important role in how music is packaged and 

perceived Most of the d bands from western Canada took an unselfconscious approach 

to their packages, appearing in whatever they would normally wear for performances. On 

the other hand, some bands put a lot of thought into the image they wished to project 

While the musical material might have been quite similar in nature, some groups presented 

themselves as sophisticated and urbane6, while others emphasized a light-hearted spirit, 

dressing in comically exaggerated versions of f m  attire.' In other instances, packaging 

can do a great deal in setting a mood, whether it is nostalgia for the old country viUages, or 

the most contemporary of fashions? 

Packaging also extends to aural packaging. Often a traditional tune is surrounded 

with unorthodox harmonic or rhythmic structures or combined with other melodic material 

in order to make each individual band's interpretation unique. It has become a part of the 

kiendly competition between bands to see how each could create a new aural package for 

similar material. 

Burya,"The best damn dance band in the c~untry'''~ 
Perhaps the most popular of all the zabava bands is the Toronto-based Burya, led 

by Ron Cahute. Cahute began his musical career as a drummer in his father's dance band, 

eventually switching to piano accordion. B q a  had its beginning as a local dance band in 

Toronto, performing at the usual series of weddings, anniversaries, and parties, like most 

other dance bands. In 1979, the group released its k s t  album "Burya I" which met with 

phenomenal commercial success. As a result of this recording, the group followed the 

pattern set by the Montreal groups of the previous decade, performing at Festivals and 

dances throughout the eastem United States and Canada They eventually made their way 



into western Canada, performing at the VegreviZle Pysanka Festival in 1985 and 1988, and 

several times at Canada's National Ukraman 
- . 

Festival in Dauphin beginning in 1986. 

The distinguishing feature of Burya's music was a unique blend of traditional 

material made popular by groups &om the prairies, combined with the instrumentation and 

style of arrangement popular among the bands fiom eastern Canada In this way, the band 

appealed to the older generations of audiences who were familiar with the rural style of folk 

song material, as well as with younger audiences who had become accustomed to a more 

contempomy sound. Many of the arrangements introduced elements of polka music fiom 

other cultures, which helped the band secure engagements with n o n - M a n  audiences. 

Much like the D-Drifters4 of the 1960s, a large measure of Burya's success carne 

fiom the fact that most of the members of the group were full time musicians. Some of the 

musicians that Cahute utilized both at recording sessions and in live performances were 

studio musicians from Toronto's mainstream music scene. Consequently, their 

performances had a sliclmess that was sometimes lacking in the performances of other part 

time bands. 

In addition, Cahute himself possesses a distinctive, full-bodied baritone voice. It is 

quite unlike the kind of vocal production that was most often encountered in western 

Canadian recordings." As a result, s e v d  conflicting yet somehow harmonious elements 

came together to create a new and unique sound. 

While primarily a dance band, Burya quickly made a name for itself on the 

Ukrainian Festival circuit. Part of this was due to the band's connections to other types of 

stage performance. Apart from his activity in the field of music, M u t e  was at one time a 

partner in a Ukrainian restaurant and cabaret in Toronto. The restaurant featured nightly 

shows based on Ukrainian dance, music and comedy routines, packaged primarily for non- 

Ukrainian audiences. When the restaurant closed, the performers continued on with a 

touring production of the stage show. Acting as accompanist for dancers and actors gave 



Cahute an introduction to the festival circuit Often his band performed for zabavas 

following festival stage shows. 

To date, Ron Cahute has recorded nine albums under the Burya name, with many 

more under his own. According to Cahute, the Burya recordings follow a particular format, 

each geared toward music for dancing. When he wanted to record some material that fell 

outside of the dance format, he was told by fiends and advisors that audiences would not 

accept it as Burya Instead he decided to release this material as "Ron Cahute - Ukrainian 

GenericwL3 to signal a change in contenf and to avoid upsetting Burya fans who had a pre- 

conceived idea of what to expect on the band's recordings. By developing recordings 

outside of the prescribed Burya format, Cahute opened up a wide new range of possibilities 

for himself. His recordings now extend fiom the zabava music of his Burya projects to 

15 albums of instrumental melodies £?om Ukraine, l4 comedy records, music for folk dance 

16 groups, and music for children." He has also provided arrangements and instrumental 

backing for other s~loists '~ and singing groups.lg 

Western Roofs 

Ea~rward migration @Prairie Ukrainians 
The 1 930s saw devastating droughts across the prairie provinces. Many farmers 

lost all they had as a result of the depression. In order to continue to provide for their 

families, many left the farms in search of other employment This search brought a 

significant number of ulminkm to the mining communities of northern Ontario, beo$ming 

a great migration of Ukrainians away from the farms and into urban and industrial centres 

(Swyripa 1991). In 1941, 54.6 per cent, or more than half of the Ula?linian male labour 

force was still involved in agriculture. By 195 1, the percentage had decreased to 35.3, by 

1961 it was 23.0, and by 1971, 13.2 (Isajiw 1982a, 76) 

The Ukrainians that re-located to Onario shared many similar experiences, from 

their original settlement and establishment of farms on the Prairies, to their new encounters 

in mining and industrial centres. The traditional music that had been popular in the rural 



prairie communities continued to be their music of choice, often provided by musicians 

who had also relocated Among these musicians was Ron Cahute's father, Maurice M u t e  

of Stuartburn, Manitoba. 

Transplanted western dance bands 
The kind of music re-created by U ~ L  .. 

. . s in O n h o  closely mirrored that of 

Ukrainians on the Prairies. The repertoire consisted p r h d y  of p o h  and waltzes along 

with some of the other popular specialty dances, heel and toe polkaz0, sidemka (seven 

step)", butlerfly? Maurice Cahute had pIayed this style of music in Manitoba, and soon 

established his own band in Ontario. He eventually settled in Toronto where he conhued 

to perform regularly with his band for several years. 

Recordings re-create community 
If music is a tool for creating a sense of community, then a way to re-create that 

community feeling when estranged fiom it is to transport examples of music. While some 

Ukrainian communities in Ontario were fortunate enough to have musicians who were 

capable of performing the kind of music they had become accustomed to, this was not 

always possible. In some instances, the number of Uhainians in a given community was 

not large enough to sustain musicians, or might not contain any musicians at all. One of the 

ways that these groups could recreate the community feeling through music was with the 

use of sound recordings. 

There are several examples of how sound recordings can aid in connecting 

communities separated by geography. The early recordings produced by Pavlo Humeniuk 

and related groups out of New York in the 1920s and 30s did much to unite the immigrants 

on the prairies around that time. These kinds of recordings, which often recreated 

community events, also would have been available to Ukrainians in Ontario. In the late 

1950s and early 1960s new recordings emerged from western Canada, many recreating the 

spirit and sounds of traditional community celebrations as they occurred on the Prairies 

(Klymasz 1980,91404; 1984,55). For their listeners, they offered not only a connection 



to the distaat traditions of the villages in Ukraine, but also a connection to the more 

immediate past in the rural communities of western Canada. 

Eastern Branches 

Eastern dunce bands 
While Maurice Cahute's dance band was clearly an extension of the tradition he 

aansported fkom western Canada, it was soon necessary for him to alter his approach 

sfighdy to appeal to the tastes of urban audiences in Toronto. In the post war era, the 

Ukrainian community of Toronto experienced much the same dynamic as Montreal, a large 

influx of educated immigrants, rnany from urban cenaes in Ulcmine. These imrniCrgants also 

brought along their cosmopolitan music tastes. Added to this mix in Toronto were rnany 

similar immigrants in other ethnic communities. They also brought with them musical 

material which idluenced the overall dance scene. 

The music of other eastern European dance bands had a profound influence on that 

of Ron Cahute. From the 1930s onward, a rapidly growing genre of polka music had been 

developing in the eastan and midwestan United States (Greene 1992; Keil 1992). While 

based largely on ethnic music of the Polish, SIovenian, Czech and Scandinavian 

communities, it soon evolved into a unique form of its own. The music acquired regional 

differences based on the area of development and the concentration of residents of a 

particular ethnic group, with variants centred around Minnesota, Chicago, Milwaukee, 

Cleveland and Buffalo. This polka music eventually began to influence mainstream popular 

music in North America, and several songs from the repertoire of polka bands became top 

hits on the popular music charts in the 1940s (Greene 1992,207). 

Toronto's relatively close proximity to the U.S. "polka belt," together with the 

rapid growth of its own European immigrant populations, caused this new style of music to 

become ex~emely popular within the area Dance bands performing in Toronto during the 

1940s and 50s would be expected to have some measure of this bind of music in their 

repertoires. 



Polish sound 
One of the models that Ron Cahute used to develop his unique sound was the 

Polish "drive/push" music that was popular in Chicago and Buffalo. Most of the early 

Ukrainian recordings focused on instrumental versions of dance tunes, and those that 

featured vocals placed less emphasis on the instrumental accompaniment The Polish 

recordings that Cahute enjoyed featured not only a focus on sung vocals, bur a driving 

instrumental interlude between each verse. The instrumental breaks usually had a heavy 

emphasis on trumpets and saxophones* It was Cahute's idea to adapt this style to the 

Ukrainian songs he had learned from his father.'3 

In order to retain a Ukrainian flavour to his music, Cahute continued to employ the 

violin on all of his recordings. In this way he could fluctuate between the kind of 

instrumentation that had become predominant in western Canada (violin, accordion, guitar, 

bass and drums) and the kind of orchestras popular in the east (accordion, one or two 

saxophones, clarinet, guitar, bass and drums) 

Cahute also says that he purposely plays his polkas slower than most Ukraman 
. - 

bands. Slower tempos were also a feature of the Chicago "honky" style of polka music, 

which replaced the older horizontal polka step with a new, more vertical "hop-step" (March 

1995). 

Questions of class (Aesthetic and economic) 
One of the problems that arose with the kind of music emanating from western 

Canada in the 1960s was an issue of class. Since most of the Uhainians on the prairies 

were descendants of peasant stock, and most had been involved in agriculture, their music 

was infused with a rural flavour. Added to this was a more recent fascination with North 

American country music, and the attempts of some groups to blend the two. 

Contrasting with this rural music was the cosmopolitan "continental" sound that 

was favoured by the urban Ukrainians of the  as?^. The recordings produced by groups in 

this genre more often featured texts sung in literary Ukrainian as opposed to the western 



Ukrainian dialects spiced with macaronic phrases coming from the Prairies. The 

instrumentation also moved away from what was considered a rougher village sound 

focused on fiddles and tsymbaly, toward more "refined" arrangements based on urban 

Ewopean tastes- 

Ron Cahute and Burya succeeded in taking musical material that was considered 

lower class and unacceptable by the elite levels of Uhainian Canadian society and, through 

repackaging, makiug it acceptable. Because of the slick presentation of the band and the 

smooth sound of Cahute's voice it was often possible to overlook the rough quality of the 

songs (especially the texts) being performed. Although the members of Burya were sincere 

in their appreciation of this music, to the uninitiated their performances could have been 

parodying the macaronic tunes of the western farmers. For many orher audiences, this was 

their &st introduction to western Canadian music. Since it was presented in the eastern 

sound package, and its beat was extremely danceable, it was readily accepted. 

Recordings Stretch the Community 
Just as the recordings from western Canada had succeeded in extending that 

community atmosphere to the exild prairie farmers in Toronto, the recordings of Burya 

helped create a new community. Much in the same way as he was able to break down 

barriers between musical genres, Cahute has been able to make connections between 
. . previously unconnected branches of the Uhman community. His music is popular not 

only in eastern Canada, but also throughout the eastem United States, the US rnidwest, 

western Canada and elsewhere as a result of his sound recordings. 

Cahute's influence has extended past the boundaries of North America On a recent 

trip to Uhaine, I purchased a bootleg tape containing Mute ' s  music from a sidewalk 

vendor on the streets of L'viv. Lata that same trip I was present at a wedding where the 

musicians attempted to play one of Cahute's signature piecesYy'Viter Viie," in the Burya 

style. This piece, composed by Fred Chembok of Grandview, Manitoba, '' contains 



several rnacaronic phrases. The group kom Ukraine, unable to decipher the text, simply 

continued repeating those verses which were compIete1y in Ukrainian, along with the 

Ukrainian language refrain. 



Fi,m 1,"Viter Vie" as sung by Freddie Chetyibok and Ron Cahute 

h m ,  XOLUKy I €my- 
Model B Ford rapy -, 
B i ~ e p  sic, 3aha~ac aopoliucy. 

I ride, I walk, I wander, 
L have a Model B Ford car 
The wind blows and sweeps the road 

I harness up my Ford car 
Where there are people, that's where I go 
The wind blows and sweeps the road 

B i ~ e p  sic, sic, sic, 
3 a ~ i ~ a e ,  -Tat, -me, 
B i ~ e p  sic, 3abii~ae nopow.  X2 

The wind blows, bIows, blows, 
It sweeps, sweeps, sweeps. 

The wind blows and sweeps the roadX2 

IIpeixaw no f i o p ~ ~ o a y ,  
rIEJiE BOaKy. Ma.nEi "fimn -y, 
B i ~ e p  sic, sahthac aopomrcy. 

We came to Yorkton- 
Drankvodkaandhadfun, 
The wind blows and sweeps the road. 

Ta npRiiruo~ no Sam's Hotel 
A Sam w e  "Go to hell!" 
B i ~ e p  sic, &rac aopox~y. 

I came to Sam's Hotel 
And Sam says "Go to heU!" 
The wind blows and sweeps the road. 

Birep sie . . . The wind blows . - . 

I didn't hang around there Iong 
I took off for home, 
The wind blows and sweeps the road. 

Tai% no'- R Ha I?~H' 
T ~ M  C- R E ? h  1 A ~ H '  
B i ~ e p  sic, d ~ a c  nopomy. 

I drove to Pen' 
And I sat here night and day 
The wind blows and sweeps the road 

The wind blows . . . 

Q>opImumITKo 3aKypmo 
A 3a nu ci cKa3mo 
B i ~ e p  sic, saMi~ae nopomy. 

The OId Ford overheated, 
And after that it broke down 
The wind blows and sweeps the road. 

B i ~ e p  sic, 3a~ipmxa 
3ane~b-m B rapy ~ y x a  

B i ~ e p  sic, & ~ a e  nopomKy. 

The wind blew up a storm 
A fly few into the car 
The wind blows and sweeps the road 

The wind blows . , . 

I left Daupbin in a taxi 
Then I bought a Ford "Galaxiem 
The wind blows and sweeps the road. 

All the girls &om Sulphur Creek 
Come to see me twice a week 
Birep sic, 3 a ~ i ~ a c  nopoxy. 

All the girls from Sulphur Creek 
Come to s me twice a week 
The wind blows and sweeps the road 

The wind blows . . . 



Rise of the Zabava Event 
In recent years, the use of the term "zabava" to describe a community dance, has 

become more widespread across Canada Previous to this, particularly in western Canada, 

dances were referred to in regard of their function (for example Malanka, the New Year's 

dance or pwhchennia, the pre-lenten dance) or simply as &nets [dan~e].'~ According to 

Cahute, even in Toronto, with its large post-war population, the word "zabava" did not 

become popular until the 1970s. It is aftcer the rise in popularity of the Montreal musicians 

(where the term zabava had always been pop&') that the term became more widespread. 

With Cahute's increased exposure, and his performances at eastern festivals and zabavas, 

the term began to gain greater wider acceptance in Toronto. 

Stom Sweeps the West 
As Cahute's band began perfonning in western Canada, the term zabava also began 

to be used more frequently in this region. Often, because of the term, the kinds of 

audiences that would attend a "zabavay' were different from the kinds of crowd that would 

attend other types of dances. With the rise in demand for zabava type music, there grew a 

demand for Burya style zabava bands. As a result, the eastern groups began to spawn 

imitators in the west. The 70s and early 80s saw the development of bands such as 

"Dumka" and 'Zstrada" in Edmonton,"Vo~ya" in Winnipeg, and "Mria" in Saskatoon, with 

the mid 80s seeing the rise of groups such as Alberta's "Trembita" and " T r ~ b k a " ~ ~ .  In all of 

these groups, we see the interesting phenomenon of bands &om the west imitating those 

from the eas& who, in tum, had been imitating earlier bands from the west 

A New Canon 
The rise of the new generation of zabava band also saw the development of a new 

musical canon based on Burya repertoire. As groups strove to imitate the Burya sound, 

they also performed tunes that were included on the Burya recordings. Many of the most 

popular of these were originally found on recordings by western Canadian artists. Indeed, 

it is from these recordings that Ron Cahute learned them Songs such as Ti ter  Viie," "Sam 



Piu, Sam Huliaiu," "Kalabaiu," (all previously recorded by Freddie Chetyrbok), and 

"Homebrew" and "Oi Handzia Liuba" (recorded by Mickey and Bunny and the D-Drifters- 

5) have become standard part of the repertoires of almost every zabava band in western 

Canadazg In many cases they have been ident5ed as Ron Cahute's pieces, largely due to 

his well known arrangements, even though they were not originally his compositions. 

Ron Cahute, through his innovative blend of western Canadian tunes and eastern 

urban arrangements, was able to bridge gaps not only between musical genres, but between 

sections of the community. His music is enjoyed and emulated by Listeners and musicians 

kom nnal and urban areas alike. Even those who do not like his brand of music must 

admire the effect he has had on Ukrainian music.30 Through his efforts the groundwork 

was laid for Wainian music of the 1990s. 



Plate 15: Burya Logo, circa 1979. Used by permission. 

Plate 16: Burya, circa 1985. Ron Cahute, first from right. Used by permission. 



This phrase means "Parry until morning" and is part of the chorus of a popular dance melody performed by 
most "'zabava" type bands, including Bwya 

Charka has pedomed at fund-raising events for politid candidates as well as in concert sets at Canada's 
National Ukakim Festival in Dauphin, Manitoba (1995,1998), the Vegreviile J?ysanka Festival (1996), 
and Edmonton's Hop& in the Park (1996,1998). 

This title is an anempt at a play on words, combining the phrase "Love it or leave it," with the name of 
the western UIcrainian city "L.'viv," 
' For example, the group's introductions to folk songs "Oi ty nichen'ko" and "Oi chyi to h' stoit'." 

Bohdan Tymyc, recorded interview, July, 1998. - .  
See Mickey and Bunny ''- - - Country Musicn V Records VLP 3001, and Mickey and Bunny 

bb Ukamm Concert at Massey Hall" V Records, VLP 3026: "Mickey and Bunny Picture AIburn and Song 
Book," n-p., Winnipeg, 1965[?]; and Interfake Polka Kings "Souvenir Program," Winnipeg, 1966. 

' See Royal Polka Kings "Good Old Time Ulnainian Music is Were to Stay" V Records SVLP 3089; Roy 
MyLytyshyn "Marriage and Married Life Ukrainian Style," V Records VLP 3090. 

* D - ~ C S - 5  "Sing and Play Original and Traditional Favourites* V Records, VLP. 
'PDrifters-5 Sing and Play Beatles Songs and Other Top English Hits in Ulnainian" V Records VLP 
3025; D-Drifters "Polka and Fun" V Records VLP. 

lo This is quote firom Toronto broadcaster Ted Woloshyn included in the liner notes to J3urya Set in Stone" 
l1 See Chapter Four. 
l2 Among other things, M u t e  was a lecturer in the Department of Music at York University. 
l3 Ron Cahute "- . . generic Volume I" Yevshan Records CZ330, and 'Vkminian Generic Volume II" 

Yevshan Records CZ33 1. 
l4 Yevshan item C1805 

Ihor Baczynskyj ". . I tut bude h o d .  . . and the Garden Goes Here!" Yevshan DS9 12. 
l6 Tyrsa '- . - Folk Dance Repertoiren; Chaika, ''Ulcmhh Folk Dancesn; Tryzub Dance Ensemble 

"Reflections of the Sodw; Vasa 'Tkahim Folk Dance"; and 'Instnunental Folk Dance Selections h m  
the repertoire of dance groups performing at Canada's National Ukminhn FestivaI, Dauphin". 

l7 b'BarabOlya . . . That means Potato! " Melodica MEPCDIO 1. 
l8 Alex Holub "A Tniute to Alex Holub" Yevshan DM401. 
l9 "Iasmyn/Yasmyu~TC Records 110: Cheremshyna "Cheremshyna Volume 2" Yevshan Records Ym 

1044; VoloshIq "Voloshky" Yevsfian DF476. 
" Nahachewsky (1985,150) describes the Sidemka as follows. "The dancers joined in couples in polka 

position. The man stepped to the right with his right foof then stepped to close with his left, and 
conhued ... to take seven steps traveling sideways to the right, During the next four measures this 
sequence was repeated to the Iek" Drning the second phrase the movement "resembled the polka step, and 
the dancers turned clockwise as they danced" 
NahaChewsky (1985,159-160) describes the Heel and Toe Polka as a dance that contained two short 
figures. In the first pairs of dancers stood side by side with hands joined, and traveled counterclochwise 
around the dancing area. In the second figure the dancers hopped on one foot while tapping the heel, then 
toe of the other on the ground, This was followed by a short polka step, then a repeat of the heel and toe 
action with the opposite foot- 

" The butterfly is a trio dance, performed by one man between two women, or one woman between two 
men, which Nahachewslq describes as similar to the dance "Verkhovyna" (1985,115). It consists of two 
sections. The first, in triple meter, has the trios moving to a hopping traveling step. The second section, 
in dupIe meter, had the dancers moving away from their parmas. "The center dancer turned toward his or 
her partner to the right, Joining right arms, they danced a small circle around each other, After three 
quaffers of a tum (sometimes one-and-threequartexs or more tums), the center dancers let go of this 
partner and reached his/her Ieft hand out to grasp the Ieft arm of the third dancer. The center dancer 
continued in this fashion, moving in a figure eighL.." 

* See Recorded Exarnp1e 19. 
2A AS used by most of the musicians who were consulted in this study, the terms 'Westw and "East" when 

referring to musical styles find their dividing line at the Manitoba-Ontario border. Music fiom the Prairie 



provinces is considered ''westernW in style, while anything or ighahg h m  Ontario or Quebec is 
considered "Eastem", Since rhere is little popuIation east of Quebec, the Atlantic provinces do 
not factor in this definition of east- 

's Freddie Cheryrbok with Johnny and the Nite-Liters '"A Pub With No Beer' and other - Comedy 
Songs" Eagle Records ER 1002, See Recmded Example 18. 
Nick Mixhi, recorded interview, May 1992. 

" Bohdan Tymyc, recorded interview, July 1998. 
% wave of bands conhued the trend begun in the 1970s, and also adopted names based on sinae . . - 

Llkmmm words, similar to B w a ,  "Estradan (Soviet Ukratnran word for pop music). "MriaW (Dream), 
'"Trernbita" (Uhinim shepherd's alphorn), 'Trubira" (trumpet or horn). 

29 For exampIe, recorded versions of Titer Vie" can also be found on Prairie Pride "Prairie Pride/Stepova 
Radist' Volume 2" Pinnacle Traditional P-1002; and Tmbka "Pochatky/Beginnings* TMCD 141. See 
Recorded Examples 20 and 21. 
Accurding to Cahte there is one particular musical p a p ,  which he chooses to leave unnamed, who, on 
one hand criticize him and his music, yet, on the other, have produced their own recording which 
reproduces a version of one of his arrangements, alrnost note for note- 



Chapter 8. Peace in the Family, Ukrainian Rural Roots 

Charka, Part of the Ukrainian 'Tamily" 
One common feature among m y  of the early Ukrainian bands in western Canada 

was the role of the family. Especially for i m m i p t  individuals, f d y  and household 

provide important support (Buchignani and Letkemann 1994). As subsequent generations 

became better established in Canada, they continued to draw on the family for support. 

Many of these musical groups were comprised of a father and his sons, or a group of 

brothers (Sadownyk 1980; Motyka 1982)h some cases, three or more generations of the 

same farnily became musicians (FVostok 1980; Yakoweshen 1980). Of course, many of the 

bands also consisted of two or three family members combined with other non-related 

musicians (Metro Radomsky 1980,198 1). 

Families form the core of ensembles in other genres of music as well Oawidoff 

1997,224-225). Rosenberg underlines the importance of family in bluegrass music, to the 

degree that an entire singing style became known as the "brother duet" (1985, 21). 

Cantwell also emphasizes the importance of family in bluegrass saying 

the persistence of blood ties in bluegrass illumtes its c o n ~ u i t y  with rural life, 
with long standing rural traditions . . . If the bluegrass band is not actually a family, 
it is one symbolically. It is patriarchal and masculine, a band of father and sons 
acting in defense of, on behalf of, and even sometimes in spite of the home, where, 
of course, the woman resides" (1984, 163-64). 

While not actually related members of a farnily, Charka has become this kind of 

symbolic family. Each member plays a unique role in the band, as do individual members 

in a family. The group perceives itself as a cohesive team, with individual quirks tolerated 

for the good of the whole.' 

Performances by family-based groups either at home, at house parties, or 

community events were a major form of entertainment among ~hairzians.' Often 

performances of insnumental music were accompanied by communal singing. One of 

Qlarka's goals is to recreate the community atmosphere that used to exist when familes 



would get together to sing. Community and family singing sessions were an important part 

of musical upbringing for each member of the band. Both George Paleniuk and Bany 

SIiwkanich recall that singing was a primary form of entertainment for their parents' 

generation- The group is constantly trying to h d  ways to combine the folk songs that were 

popular pieces for sin,ging with the driving beat that is demanded by contemporary 

audiences for dancing. 

That's the direction we've gone, A lot of the stuff that had been meat and potatoes 
for a lot of people, we h o w  it but we don't want to be playing a lot of ir We tend 
to try to dig up words, maybe its a bit too extreme. The "Brodska Polka," you 
know, (sings) dada-dada-da, Wade's dad's got words for that Its also known as 
"Blacksmith Polka." Cause I had some charts fYom Radomsky, he played it as 
c'Blacksrnith." And Wade's dad, the words he has for it, they're not comedy 
words, its proper Ulmbian. But around Two HiUs it used to be sung a l l  the time. 
So on our next album, there's a chance we're gonna put that on there, you know, 
set it more a little more to dance? 

Charka made a firrther effort to recreate community singing by including an item of 

this nature on the compact disc version of their recording 'Xove It or L'viv It" A common 

practice on mainstream recordings is to feature "hidden tracks" on a compact disc. Hidden 

tracks are selections which do not have an indicator number, and do not appear on the 

printed notes accompanying the recording. Listeners access these tracks by allowing the 

disc to continue to play even after the entire program is completed or by scrolling 

backwards through selections. Charka included the popular Uk?ainian folk song "Oi 

chorna, ia sy chorna" as a hidden track on their recording. For this piece they gathered a 

large group of friends and family to sing along with the band in the studio. The group 

hoped that this would represent the sound of a crowd singing at a party, and perhaps 

encourage listeners of their album to do the same. 

Another way that Charka constitutes a symbolic family is through its connection to 

the Ukrainian community. Members of the group belong to various church, community and 

dance organizations, where there is often an intimate family atmosphere. Charka uses their 



individual positions as integral members of the Uhinian comUIlj.ty, and the close 

contacts they have established as a result, to establish and promote themselves as a band. 

Music and Business 
For some individuals involved in Ukrainian music such as the D-Drifters, Bohdan 

Tymyc of Yevshan Records or Ron Cahute of Burya, music is a full time occupation. But 

for the overwhelming majority of Ukrainian bands in Canada music is a secondary activity. 

Even so, many of these musicians must apply business practices and professional 

standards to the operation of their bands. This is due, in part, to increased pressures from 

the mainstream culture. With a huge range of entertainment options available, the 

expectations of audiences have risen considerably, forcing even part-time bands to strive to 

meet these standards. Another factor influencing a rise in standards are the financial 

rewards that are available to bands providing services for family and community events. 

Apart £rom the initial investment of h e  and money required to purchase and learn 

to play a musical insaument, a band has several other major expenses it must incur before it 

is able to perform in public. A sizable portion of capital must be alloaed for the purchase of 

equipment. While sound reinforcement gear such as speakers, amplifiers, mixers, and 

microphones can be rented, most part time bands invest in their own eq~iprnent.~ Often the 

tjpe of instrument necessary for public performance differs in quality from those used by 

students or hobbyists and usually requires m ~ c a t i o n s  to allow for sound reinforcement- 

Equipment must be transported to and fiom engagements, which affects the types of 

vehicles band members will purchase. Some groups must pay for the design and 

manufacture of special costumes, with most groups at least purchasing some kind of 

uniform attire. Bands also promote themselves through the use of business cards, 

brochures, Letters, signsS and web-sites6 along with the expenses incurred for travel to 

personal meetings and telephone calls that go along with the running of any business. 



Often, the business of music outweighs the artistic aspects. During performances, 

on the one hand,"musicians 1- to read and manipulate audiences, to please them with 

tricks and devices that they, the musicians, despise; on the other hand, the musicians 

experience rejection by audiences, often of the things with which they are most pleased'' 

(Frith 1996,53). In many cases, the musicians must h o w  when to play a certain song in 

order to guarantee that the audience has a good time. According to Hodes,"Musicianship 

plays only a 50 percent role - the rest is knowing how to control the people" (as quoted in 

Frith 1996). 

Many musicians go so far as to say that presentation is far more important than the 

music itself in determining a band's success at a dance. The choices that the band makes - 

"what music to play, at what tempo to play it, when during a performance to use certain 

types of music, how to respond to direct requests from the audience, to what extent verbal 

interaction with the audience is appropriate - can be the most significant determinant of the 

character and ultimate success of the social/ musical event" (MacLeod 1993, 87). 

Sometimes the musicians are not in complete control of the music at an event 

Occasionally the hosts will give specific instructions as to the kind of music they want 

played and they way in which they want it presented. The musicians must balance the 

expectations of their clients with what they perceive to be the demands of the dancing 

audience (MacLeod 1993, 92-93). Several musicians referred to themselves as "musical 

prostitutes," selling their services to a client for money (Frith 1996,53-54).' 

Another product that musicians have to sell is their ethnic identity. Charka 

capitalized on this factor early in their career. By actively promoting their repertoire as an 

authentic reflection of Uhainian culture; by focusing attention on the tsymbaly as a 

Ukrainian instrument; by dressing in Ukrainian embroidered shirts for performances; and 

by selecting a Ukrainian name for the group they were designing their image to appeal to a 

particular market Collins notes how sbdar techniques are undertaken by members of 



aboriginal groups when dealing with non-aboriginal tourists. As one individual stated,"I'm 

selling a producf my Indianness" (1975,67). 

Music and Leisure 
There i s  an inseparable link between music and leisure- In some instances, this is a 

source of tension between musicians and their audiences. As Frith states, 

This is, in one sense, a sociological response, what is work for the musician is play 
for the audience; the very rhythm of their Lives is different, in t e r n  of day and 
night, let alone status and attention. (1996,53) 

For some musicians, musical performance, and especially family-based music 

making, remains an important leisure activity. Leitner and Leitner report that ""leisure 

behavior is the most important or one of the most important determinants of life satisfaction 

and psychological well being" (1996, 26). The reduction of stress, emotional satisfaction, 

enjoyable social contacts, and feelings of achievement provided by this type of leisure 

activiy correspond closely to Life satisfaction and directly relate to cornrnuiity well-being 

(Kraus 1997). 

Leisure practices themselves can become important locators of social identity 

(Wynne 1998, 147). It is often through their activity as part time musicians that members 

of Ukrainian bands create a place for themselves within the Ukrainian community. Many 

leisure activities occur in group settings that produce opportunities for connecting with 

others and social interaction (Edginton, et al. 1998, 113). 

Various activities in which an individual can become involved include both intrinsic 

and exninsic motivation wtt and Ellis 1985, 1 12). While initially motivated to perform 

music for its intrinsic value (Edginton 1998, 34), performance before an audience gives 

members of musical groups other motivations, among them personal recognition and 

financial reward. The extrinsic motivation provided by financial reward constitutes what 

Neulinger (1981) would call a "leisure-job," while Juniu (1993) discovered that further 



advanced professional musicians were more often extrinsically motivated than amateur 

musicians. S tebbins suggests that there are often ody qualitative differences between the 

activities of amateurs and professionals (1992,38). 

On the other hand, Edginton et aL (1998, 134) point out that "'technology has 

created a number of other forms of mass leisure and changed how we participate in certain 

activities, such as listening to [or performing] music." Audiences expect a level of 

professionalism that can lead to the exclusion of musical groups whose primary motivation 

is leisure. An overemphasis on professionalism is something that can stifle play for both 

performers and audience (Lard, et aL 1985). By focusing solely on the music, rather than 

on external pressures, performers can experience a loss of self-constiousness 

(Csikszentmihalyi 1990), becoming consumed in the performance experience and the level 

of satisfaction and enjoyment it provides. Audiences also can enjoy the performance for 

factors other than its technical standards, such as for the effect it creates. 

The Polka Ramblers, A Family Band 
The Polka Ramblers are an example of a most organic form of music maldng, a 

public extension of music in the home. The band is made up primarily of members of the 

Kupka family of Bittern Lake, Alberta The musical leader of the group is accordionist 

Sylvia Kupka who is joined by her children Randy on tsyrnbaly and elecaic bass, Gary on 

drums, and Shelley on saxophone and violin, along with Sylvia's husband, George, who 

acts as the band's manager. The band also has also included guitarists and other musicians 

who were not family rnernber~.~ 

Sylvia Kupka grew up in the Lavoy/Two Hills area of Alberta, where there is a 

large Wainian population. Her father played the violin and several other members of her 

family also played musical instruments. At an early age she began playing the accordion, 

and at age eleven joined a local band called the Meadowlarks, performing at many 

Ulmhian weddings and dances.g 



After her marriage, Sylvia performed with the Meadowlarks for one more year, 

leaving public performance to devote more time to her family and farm at Bittern Lake. She 

continued to play the accordion for her own enjoyment. According to Kupka 'There was 

music in house a l l  the time, I played all the time." 

When her children were in their pre-teens, Sylvia's father purchased a tsymbaly. 

On one visit to the Kupka farm he brought the instrument over to show the children and 

within minutes, Sylvia's son Randy was picking out a melody. Pleased that the boy 

showed an aptitude, the man gave him the instrument Randy quickly leamed several nmes 

with his mother's help. Encouraged by his brother's progress, Gary attempted to join in, 

drumming on pots fkom the Kupka kitchen. George then purchased an inexpensive dnun 

set, and the boys began to practice reb&ly with their mother. Within three months of 

beginning to play, the trio was hired to perform for a fortieth anniversary dance at the local 

community hall for an audience of 150 peopie.1° 

Soon after the group began performing in public, Sylvia's daughter, Shelly, also 

became interested in music. She too showed a natural aptitude for music, playing any of the 

instruments the family had around the house. When it was suggested she ny to learn an 

instrument that could be an addition to the band, Shelly decided on the saxophone. Like her 

mother and brothers, she is self-taught At the suggestion of her grandfather she later also 

learned to play the violin. 

The band quickly got many bookings through word of mouth. Their early 

perfomances were at standard weddings and dances. Later, they performed for larger 

audiences at the Vegrevllie Pysanka Festival in 1987 and 1988, and at the Ulrrainian 

Pavilion of the Heritage Festival in Edmonton in 1997. They also released three long play 

recordings,'TJknian Style" in I986,"Good Times" in 1989, and "Zabava 100" in 1991." 



Motivations For Pe@bming 
After their initial successes playing instruments Gary and Randy Kupka were 

highly motivated to continue learning. Encouraged by the excitement of creating music 

together, they asked their mother to practice with them regularly- As Sylvia Kupka recalls, 

When they came from school they'd insist I practice with them I h e w  when I was 
young how I wanted to play, and I thought, if they want to play I'll sit down and 
play with them, for one hour every day after school I always did. 

Once the group began pedorming in public in 1977, they began experiencing other 

successes in front of an audience, which provided further motivation. 

Performing with the band lead to a feeling of solidarity within the family. 

Performance at dances gave the family an activity they could &ke part in together, offering 

a release from the demands of farm work12 Even George Kupka, who does not play in the 

band, attends each performance. His presence is often as important as that of the 

musicians, as he meets with audience members and is instrumental in securing hture 

engagements. 

Performance events are also a social activity. Afta many years of performing, the 

group has developed a base of fans who often anend their performances. Meeting with old 

friends, and socializing between sets adds to the enjoyment level of playing with the band. 

Rural Connections 
The members of the Kupka family are a part of a number of social systems. On the 

one hand, they are members of a rural community. Here they fuEH specific roles, where 

they are recognized as farmers, business people and community members. On the other 

hand, they are also part of a similarly closely l a i t  musical community whose members also 

fulfill specific functions. Many of the Ulcrarruan 
. . musicians in Alberta know each other, 

listen to each other's recordings, and attend each other's performances. It is often on the 

recommendation of musicians who are unable to attend an event that other bands secure 

engagements. Occasionally, the two systems the Kupka family are a part of interconnect 



and reinforce each other. Contacts made through agricultural business may lead to future 

musical engagements, and co~ections made while at a performance can lead to benefits for 

the farm business. 

Fan Base 
The audiences that most enjoy the brand of music the Polka Ramblers perform are 

split between those fi-om rural. and urban locations. 

R d  audiences are part of a unique social system. For those around the Kupka 

farm, the connecting thread may be mutual involvement in agriculture, the local political 

and social scene, or perhaps a taste for country music. In other rural areas, where there is a 

larger Ukrainian population, involvement in Ulnainian culture at a various levels may 

provide additional connections. 

Sylvia Kupka notes that although the Polka Ramblers are a rural based group, a 

larger percentage of their performances take place in the Edmonton area. For their urban 

audiences, the band's advity bquently helps to £ill a cultural void. Many of the 

Ukrainians Living in prairie cities are former farmers, or the offspring of fanners, often 

lookug for some manner of continuity with their previous nual lifestyles (Wolowyna 

19 80). Wainian music, and the contexts in which it is performed, help to preserve that 

continuity, forming what Nettl calls "marginal survivals" (1978, 9). The image that the 

Polka Rambiers project - two generations of a tight-knit farm family, working together to 

develop and present traditional Uhainian culture in the old-time way, provides for 

audiences a salient example of that continuity. 

Ukrainian Iden f ity 
Even though the Polka Ramblers play a variety of musical styles when performing 

at dances, Ukrainian music remains one of the main points identifying the group. Uminian 

community events form a specific defined market for musicians, and the band's ability to 

play this music provides them access to that market. It is also the music for which they 



have the greatest affinity. As Sylvia Kupka states 'We specialize in Ukrainian. We enjoy 

our Ulnainian, and we're not [even living] in a Ukrainian community."13 

For the Kupka family, their concept of what constitutes Uhainian music is based 

on strong local and family traditions. Sylvia's musical experiences as a young woman, 

performing music with family members and with musicians from their local district, were 

passed down to her children through informal, and then later more structured music maldng 

sessions in their home. However, even musicians such as these, who are informed by 

strong local traditions, feel pressure to conform to a perceived or imagined standard of 

Ulcrainianness (Anderson 199 1). Part of this conformity is a response to the demands of 

the market 

Visually, the band often anempts to present a Ukrainian appearance. In publicity 

photos, on their record albums, and at certain performances, the band dresses in Ubrainian 

embroidered shirts and blouses (in some cases combinations of hand embroidery and 

machine produced appLiqu6s).14 This visual presentation extends to the kinds of 

instruments they utilize on stage. 

One of the focal points for the band in its early days, and, indeed the reason for its 

initial development, was the tsymbaly. It was Randy Kupka's interest and quick progress 

in learning the instrument that encouraged the rest of the family to perform music together. 

It was also this instrument, which is often recognized as a unique icon of rJlcrainian identity 

(Klymasz 1972; Cherwick 1995), that comected the band to the musical traditions of 
. . 

previous generations of ulmumans while at the same time giving them a unique identity 

when compared to other bands with more maimream instrumentation. To further connect 

the group to the traditional Ulaainian sound, Shelly began playing the violin. This gave the 

group the archetypal set up of violin, tsymbaly and drums, along with the accordion and 

Another of the defining musical features of the group are Sylvia and Shelly's 

vocals. Both sing many Ukrainian folk songs, in Ukrainian, often together in two part 



harmony. Their singing style is similar to that of the communal singing that takes place 

spontaneously at Ukrainian events, with a sound that focuses on the "grain of ths voice." 

(Barthes 1990). it is also similar to the vocal quality on some of the recordings of Pavlo 

Humeniuk and of the early recording of Canadian prairie groups in the 1960s. The fact that 

they sing in the Ukrainian lznguage is an important one for their audiences. Ln fact, Sylvia 

considers it the de-g feature determining their Ulcrainian identity? 

As the Kupka children have grown older and started families and careers of their 

own, the family band has experienced new pressures. The family has sicgd5cautly 

increased the size of their farming opation. In addition, they also assist Gary in 

promoting his agricultural computer business. These factors, combined with obligations to 

their growing extended family, leave less fiee time for music performance. Nonetheless, 

the group continues to get together to perform, albeit less frequently. Their activity and 

their music remains, for many, a living example of the kind of old time, family based music 

making that was once a mainstay of the Ukrainian rural community. 



Plate 17: Polka Ramblers publicity photo in western costumes 

Plate 18: Polka Ramblers publicity photo in Ukrainian costumes 



Plate 19: Polka Ramblers in performance, Mslanka, January, 1996. From left to right: 
Randy Kupka, Sylvia Kupka, Shelley Kupka. Photo by Brian Cherwick. 



I make the distinction between bands like Charka who have a family-Iike solidarity and other bands that 
consist of individual musicians hired by a leader or contractor. The well known Meuo Radomsky 
Orchestra, a five-piece group, boasted over seventy different musicians who had been members during the 
groups history. Of these, only Radomsky himself was a constant (Metro Radornsky 1980,198 1). Of 
bands performing in Alberta during the 1990s, Trembita consisted of a small constant nucleus with a 
number of sidemen hired for individud engagements. For discussion of Ieader/sideman groups see 
MacLeod 1993. 

* See Chapter 3 Contexts. 
Interview, George Paleniuk 
Bill Yacey of Angel Audio Systems in Edmonton estimates that a five piece band would have to invest 
approximately $2500 to $3000 fbr equipment in order to provide an adequate level of sound reinforcement 
for audiences of up to 500 people- 

s Both the Polkas Ramblers and Cbarka have logos which appear on their business cards, recordings and on 
professionally manufactured signs which they display on stage during performances- 

Edmonton based 'Trubka" is among the tixst Ukrainian groups to have their own website 
(www.trubkacorn). 

Gwrge PaIeniuk, and Victor Ruduke of Charka and Ron Cahute of Bmya all used this term. 
Drummer Gary Kupka occasionally cannot attend engagements due to business commitments. In these 
cases the drums are played by Rick Stiwkanich or by his brother Barry Sliwkanich, who is the drummer 
with Charka 

While most bands were comprised solely of men, women. especiaUy if related to other band members. 
were a more occurrence starting in the 19f5Os. For a s h i h  pattern in orher rnuticd genres see Rosenberg 
(1985,367). 

lo A guest in the Kupka home was present at one of these informal music performances, and hired them to 
perform for a wedding anniversary dance. 

" See Discography below. 
l2 W e  George and Sylvia, Randy and Shelly are all involved in farming, Gary nms a his own business 

designins computer systems for farm operations. 
l3 KupWs comment refers to the fact that the family farm at Bittern Lake is outside of the U k a h h  bloc 

settlement of east-central Alberta 
l4 In other photographs, the band appears dressed in western style apparel, similar to that of country dance 

bands. 
Is See Recorded Example 22. 
l6 See Recorded Example 23. 



Chapter 9. Meet The Ukrainian Beatles . . . Again . . . And Again 

Charka, Marketing Ukrainian Music 
In the world of popular music in the 1990s, it often appears that sqle is as 

important as substance. For all the money invested in creating music products, a significant 

portion of that is devoted to the packaging and promotion (Rappaport 1984, 17,42,56). 

Charka is a group that is acutely aware of business practices and constantly l o o h g  

for ways in which to promote themselves better. They consult with both experts and 

audiences to determine how they can repackage their product to make it more appealing. 

For some audiences they emphasize their musical abilities while for other customers 

ethnicity is a product to market (Costa 1995). 

One example of packaging involves the group's recording "Love It or L'viv It" 

Considerable effort was taken in selecting locations for photographs, the kind of 

packaging, the design of the band's logo, and the title of the album. According to George 

Paleniuk,"It is the cover that sells a magazine, not what's inside." The careful planning has 

been beneficial. Charka has been able to sell their product in many markets that they had 

not imagined, many of which are not traditional markets for Uk?ainian music. By staykg in 

touch with current promotional trends, Charka has been able to function more successfully 

as a band. 

1995 
"If 1964 is remembered as the year a mass market discovered the Beatles, 

then 1995 may well go down as the year the Beatles discovered mass marketing'' 

(McCulley 1995, 26). The fall of 1995 saw a flllrry of media attention surrounding 

the initial release of the 'LBeatles Anthology" packages, complete with the group's 

surviving members reuniting to record and promote "new" material. Coincidentally, 

1995 also saw the reunion of two Ukrainian-Canadian dance bands, each claiming to 



be the ''Ukraman 
. . 

Beatles." During the 1960s, the Wlmipeg based D-Drifters4 had 

performed and released an album of Ukrainian translations of the songs of the Beatles 

and other contemporary pop groups, while in the 1970s Rushnychok of Montreal 

gained popularity playing pop-tinged erhnic music. In 1995 both groups offered new 

products and returned to perform for their old audiences. 

This chapter will address some of the conditions within the Uhh ian  

community in Canada which created the need for " m a n  Beatles," and will 

compare the way both groups d o r e d  the marketing strategies of the mainstream 

music industry in order to create both an identity and a market for their music. 

Beutles Anthology 
November 1995 saw the beginning of a strategic year-long blitz promoting a 

wide range of Beatles merchandise including home videos, music and video box sets, 

hard cover coffee table books, re-releases of the band's 13 studio album on vinyl 

and appropriately logoed sportswear,"the most fearsome flood of product since the 

Beatle wig" (Gila 1995,62). The cornerstone of this activity was the broadcast of a 

threepart, six-hour biographical documentary entitled Anthology, and three newly- 

compiled double-album collection of rare Beatle performances and studio outtakes. 

As predicted by popular music scholar Simon Frith (1988), mulei-media marketing 

packages would become the standard to which all popular bands would now have to 

aspire. Once again, the Beatles would be setting popular music standards. However, 

the project's most anticipated elements were newly recorded songs which re-united 

the surviving Beatles with the voice of John Lemon based on a lowquality home 

cassette recording of a Lemon performance. 

There was much spedation as to the motivation behind this reunion. While 

anticipated by Beatle fans since the band's initial break-up in 1970, the group had 

repeatedly refused to get back together for various artjstic and legal reasons. George 



Harrison was quoted saying that there would be no b t l e  reunion "as long as John 

Lemon remains dead." Suggestions for this new change of heart ranged from the 

surviving band members wanting to tell their own definitive version of their story, to 

the speculation that Harrison and Ringo Stars "codd use the money" (Corliss 1995). 

This brings us to the question of the corresponding reunions of the 

"Ukrainian Beatles." What factors motivated these reunions? And who were these 

6 . . T J h a m m  Beatles"? 

D-Drifters-5 in fhe 1960s 
The D-Drifters-5 began their career as a L l h u m n  . dance band, performing in 

traditional settings, at community dances, parties for youth organizations and at 

weddings. Their repertoire consisted primarily of old time polkas and waltzes along 

with some current rock and country hits. Their greatest fame came after they signed 

on as back-up musicians for the popdar singing duo Mickey and Bunny, with whom 

they performed concerts across Noah America, and produced a number of long play 

recordings. Besides providing accompaniment for the singing duo, the group was 

featured in segments where they performed traditional foLk songs, and dance 

melodies. When not on concert tours, the band continued to perform at local dances. 

Ukrainian BeatZes 
One of the main performance settings for the D-Drifters-5 during the i960s 

were youth dances held at high schools, community clubs, and church halls. While 

many of these dances were for ~~ youth organizations, allowing the band to 

perform much of their usual Ulrrsinian repertooire, they often also performed for non- 

Ukrainian audiences. Consequently, the band had to be able to play hits fkom the 

popular music charts of the b e .  This included pieces by the various ''British 

Invasion" groups such as the Beatles, the Searchers, and the Dave Clark Five. The 



ability to play this kind of repertoire lead the band to a recording project that was most 

unusual for the time. 

Between 1964 and 1966 the D-Drifters3 recorded six albums as back-up 

musicians for Mickey and Bunny featuring Uhhian-English mixes of fok, country 
- .  and gospel music as well as two albums of IAaamm and translated English 

Christmas carols. They also recorded albums of their own music, two featuring 

pofkas and waltzes and one highlighting music for traditional Wainian folk dances. 

While the folk dance album became their most popular seller, perhaps due in part to 

the level of Ukmmm 
. . 

folk dance activity in Westem Canada, their next project 

garnered them the most attention and a unique place in the field of Ukrainian music. 

Following in the footsteps of Mickey and Bnnny, the D-Drifters-5 translated a 

number of English rock songs into Uhinian and released them on an album entitled 

'The DDrifters-5 Sing and Play Beatles Songs and Other Tops English Hits in 

Ulaainian." Many of the translations were somewhat clumsier than those in the 

Mickey and Bunny repertoire. However, because of the fact that this album was 

released within months of the English-hguage originals and that their overall sound 

captured much of the feel of those originals (despite the considerably lower 

production resources), the album was well received. It also provided an added 

element to the Mickey and Bunny concert shows.' 

In addition to their regular featured spots performing polkas or conic folk 

songs, the band was now also billed as 'The W a n  Beatles." Along with 

reproducing the sound of the Beatles music, the group began adopting some of the 

British group's visual imagery as well. Tony Roman, the group's lead guitarist, 

began wearing a "Beatle haircut." Mike Klym, the drummer, grew a beard similar to 

the one worn by Ringo Stan just prior to his joining the Beatles. And the D-Drifts 

wardrobe now included the collarless suits made famous by the "Fab Four." Even the 



photography featuIed on their album cover was designed to project images that were 

more in tune with that of a contemporary pop group than a Uhainian polka band. 

After just over two years together, the DDrifters-5 split with Mickey and 

Bunny as a result of financial disputes. The band recorded two more albums of folk 

song and polka music and continued to perform at Ukrainian events throughout 

western Canada Soon after, they began to focus their repeaoire more on non- 

Ukainian pop mate& They became a popular draw on the western Canadian club 

circuit @anna 1968), performed at many maimmm fesdvals and fairs, and were 

even featured entertainers in Las Vegas ( H a m  1969). 

In 1972 the band made a decided move back to Wainian music, arranging 

and performing special material to accompany the Rusalka Uminian Dance Ensemble 

of W m e g .  That same year the band enjoyed great success performing this material 

along with their own pop music on a tour of Scotland and ~ngland? Soon after that 

tour the band broke up due to personal differences. The re-grouped several times 

throughout the 1970s and 80s with various combinations of original and new 

members.' Each re-grouping focused on one of the band's musical strengths, rock 

music in the late 1970s, country in the early 1980s, and then another return to 

Wainian and old time music, 

Meet the Ukrainian Beatles, Again 
By the late 1980~~ the only original members remaining in the group were 

Dave and Tony Romanyshyn, who were once again performing on the Ukrainian 

wedding and dance circuit. Dave Romanyshyn had become a successful recording 

studio owner and record producer in Winnipeg, and since he was the driving force 

behind this version of the goup, he re-named it "The Dave Roman Band." After 

several years, however, he found that the public still referred to the group as "The D 



Drifters," partly due to the fact that they performed a similar repertoire. In 199 1, he 

decided to return to using that name. 

Upon hearing the D-Drifters name again, some organizers of large scale 

Ukrainian community events (most notably the Zabava 100 celebration held in 

W k p e g  to mark the centennisl of L k a m a n  
. * immigration to Canada) became 

interested in booking the group. However, promoters and audiences were expecting 

to see all four of the band's original members. Roman was able to convince violinist 

Yogi Klos to return, but dnunmer and comedian Mike Klym refused. He felt that the 

group's time had passed and that they could not recreate the successes they enjoyed 

in their prime saying "I11 rejoin when John Lennon rejoins the Beatles" (Lemon 

having died eleven years earlia). 

With three quarters of his original group together, Roman began working on a 

recording of new mataiaL4 With the new recording compteted, 1995 became the yea. 

to reintroduce the D-Drifters to the Ukrainian community. 

As they had done earlier with Mickey and Bunny, the band chose a number of 

high profile public performances as a way of promoting their new product This 

included appearances at Uaahian festivals in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan and at 

Canada's National Ukrainian Festival in Dauphin, Manitoba In their stage shows the 

band included many of the most popular numbers fiom their past recordings 

including a medley of their ' C U l a r W  Rock 'n' ROU."~ These performances attracted 

the attention of an Alberta promoter, Ken Huculak, who proposed a series of shows 

similar to their tours of the 1960s, albeit on a somewhat smaller scale. 

Since the D-Drifters were based in Winnipeg, Alberta audiences were 

unaware of their more recent activiry. Huculak used this as a promotional tool. The 

advertisements for his shows announced "THE D-DNFERS-5 ARE BACK!" and 

"THE D-DRIFTERS-5 COME ALIVE IN '95!" (implying the band had been dead, or 

at least dormant prior to this)? He even included the number "5" in the band's name, 



although they themselves had stopped using it in the late 1960s. Posters featured 

photos of only the original three members of the group (although the full group was a 

five-piece band). And, somewhat by chance, this series of shows happened to 

coincide with the publicity sunounding the release of the Beatles "Anthology." 

The projects enjoyed several parallels, advertising that focused on the 

"reunion" of groups initially popdar in the 1960s; visual images focusing on the 

current original band rnember~;~ and release of the first "new" recordings in 25 years, 

together with the re-release of old material. In reality, the members of the D-Drifters 

had worked together on many other recording projects, as had the members of the 

Beatles. 

The Other Ukrainian Beatles 
Coincidentally, 1995 saw the r e h e  of a video by another Uhinian 

- .  Canadian group claiming to be the ''- Beatles." 

Rushnychok was a four-piece Ukrainian dance band formed in Montreal in 

1969. The group members were a l l  children of the third wave, post-war immigration 

and were raised in an urban environment in eastern Canada. Consequently, they had a 

different aesthetic view of Ukrainian culture than the D-Drifters, who were products 

of the earlier immigration to the Prairies. 

The music that Rushnychok played, while geared toward a more urban 

audience, consisted chiefly of polkas and waltzes, and also included Ukainian songs 

set to ballroom dance rhythms, tangos, rhumbas and fox trots, as well as their own 

brand of "Ukrainian rock." This mostly consisted of Ukrainian folk songs or 

contemporary compositions set to a soft rock accompaniment Although the band's 

name itself was inspired by the title of a contemporary Ukrainian pop song, none of 

this music bore much resemblance to that of the Beatles, or even to the pop material 

performed by the D-Drifters-5. 



Unlike the D-Drifters-5, who made their livelihood solely from music, the 

members of Rushnychok were all involved in other careers? with music as a hobby. 

W e n  the career paths of two of the members finally took them away fkom Montreal, 

rather than hd ing  replacements, the group disbanded in 198 1, 

In 1991 they reunited for a single appearance at a Ukrainian resort in the 

Catskills Mountains of New York, and in 1993 got together again to perform at a 

Ukrainian wedding in Edmonton, Alberta It was at this wedding that footage was 

shot for the subsequent video.' 

The video attempts to make parallels between Rushnychok and the Beatles: 

four young men who joined together to make music; concert photos showing a stage 

set-up similar to that of the early Beatles; and a nanation which goes as far as stating 

"Many simply refeflred to them as the Ukrainian Beatles." 

Conclusion 
While it was purely coincidence that 1995 saw the release of the Beatles 

"Anthology" and related merchandise, the D-Drifters recording and tour, and the 

Rushnychok video, it was a tremendously formnate one for the later two groups. 

Both were able to play up their respective connections to the Beatles image, including 

corresponding reunions. In the end, however, all three projects shared very similar 

motivations, the desire to relive some of the glories of the past and to benefit &om the 

sale of new (and some recycled) products to the audiences of the present 



Plate 20 : D-Drifters Beatles Album cover, circa 1965. Note the beard and colarless suit on 
drummer Mike Klym (second from right), and the "Beatle" haircut on guitarist Tony 

Romanyshyn (extreme right). Used by permission. 



Plate 2 1 : Poster for D-Drifters Alberta performances, November, 1995. 



Plate 22: D-Drifters 1995 publicity photo. From left to right: Tony Romanyshyn. "Yogi" 
Klos, Dave Romanyshyn. Used by permission. 

Plate 23: D-Drifters in performance. Edmonton, November, 1995. From left to right: Bill 
Zulak, Tony Romanyshyn, "Yogi" Klos. Dave Romanyshyn. Photo by Brian Chewick.  



See Recurded Example 14- 
"Canadian Group Electrify With Pop." The [Aberdeen] Press and J o m l ,  Saturday, August 11,1973- 
'They do it 'cause they like k" Dauphirr Herald, Wednesday, August 9,1978. 
See Recarcled Example 24. 
See Recorded Example 25. 
Huculak placed ads with these slogans in the "Coming Events" column of the Edmonton Jorvnal 
Classified Section, Friday, September 8,1995 and Friday, September 29,1995. 

' See photos of the surviving three Beales in Giles, 1995. 
* 'Xushnychok- Music & Friends," Landrus Productions, 1995- 



Chapter 10. Charka, The Many Faces of Ukrainian Culture 

Ukrainian Community in the 1990s 
As the 1990s draw to a close, the Ukrainian community in western Canada 

continues to evolve. W e  there are an increasing number of substrata within the 

community, they inform each other to a much g r a t a  degree than in the past. The 

convergence of these disparate parts, along with the overwhelming effect of mainstream 

* .  society have combined to create a unique form of uhman culture that rdects  both 

elements of both traditional and contemporary situations. 

The history of Uhinians in Canada has often been a study of the cultural 

contributions of each of the three major waves of immigration (Kaye and Swyripa 1982). 

While each subsequent immigration brought with it new cultural models, injecting fiesh life 

into the community, each also arrived with their own social and political agendas, which 

often alienated them from the community established by members of the preceding 

immigrations. Since a period of over forty years has passed since the 1 !ZOs, when the last 

sip5cant new irnrnigration of Ulcrainians to Canada occurred, those already established 

groups have found an increasing number of opportunities to interact Events such as the 

lobbying for recognition of ethnic groups within the structure of multiculnnalism the 

development of a U b h i a n  bilingual education system, and the celebrations marling the 

rnille~lILium of Christianity in Ukraine and the centennial of Ukrainian settlement in Canada 

provided rallying points where the community could present a united face. At the same 

b e ,  the increased role taken by ukranms - * in mainstream society and the influence of that 
- .  culture have, in a way, worked to create a more uniform type of culture among I k m m m  

Canadians. Contemporary musicians have at their disposal the full spectrum of musical 

material imported by several generations of immigrants, along with a l l  the technical and 

struchml innovations provided by the mainstream North American music industry. 

By the 1990s, there had been considerable change in settlement and occupational 
. . 

pattern of lJlmmans on the prairies. While there was once an overrepresentation of 



Ukrainians in agriculture, this has rapidly changed as Ulaainians move to the cities 

(Hartmann and Isajiw 1980). As a result, the gap between urban and rural culture is 

narrowing. R d  audiences have access to all of the media resources of their urban 

counterparts, while much of the activity of &ajnians in the cities continues to be 

influenced by models C O M ~ C ~ ~  with rural life. Old village folk songs and dance mes are 

reinterpreted by urban musicians, and often repackaged for consumption by both rural and 

urban audiences 

The location of Ukrainians in the rural bloc settlements of the Canadian prairies, 

while an excellent environment for m a i n m g  traditional customs and practices, also led to 

a degree of isolation. This became more evident following the Second World War, when 

new immigrants began senling in the urban centres of eastern Canada A tension developed 

between the urban east and the rural west. By the 1990s, this tension was much less 

evident Rapid transportation and mass communication have broken down most of the 

barriers that once existed. As shown by the cross-polhation effect of musicians like 

Burya, western and eastern tastes are becoming more similar. 
. - 

A further influence on the IJhumm Canadian community of the 1990s has been 

the increased interaction with Ukrainian communities in eastern Europe. Since 198 8, there 

has been an increased flow of new immigrants from Ukraine, Poland and the former 

Yugoslavia Ukraine's independence in 1991 has also lead to finther exchanges of 

information and people, including music and musicians. 

As the community itself begins to resemble the mainstream more closely, what is 

perceived as Ulsrainian music also becomes more homogenous. In the musical choices 

available to Listening audiences there are fewer of the aforementioned tensions, east/wesf 

mral/urban etc. W e  distinctions remain in the music produced, audiences are more 

willing to accept alternatives. This is reflected in the wider range of choices availabIe. For 

example, the 1998 Yevshan Catalog has its music selections grouped into eighteen different 

categories.' Technology has made it possible for almost anyone to produce a recording 



with minimal production costs. Obviously, these lower budget productions do not meet to 

the level of more highly financed and elaborate productions, and more discerning 

consumers will avoid them 

While all these variables have an effect on the nature of the contemporary Ukaiuian 

community, perhaps the strongest connecting thread is a desire for association with some 

concept of Ulcrainianness. Fredric Jameson (1989) describes a "nostalgia for the present," 

where individuals long for a world that never really existed, and therefore is not there for 

the losing. Abrahams continues this pattern of thought suggesting that as the population m 

rural areas decrease~,'~the very notion of the country and its agrarian past becomes suffused 

with these nostalgic meanings" (1994, 83). This kind of nostalgia has two aspects for 
. . 

contemporary urban LJhamm Canadians. Firstly, there is nostalgia for the rural life of 
- .  

TJhamm village peasants as perpetuated in the texts of folksongs. This often represents a 

nostalgia for a way of life that many have never even come into contact with, let alone 
- .  

experienced. Secondly, there is the nostalgia for the ma1 life of the early IJhaman 

immigrants to Canada, often the predecessors of the current generations. Again, with many 

Ukrainians moving to urban environments several decades ago, there are a number of 

generations who have only nostalgic co~mections to the nual legacy that Ukrainians have 

established in Canada, 

An interest in elements of traditional Ulrrainian culture continues to extend through 

all strata of the Lkainian community in Canada and is present at various levels of intensity. 

While a small portion of the population stiU follow the pattern that Novak outlines for 

traditional ethnic groups (speaking in a foreign language; living in a subculture; living in a 

"tight kc&'' ethnic neighborhood; belonging to organizations; responding to "ethnic" 

appeals; exalting one's own nationality or culture (1979% 17)), a larger portion of the 

Ukrainian community are what George Paleniuk calls "Ulsrainians with an asterisk." By 

this he means people who recognize some connection to Ulaainan culture, but have limited 

involvement in Ulcrainian community life. While almost fully immersed in the patterns of 



. - mainstream culture, they have retained visible symbols of L k a m m  identity such as 

Ukrainian food or participation in U h h i a n  arts such as llcmman * .  
stage dance, the writing 

of pysanky Easter eggs], and an enjoyment of Ulmhian music (Isajiw 1984, 123). They 

are not rlnlike what Novak refers to as "Saturday Ethnics" (Novak 197 1, 3 1). Glazer 

(1980) offers an explanation for this interest in Ulcraine and things l.lhmmn - .  
suggesting 

that most ethnic groups that are small in relation to the host society will have a greater 

attachment to the fate of their homeland and a greatar concern for d i m d  survival in a 

multi-ethic society. 

Charka Reflects the 90s Community 
In many ways, Charka is a microcosm of the western Canadian Uldnian 

cornmuuity in the 1990s. Structurally, the group is a combination of individuals that 

represent the values of each wave of Uk;r;linian immigration to Canada, including the recent 

post-Soviet wave. Their activity as a band also represents a blend of traditional and 

mainstream culture. The group members take their own individual intapretations of 

Ukrainian culture, based on their diverse backgrounds, and blend them to create a single, 

multi-faceted model, 

Charka's Motivation 
When Charka first began its activity as a band, its principal motivation was the 

presentation and development of Lkainian culture through music. The group put 

considerable effort into researching and selecting material that would both entertain and 

educate their audiences. The group perceived several voids that were being left by other 

bands working in the community and strove to fill those voids. At the same time, they were 

detamhed to make their music accessible to any of the several sub-groups within the 

Ukrainian community. 



After performing for just over four years, there is a paradox in the group's current 

activity. While development of Ubinian music and senice to the Uhainian community 

was at the forefront of the band's original motivations, the group is currently often forced 

to perform makria.! that is not Ukrainian. This is not perceived negatively by the band, 

Rather, they feel that the fact that they are called upon to perform non-Ukrainian rnareridl 

reflects their versatility as musicians. Indeed, their outlook on the business of music within 

the Ukramm 
. . 

communi~ has taken a different view. Where they once presented 

themselves primarily as Ukrainian musicians who were versatile enough to play a wide 

range of musical styIes, they now tend to present themselves as versatile musicians, who 

also happen to be able to play a wide range of Wainian music. In doing so, they have 

been able to capture a greater share of the market among audiences with minimal connection 

to the l l h m a n  
- .  

community, the " ' W m  with an asterisk" At the same time, the 

contacts they formed within the highly organized and culanally active portion of the 

Ulsrainian community continue to allow them to function as an "'authentic" M a n  band 

Questions of Authenticity 
Repertoire plays an important part in helping to establish Charka7s authenticity. 

George Paleniuk is proud of the fact that the band carefully selects repertoire that is 

considered "authentic" Uaabian music. He is critical of other groups that select pieces 

indetaminatdy, presenting them as Ulmhian without regard for their origin. He points to 

the large body of Czech, Slovenian and PoIish p o h  which form the main body of 

repertoire of the mid-westem and eastern US polka styles and which have crept into the 

repertoires of polka bands across North America (Greene 1992; Keil 1982, 1992). While 

admiring the quality of this music, he feels that local Ukrainian groups do a disservice to 

the community by erroneously presenting these pieces as Ukrainian. Often when such 

pieces are performed or even recorded the musicians are unaware of their original sources. 

Many are also unaware of the actual song titles or the composers of the pieces, having 

learned them aurally from other musicians. Consequently, these pieces, along with 



traditional C J b m a n  
* .  melodies, are often renamed, sometimes with generic titles reflecting 

the names of the local band, its performers, or the main instrument featured (for 

example,"Rambler's ~oIka , "~  "Ernie's  PO^,'" or Saxy Polka4). 

The fact that many pieces have appeared on locally produced commercial recordings 

under new names adds to the confusion regarding their origin- Some local musicians, such 

as the members of Charka, and especially Paleniuk, have taken time to try to Iink the pieces 
- .  

they have chosen to perform with some lkaman source. This is not always completely 

successful due to the process whereby a composed piece of music reenters the realm of the 

folk. One example is a piece that is popular with many Ukrainian bands in Alberta, most 

often referred to as "Oi Handziu Liuba" or "Handd;t" Not only is this piece often 

performed in dance situations, it has also been recorded several times.' The lyrics to this 

piece are in Ukcah.ian, which lead many of the musicians performing it to believe that it is 

of Ukrainian origin. However, the text was composed in Canada, with the North American 

idiomatic version of the word for automobile (gara, as in the phrase "rodkhav garom, 

skydav cherevyky") underlining this fact. The liner notes to the recorded version by the D- 

Drifters-5 emphasizes that the piece is "a comedy song written by a Ukrainian in Canada 

about a girl named Handzia, who has left her lover.'" A earlier recording of the piece 

appeared with a different set of Ukrainian lyrics under the title "Julida ~olka.'"~his version 

points directly to the original source of the piece,"My Girfiend Julida" which was a hit 

record for Polish-American bandeader Walt Solek in 1948 (Greene 1992, 199). Solek's 

recording was part of the polka craze that swept pop& music in the mid to late 1940s. 



6bHandziaw Version A, as performed by the D-Drifters-5,"Sing and play Traditional and 
original Songs" V Records VLP 3050. 

Oh Handzia my loved one, Handzia my d a . g  
Why have you left me all done? 
Remm to me, forget about all others, 
Oh Handzia my loved one, Efandzia my darling. 

I drove around by car, I took off my shoes 
More than once did I take a beating kom my Dad 
I went to bed late and got up early 
So that this wodd not be for nothing 

Oh Handzia my loved one, remember 
Come as quickly as possile, return to me- 
I can't live without you 
Oh Handzia my loved one, I'm begging you, 

Version B as performed by Mickey & Bunny,TJkrainian Country Musicyy V Records 
VLP 3001. 

Ll[mymGna, Dxcy.natiaa TH mo6a MOX. JuIaida, Julaida you are my loved one. 
5 k  rpouxi m m  re6e KOXW. When I have money, I have you to love 
liK ~ c i  ~ O ~ ~ C T E M ,  i n e u  TH 3 npyrmf When we spend it all, you go with another 
2 c a ~  ca J[HI~IY, q w a i d  qm c w y  I'm left all alone, I sit here sadly. 

L l m y m a ,  l?xynaAna ra h a  ~ o a .  JuIaida, JuIaida you are my loved one. 
05 NO ~opme,  m 3  BBM ~ ~ J I R -  If someone winks at you, you dance with him- 
TE me ~e 3aam,  om ~oxaeru You still don't how who it is you Iove 
( I c a ~ c a ~ , ~ r y r c ~ y  I'm left all alone, I sit here sadly. 

Version C, as performed by the D-Drifters-5,"On Tour" V Records VLP 3006 

1 have a girlfriend she is a honey 
She only loves me when I have money. 
When I am busted, she is disgusted. 
She goes with Tony and I'm so lonely. 

1 have a girlfiriend she is a dandy. 
She keeps me broke, but I'm always handy. 
I: drink my soda, she drinks ginger cola. 
I dance the polka, she does the h u h  



The alternate naming of individual pieces is rareIy a deliberate action on the part of 

local musicians. It is most often due to pieces circulating among musicians, often with W e  

awareness of their origins. If musicians observe that a particular song elicits a positive 

response among audiences when performed by another group, they may strive to 

incorporate such pieces into their own repertoires. Many of the pieces that were standards 

of the American polka craze have also become standards in the Alberta Uhinian scene. 

Because they have been a part of the local repertoire for such a long time, and perhaps 

because younger musicians learned these pieces fiom older musicians, it is often assumed 

that they are Ukrainian in origin, especially if they have an accompanying text that is sung 

in Ukrainian. A majority of these local musicians rarely use the Ukrainian language in 

conversation, and many do not speak any Ukrainian at all, Ubinian texts are learned 

phonetically, and macaronic devices are simply recognized as components of the local 

language. As George Paleniuk observes, for these ''Ulrrainians with an asterisk," 

Ukmhian is one component of their identity which can be put on and removed as 

necessary. 

Charka views the package of Ubhian music they have arranged based on musical 

material of both previous and current generations as authentic. According to Lipsitz (1990), 

the production of popular music (or in the case of Charka, popular Lkahian music) 

involves a continual "'dialogue with the past'" This process involves not only "how artists 

use and combine elements of previous musical styles, but in the way in which the 

production practices themselves contain residues of previous 'modes' of producing and 

composing popular music" (Negus 1992, 89). Part of Charka's goal is to also convince 

their audiences that their music and the way it is presented is authentic. As Negus states, 

"Each emerging genre posits its own conventions of authenticity, which at the same 
time exposes previous conventions . . . But within these conventions is the 
'authentic' relationship - the shared sense of being - which is articulated between 
artist and audience." (1992,77) 



In planning and preparing the artistic and business directions his group wiU take, 

George Paleniuk uses contemporary models from the business, enteaainment and sports 

worlds. 

Music as Sport 
As a young man, Paleniuk was very active in organized sports. He attended the 

. . University of Manitoba on a football scholarship, where he was known as 'The ulmman 

Greyhound." He also played hockey and broomball at a highly competitive level. Since the 

end of his playing career, he has traveled extensively as a coach and clinician, Paleniuk's 

view of his band and of the music community in general is often connected to images and 

pattern taken £rom the sports world. To him, Charka is a team, and he views himself a 

team coach or manager. Each member of his team has a specific role to play, with the goal 

of creating a total that is greater than the sum of its parts. 

For Paleniuk, rehearsals and performances are much the same as practices and 

games. When Charka gathers to rehearse, it is either after a lengthy lay-off, like a "aaining 

camp," or to learn new material. Many times, the material attempted in rehearsal does not 

reacha polished state. PaIeniuk compares this to the process whereby new plays are added 

to a football playbook. While a coach may sometimes "run a play in practice and it doesn't 

quite work, but you have faith it will click," the band is confident that new repertoire will 

come together in a performance situation. Like a team, the goup relies on the extra energy 

and adrenaline produced in front of an audience to take their presentation to its highest 

level. 

In the spring of 1996, the Vohon Dance Ensemble, a local Edmonton dance group, 

organized a festival of Uhinian culture. The event featured displays and exhibits, food 

and beverage services, and continuous entertainment by local dance groups and musicians. 

The event ended with a large dance, with music provided by three Uhainian 

bands,"Trernbita," 'Trubka" and "Charka." These three groups were among the most 



popular in Edmonton at that time. The event was extremely successful, with a large crowd 

attending. 

Throughout the event, there was an atmosphere of competition among the bands. 

While the groups were fiendly with one another and co-operative in sorting out technical 

details, each was conscious of presenting their best possible face before such a large 

audience. Open community events of this nature are often a showcase for bands, with the 

audiences holding many potential future customers. It is at such events that contacts are 

often made for future engagements at weddings and anniversary dances- As a result, it was 

in the interest of each group to perform at its best 

While Charka was well received at this event, Paleniuk was not completely satisfied 

with the group's performance. He likened the presentations of his band and the other two 

to different styles of boxers. He viewed Trembita as a "classic jabber." By this he meant 

that they had all the necessary technical skiUs, yet lacked some of the energy or imagination 

to really take over the crowd. Trubka was compared to a "knock out puncher." He felt that 

this group was over-energetic, always going for the big blow, but Iacking somewhat in 

pacing. He felt that his group's presentation struck a balance between these approaches. 

One of the standards by which Lkabian community dances or "zabavas" are often 

measured is the dance known as the "kolomyika'" In recent years, the kolomyika has 

evolved from a specific social dance performed by couples into a grand scale performance 

activity (Nahachewshy 1990). FVhile a majority of the audience present in the hall forms a 

large circle, various individual dancers or groups of dancers enter the centre of the circIe to 

perform intricate "solos." These often consist of steps taken from the choreography of 

dance ensembles, of which these "soloists1' are often members. Here too a spirit of fkiendly 

competition exists, with each soloist or team trying to out do the previous. 

Several factors combine to determine the success of a kolomyika. The presence of 

dancers willing to perform solos is ceaainly a consideration If members of more than one 

dance ensemble are present at an event, the sense of competition is heightened. The 



physical possibilities or limitations of the venue are also important, While a ball must be big 

enough to accommodate solo dancing, and provide room for others to observe, if a room is 

too large, the intimacy of the event is lost And certainly one of the most important 

variables is the music the band performs for the kolomyika 

The triple bandstand at the Vohon Spring Festival was unique in that it attempted to 

have a l l  three bands provide music for the kolomyika Since the event was held in a full 

sized hockey arena and a spacious stage had been constructed to accommodate 

performances by dance ensembles earlier in the day, there was ample room for all three 

groups to have their equipment set up at the same time. Each band was assigned a position 

in the course of the kolomyika As one group neared the end of their allotted time, the next 

prepared to begin. Thus, a relatively seamless transition from band to band took place, with 

the dancers barely missing a step. 

Paleniuk felt that Charka's portion of the kolomyika was the weakest part of their 

performance that evening. He called their anangement a "journeyman" kolomyika. In 

sports, journeymen are players who, while competent enough to participate professionally, 

are not particularly n~teworthy.'~ He noted that a part of the £law in their performance was 

due to a breakdown in teamwork While the band usually works together, with parts in 

their musical arrangements designed to be distributed evenly among all members, Paleniuk 

felt that the usual balance was disrupted in this kolomylka As a result, the responsibility 

for sustaining the energy level necessary to drive the dancers was left to only a few of the 

musicians. Paleniuk's review and analysis of each performance is not unlike that of a 

coach. He weighs both the strengths and weaknesses of each performance, then sets a 

game plan for future improvement 

Music as Business 
Another strategy that Paleniuk uses draws on his experience as a businessman. 

Paleniuk has a background in sales. It is some measure of his success in this field that he 

was able to secure three engagements, complete with cash deposits, prior to actually having 



a band. It was on the strength of his vision of what the band would be like and his ability to 

sell that vision that he was able to convince customers to hire his would-be group. 

Many of the decisions Charka makes are also based on market research. Each 

member of the group is tuned into various kinds of audiences, rural, urban, immigrant, 

youth. Through their understanding of these markets, and their contacts with other 

individuals within them, they are able to identify repertoire they should perform and events 

where they should obtain bookings." 

When preparing to record their fim album "Love It or Lviv Is" Paleniuk consulted 

with experts from the provincial government's Department of Culture, Record Industry 

Division Charka was advised that to reach the widest possible audience they should design 

their recording to address four types of potential audience, soft seat, meaning a concert 

audience w i t h .  a theatre; hard seat, a concert audience at an outdoor festival; Zabava, the 

kind of crowd that dances to Charka's music; and studio, those who buy a recording to 

Listen to for its intrinsic value. Charka was satisfied that the materid they had selected met 

the needs of all four audiences." 

Producing a recording was one of Charka's wisest business moves. Pr io~ to the 

album's release the group secured engagements purely by word of mouth or through 

individual band members' contacts within the community. The recording gave the group 

instant =edibility and a face beyond the Edmonton market Radio airplay of some of the 

album cuts introduced the band's music to new audiences. The recording has also been an 

effective promotional tool for securing new jobs. The disc was eventually picked up for 

distribution by Yevshan Corporation of Montreal, and has led to the band being hired for 

events other than dances, occasionally outside of the Edmonton market The group is 

currently pursuing engagements across Noah America 

At engagements, the band is at work even when on breaks fiorn performing. 

During pauses, they visit with members of the audience, soliciting opinions and drumming 

up potential new business. As MacLeod noted in his study of New York dance band 



musicians,"Every party guest represents a future client and thus cannot be ignored" (1993, 

92) 

At ceaain events, Charka works on a principle that Pdleniuk refers to as 'Value 

Added." They feel that by providing customers with small additional services above those 

for which they were contracted, they will create a better atmosphere and increase their 

chances for future employment Often at weddings, the band will do an extra performance 

at the entrance to the hall as the guests are arriving, at no additional cost to the hosts. 

Initially, they began doing this as an extension of the practice of past generations of 

Ukrainian musicians. In the traditional village setting, musicians escorted the bride and 

groom and their guests from their homes to the chmch and back, performing wedding 

"marches" along the way. When wedding receptions began to be held in community halls 

rather than in family homes, the musicians played the marches at the doorway as guests 

arrived. In recent years, few bands in the Edmonton area continue to play at the door. 

Charka saw an opportunity to connect with audiences famiIiar with this practice, while at 

the same time providing their employers with an additional value for their money. 

According to Paleniuk, the decision to play at the door was not only successful in tams of 

securing future business, but also helped solidify Charka's identity as a traditional 

Wainian band. 

Like many commercial enterprises, Charka has a long range business plan. The 

group carefully balances the number of engagements they accept in various markets. They 

balance urban against rural locations, weddings against "events" (festivals, fund raising 

banquets, and other high profile engagements where they will be seen by a cross section of 

the community), Ukrainian against non-Ulaainian events. By carefully planning where and 

when they wiU perform, they are extending the life of their group. Overexposure in any one 

area can cause a saturation of a market- Charka has moved to different comers of this 

market, only to return later to old audiences with new material. and a fresh presentation. 



Many Faces 
Charla's greatest strength is the diversity of experiences of its individual members 

and the way that that diversity comes together to create a single, yet versatile whole. 

Indeed, Charka is one group with many faces. 

In developing their identity as a U h m u m  . - 
band, Charka has a wealth of resources 

. - to draw upon. Their individual members represent all four periods of LJhamm 

immigration to Canada, the first, pre-war period (Wade), the second, inter-war period 

(Barry), the third, post-war period (George and Orest), and the most recent post-Soviet 

p d  (Victor). This break down gives them an insight into the tastes of each of these 

waves. 

A second distribution within the group has to do with age. an approximately 

20 year span in age fiom the youngest to oldest members of the group (25-45) this also 

affects their range of experiences. This also puts them in touch with various genres of 

music and dance styles. This has proven most effective in helping Charka connect with 

diverse audiences. Through their internal interactions, they are able to perform material in a 

manner that can appeal to audiences of any age. This in itself is perhaps the single most 
* .  

important selling feature for any contemporary tlhamm dance band in western Canada 

Charka is one of few urban bands that is able to bridge the gap between m a 1  and 

urban communities. This is due, in part, to their careful reading of the tastes of rural 

audiences, and partly because of their own rural connections. Both Barry Sliwkanich and 

Wade Wasylciw have family ties in md areas. SLiwkanich also lives and works in a rural 

community. As a result, he not only has personal connections to other individuals in nual 

locations, but is in tune with their tastes and values. He relates this information to the other 

members of his group, who in turn can prepare and present the kind of package that wiU 

appeal to organizers of rural events- 

It is, in fact, community connections that have gone a long way in determining the 

success of Charka. Prior to their corning together as a band, each individual member was 



involved at various levels within the Wainian community around Edmonton. Orest 

Pohoreki was involved with church and community organizations, and as a singer in the 

Ukrainian Male Choru~.'~ Bany SIiwkanich had been involved with community 

organizations and musical groups fiom a young age and is currently the director of one of 

the largest Ukrainian youth camps in the province of AIberta. Wade Wasylciw is active in 

the Uuainian dancing community and in the Ukrakian Students Club at the University of 

Alberta- And Victor Ruduke has been active as a diak [cantor] at several Ulnainian 

Orthodox padshes and as an organizer and participant in activities with emerging immigrant 

organiza~ions.~~ Fmally, George Paleduk, after his prolonged absence fiom the Ukrainian 

community, returned with great enthusiasm He has been instrumental in projects for the 

Ukrainian bilingual school system, the Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village, and served as 

president of the Ukrainian Professional and Business Club of Edmonton. Through these 

rnany connections, the band was able to quickly establish itself as an important musical 

force in the Ulclainian community. Through their public appearances and recording, they 

have been able to build upon that already formidable base. 

While Charka is but one among rnany talented Ukrainian bands performing in the 

Edmonton area, it is their unique combination of extra-musical attributes that makes them 

such an interesting study. Their multi-facered structure and their unique approaches to 

designing and analyzing their activity as a band make them an exquisite example of musical 

processes in the Ubainian community in the 1990s. 



Plate 25: Charka, publicity photo, 1995. Used by permission. 



Plate 25: Charka in performance. Clockwise from upper left: George Paleniuk, Orest 
Pohoreski, Wade Was ylciw, Barry Sliwkanich, Victor Ruduke. Photos by Brian 

Cherwick. 



The 1998 Yevshan Catalog offers the following categories of music, Contemparary Music From Ukraine, 
Zabava, Burya, Female Vocalists, Male Vocalists, Contemporary FoIk Ensembles, Instrumental . - Ukraman F o k  Dance, Bandma, Classical, Choral, Liturgical, Records, Rock, Cassette Specials, 
Comedy, Country, Chisanas. 
P o b  RambIers, '- 

- - 
S tyle" Heritage Records HR-5 1, See Recorded Example 22. 

Nick Hoatiub: & the Fugitives, "In the Finest of U h h i m  - - Music & Song" Heritage Records HR42. 
The Kannonizexs, '- - - Favourites by the Harmonizers" Heritage Recurds HR-44 
Mickey & Bunny '- Country Music" V-Records VLP 1003; D-Ddfters-5, "D-Dn'fters-5 Sing and 
Play Traditional & Original U m i n h  Songs" V-Records VLP 3050; Interlake Polka Kings "On Tour 
With the Interlake PoIka f i g s n  UK Records UKW - 5007: Eddie Chwill "I Can Still Hear Papa and 
Mama Singing" WAR Prductions 4-880420. See Recurded ExampIe 13. 
3-Drifters-5 Sing and Play Traditional & Original U k m h h  - .  SongsW 
' Mickey & Bunny, ''Ukrarman Country Music" 
* Compare Recorded Examples 27 and 29 withhe subsequent versions by Charka in Recorded Examples 28 

and 30. 
Nahachewsky refers to this type of dance as the "recent social koiornyilm" (1991,240) 

lo The Gage Canadian Dictionary defines journeyman as "a person who is a competent worker or performer 
but is not outstanding or brilliant." 

' ' Charka ~EE also attempted to work with promoters of other kinds of music. See '"The Newest Band in 
Alberta, And They're Srnokin!! !" 1996, 
l2 See Recorded Examples 26, 28, 30, and 31. 

l3 Orest's wife, Lesia, is also heavily involved in communiry activities, primarily as a former worker at . - 
Edmonton's U h M a n  Bookstore, and as conductor of Edmonton's SUMK Choir, the largest Llhaman 
youth choir in the city. 

l4 Victor is also a member of the band "Barviwk," and wi& this group he helped organize a fundraising 
concert in aid of victims of the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. 



Chapter 11. Conclusion 

This study has attempted to show how the activity of a U h h i a n  musical group of 

the 1990s, Charka, can provide a metaphor for the entire western Canadian LJhamm - - 

community. The activity of these musicians addressss questions of identity, not only as 

Uhainians, but as musicians and as citizens of a multi-faceted plrnal society. At the same 

time, I have aaempted to illustrate how signiscant historical developments inform the 

choices made by contemporary musicians, and provide them with avenues from which to 

draw on previous traditions. 

Henry Glassie has identified two main causes for the search for identity in 

traditions, erosion of mediating structures and a shift in society from mation to 
. . 

consumption (1994, 240). Certainly, the internal structures present in the Uhman 

community on the Canadian prairies have undergone considerable change since the end of 

the last century. In tenns of music, the development of new genres of expression, such as 

commercial recordings, has put the responsibility for creation into the hands of a few 

specialists, leaving the bulk of the community as passive consumers (Klymasz 1970,92). 
. . 

Lkammn Canadians have been socialized into the culture of the general society but 

have developed a symbolic relationship to the culture of their ancestors. An item f?om the 

cultural pasf such as music, can become a symbol of ethnic identity. Music offers people 

access to a social world, a part in some sort of social narrative or what Finnegan (1990) 

calls "social pathways." The use of music can vary as to how important it is in defining 

one's social identity, in determining one's friendships, and in forming one's sense of self 

(Frith 1996, 90). 

There is a process of seIection for cultural items which are considered si@cant 

identifiers, such as musical genres or the instruments they are played on. Contemporary 

Ukrainian Canadians are often linked by new attributes that the original immigrants would 

not have recognized as identifying their group.' While some question whether ethnic 



groups and their practices can be considered "authentic" in the diaspora (Radhahishnan 

1996,203), the majority of IIkminiil~l Canadians continue to be unselfconsciously involved 

in a variety of elements of traditional Uhioian culture. Often the processes of creating 

music rather than the music itself that provides individuals with sense of community. 

Individual musicians or ensembles can serve as both a link to the culturdl past and 

as catalysts for new ideas and cultural practices. Individuals or groups such as Pavlo 

Hurneniuk, Mickey and Bunny, the D-Driftas, Rushnychok and Ron Cahute and Bwya 

have all drawn on the wealth of material passed on by previous generations in order to 

create unique and dynamic new fonns of expression. Because of the public nature of their 

activity, their reconstructions of the culture are often understood as accurate representations 

by individuals outside of the group. 

There are Ukrainian Canadians who have gone through the process of socialization 

within Canadian mainstream society rather than the ethnic subsotiety, who may not share 

the culture with their ancestors or contemporaries within the subsociety, but who 

nevertheless may have retained or even developed to a higher degree subjective "Ukrainian" 

identity. These individuals, whom George Paleniuk refers to as '"Ulcrainans with an 

asten&" or "'outer limits Ukrainians," are increasingly coming in from the periphery. As 

inter-ethnic marriages increase, so does the proportion of the population with rnixed 

ancestries, causing a blurring of ethnic boundaries (Krotld and Odynak 1990, 416). As 

music continues to provide this group with one of few remaining avenues of access to 

Ulcrainian culture, their tastes and expectations are having an effect on the activity of 

Ukrainian musicians. TO address this condition, musicians appropriate cultural information 

fkom the surrounding society, and use it as components of the reconstructed ethnic culture, 

while at the same time, some elements of ethnic cultwe are appropriated by the surrounding 

society. Media and popular culture help people gain and consolidate a sense of identity 

(Berger 1996,224). 



While music provides signifying points which help connect the LJhman 
. . 

community, it also works to create an internal community among musicians. This 

community can be looked upon as its own subculture, complete with riruals and codes 

which are understood by its members. ParadoxicaLly, while each musical group is striving 

to aeate its own unique identity that will distinguish it £rom its competitors, many of the 

individual musicians stressed that they are all doing about the same thing, the only 

difference being that some do it better than others (6. MacLeod 1993, 63).2 

A signiscant role in the meation of cultural identity has been played by sound 

recordings. Since their first appearance in the 1920s, they have aided in bridging the 

geographical barriers that separate Ukrainians across North America Not only have they 

aided in informing I Jhmmn 
. - 

s of significant trends, but they have often been the vehicles 

for establishing and developing those trends. The actual aural sounds conmined in 

recordings along with the notes, photographs and modes of packing that deliver them all go 

together to aeate an artificial community. Sound recordings have also provided a window 

into the Ukrainian community for those fiom outside the tradition. 

The role of music as an important part of community celebrations has allowed it to 

create bridges across various boundaries within the community. At one time economic class 

or period of immigration of an individual was a source of tension, with cultural items of 

one group spurned by another. The Ukrainian music of the 1990s has devdoped into a 

form of popular music that transcends boundaries. As specific internal stmctures break 

down, music remains to provide a unifying force, co~ec t ing  elements within the 

community and providing a face to the outside, working to dispel eLitists attitudes toward 

culture (Berger 1 996,25). 

While Ukrainian music has continued to be a central component of Ukrainian 

culture throughout the period of settlement in Canada, the degree to which it is embraced 

has fluctuated. The 1990s have seen the convergence of a number of disparate elements 

(celebration of Ukrainian settlement to Canada; independence of Ukraine; rise in popularity 



of 'World Musics'; increased access for individuals to multimedia technology) that created 

an atmosphere that was conducive to embracing Ukrainian music. Perhaps it once again has 

become fashionable to be an ethnic,"to posses "sod," to have an authentic identity, and to 

be mentally healthy3' (Stein and Hill 1977,s). 
. It may seem strange that in this study of the effect of music on the tlhaman 

community, there has been Little discussion of actual music itself. I have done this quite 

defiberately. While a detailed musical analysis of some of the genres under discussion 

might reveal some .further insights, it would also reveal many redundancies. I have tried to 

point out the way in which similar musical material has persistently played an important 

role in the lives of Ukrainians. It is largely the processes involved in creating and 

packaging of this material that has differed throughout time, leading to unique innovations. 

Ukrainian musicians continue to rely on the same pool of resources, simply because it is 

what the majority of their audiences have come to expect from them. 

Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of this study is the way that so many apparently 

disparate components of Ukrainian culture in Canada, separated by factors of h e ,  space, 

and class remain so inextricably linked. In the discussions with musicians that informed 

this study, the connections were a constant source of amazement for both them and myself. 

This only strengthened the belief that music really is a fundamental component of culture, 
. * 

informing Ukmman Canadians who they were, who they are, and who they are yet to 

become. 

1 One such example wouid be the identification of kovbasa (garlic sausage), once simply an element of the 
diet of UkTainians * .  . as a LJkamm symbol, For discussion of symbols such as these see Isajiw 1984 and 
Pohorecky 1984. 

A sentiment shared by Ron Cahute, and by the members of CharkR. 
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Charka 

Performance, recorded by Brian Cherwick, Edmonton, AB, November 7,1993. 
Performance, recorded by Brian Cherwick, Vegredle, AB, July 2, 1994. 
Rehearsal, recorded by Brian Cherwick, Sherwood Park, AB, April 30, 1996. 
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D-DrZkrs . 
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Polka Ramblers 
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Pavlo Humeniuk 
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"Comic Songs and Dialogs of the Ukraine." Request Records, SRLP 8 165. 

"King of the Ukrainian Fiddlers." Arhoofie/FoIklyric, CD 7025. 

"Ukrainian Comedy Gems." UK Records, UK 5016. 
- - "UIaains'ke Ves- Wedding." Request Records, SRLP 8 168. 

For examples of Humeniuk's contemporaries see, 
cCUkrainian Village Music, Historical Recordings 1928- 1933." Arhoolie/Fo Wyric, CD 

7030. 

Mickey & Bunny 

"Ukrainian Country Music." V Records, VLP 300 1 

"Mickey & Bunny Sing This Land is Your Land and Other Top Hit Songs in Ulcrainian and 
English." V Records, VLP 3005. 

"Mickey & Bunny Sing Traditional Uhinian Carols." V Records, VLP 30 19. 

"Mickey & Bunny Sing English Xmas Carols in Ukrainian." V Records, VLP 3020. 

"Simulated Live Performance Recording Ukrainian Concert At Massey Hall." V Records, 
VLP 3026. 

"Mickey & Bunny Sing Songs of Znspiration." V Records, VLP 3031. 

"Mickey & Bunny at the Ford Auditorium and the Sheraton CadiUac Hotel DetroiL 
U.S.A.." V Records, VLP 3044. 

"Award Winning Presentation." V Records, VLP 3045. 

"Mickey Sings Ulcrainian-English Beer Parlour Songs." V Records, LP 3064. 

"Ukrainian Country Music, Volume 2." V Records, LP 3065. 

"Sing Mickey & Bunny." V Records, LP 3086. 

"Sing Their Ukrainian Hits For YOK" V Records, SVLP 3 100. 

"Country Roads-" V Records, SVLP 3 105. 

"Faces From the Past" V Records, SVLP 3109. 



'24 Greatest Hits." Sunshine Records, SSBCT 410. 

D-Drifters(4) 

"The D-Drifters-5 On Tour," V Records, VLP 3006. 

"The D-Drifters-5 Sing and Play at a Uhainian Concea" V Records, VLP 3017. 

"The D-Driftas-5 Sing and Play Beatles Songs and other Top English Hits in Ula:ainian." 
V Records, VLP 3025. 

"D-Drifters-5 Play Ukrainian Dance Favourites." V Records, VLP 3029- 

'The D-Drifters-5 Sing and Play Traditional & Original Songs." V Records, VLP 3050. 

"Polka 'N' Fun." V Records, SVLP 801 1- 

"Life's A Dance-" V Records, SVLP 3 182. 

"mainian Dance Favourites Volume Two." MSC 112. 

"KarLicki Sing-" V Records, VLP 3052. 
(uncredited instrumental accompaniment to vocal group) 

Dolores Marneck & Anne Sicz ''The Uhinian Sweethearts" V Records, VLP 3059. 
(uncredited instrumental accompaniment to vocal group) 

Rushnychok 
"Rushnychok Volume I." Sage Promotions, ESP - 73100. 

"Rushnychok Volume II." Sage Promotions, ESP - 74200. 

"Rushnychok Volume m." Sage Promotions, ESP - 75300. 

"Rushnychok Volume W." Sage Romotions, ESP - 76400. 

"Rushnychok Volume V Special 10th Anniversary Edition." Sage Promotions, ESP - 
80600. 

"Ukrainian Music & Friends." Landrus Productions Video. 

Burya 
"Burya Volume I." Harmony Records, HRS 1 193. 

"Burya Volume II." Arernkay Records, CZl96. 

"Burya Volume m." Aremkay Records, HRS 1214. 

"Burya Volume IV." Aremkay Records, CZ199. 

"Burya Volume V." Aremkay Records, CZ200. 

"urya, Non-Stop Dancing." Yevshan Records, DZ921. 



"Bmya Set In Stone." Yevshan Records, DZ900. 

"Burya Plugged In." Yevshan Records, DZ350. 

'The Best of Burya." Yevshan Records, DZ349. 
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